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LEVEL Ill Why You're You / with Teacher's Edition
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Environmental ScleoNt / with Teachers Edition
Record Boo* / with Teacher's Edition / Master Set of Equipment
Investigating Variation / with Teacher's Edition
Record Book / with Teachers Edition / Master Set of Equipment
In Orbit / with Teatcher's Edition.
Record Book / with Teacher's Edition / Master Sot of Equipment
What'i Up? / with Teacher's Edition
Record Book / with Teachers Edition / Master Sot of Equipment
Crusty Problems / with Teachers Edition
Record Book / with Teacher's Edition / Master Set of Equipment
Winds and Weather / with Teacher's Edition
Record Book / with Teacher's Edition / Master Set of Equipment
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Record Book / with Teacher! Edition / Master Set of Equipment
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An Introduction

This unit is about the geologic processes that shape the landscape. A given
landscape on the earth is the product of the influence of either tectonic or
erosional forces acting on the crust over a long period of time. The concept
of geologic time is difficult to comprehend, bat very important in understanding
whithe landscape looks as it does. The processes that shape the land are very

4 gradual, and for the most part (except during earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
floods, etc.) radical changes in the landscape do not occur within our lifetimes,
but rather in the course of millions of years (see Geologic Time Chart shown
in Table T I).

The unit *troduces studenti to both internal and external processes. Internal
processes Owe traditionally included earthquake activity, volcanic and plutonic
activity, and metamorphism. These processes are associated with the formation
of crustal structures such as continents, ocean basins, mountains, folds, faults,
and volcanoes. Recent studies in geology, especially those pertaining to ocean
features, have led to a dnified theory of crustal structures. This theory, the
plate tectonic theory, envisions the formation of new crust albng mid-ocean
ridges, the movement away from the ridges by large crustal plates, and the
subduction ef the plates at deep-sea trenches. The begin4ngs of this theory
are founded in the early proposal of Alfred Wegener (see references). In 1915
he proposed that the earth's continents formed one supercontinent that later
split apart, the fragments gradually drifting apart from one another. The theory
was considered' controversial and divided geologists into opposing groups. The
debatp among geologists continued and has led lo a general theory that goes
beyond drifting continents to include major tect011ic plates.

Mountains are a major feature of the landscape, but more importantly, they
reflect in their appearance the internal processes affecting the crust. Of major,'
significance Are the processeseof vulcanism, which involve movements of molten
rock, and of diastrophism, which, involve movements of solid crustal rock: In .

'addition to volcano formation, vulcani is responsible for masses of solidified
roCk that have intruded, while, molt4 into older rock formations.
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GEOLOGIC TIME CHART
a.

The Geologic Time Scale

, . ERA_ ... ... _PERIOD_ ..._. _EPS:CLL..--

Beginning . Duration

(approx.
(millions of

.-yeamAgo.)C.....----

(approximate
millions of

Cenozoic

-

..

Mesozoic

x.,--
.

6
Paleozoic

_

..

Quaternary
,

Tertiary

.

f Recent
I. Pleistocene

Pliocene
Miocene
Oligocene

. Eocene
Paleocene

.

0-1

11

25 ,

40
60
70

1,

10

14
.

15

20
10

Cretaceous
Jurassic
Triassic

..

.

135
180
225

65
45
45

.

Permian
Pennsylvanian
Mississippian J
Devonian
Silurian
Ordovician
Cambrian

Carbon-
iferous

..

.

270

350

400
440
500
600

45

80 ,

50
.40

60
100

,

. . .

*
Precambrian

.
.

.

'

Late Although many local subdivisions\
are recognized, no worldwide sys-

.tem has been evolved. The Pre-
Middle cambrian lasted for at least 24

billion years: Oldest dated rocks
Early are at least 2.700 million, possibly

3,360 million, years old.
. 4

. Dialtrophic activity can occuin several forms: rocks may move along a
fracture line, fold over themselves. be displaced in great iiiiward, downward,
or.tilting motions that affect 'a whole region. The earth is not so sitlid beneath
our feet as we may think, but is forever in the processes of change through
energetic forces.

Structural featuris,- such as mountains, do not last forever: Kinetic'energy
supplied by erosional limits acting over long periods of time has profound
effects on the land.

7
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The weariti aav of I-6cks bv wind, water, and ice and the subsequent
deposition of thf debris t41sewhere are factors that shape all landscapes. Soil,that significant teature or ikearth's cru,st. is a mixture of this rock debr.is with
organic matter. Tke runnipg. Water of streams is the most common source oferosiim that leads to, the formation or valleys and floodplains. Less common,but Olen more silectacular, are the effects or glaciers, wind, ocean waves andcurrents, and gr water. The materials removed by erosion acGumulate invakious locations diments,. the major portions of which find their way intothe oceans. TlQ1ediments; continually being buried under new deposits,harden into n -ks wit/lose characteristics reveal much about the history.of.

,

"Cgitl*. .4. 4-
tOnOtinformation on geology is desired, the following references are .

recommended. \

Beiser, Arthur, and the Editors of Life. The Earth (Life Nature Library). New. Yotk: Time, Inc., '1962. .
-.Boyer, Robert E., and Jon L. Higgins. Activities and Demonstrations for Earth

Science. West Nyack, N.Y.: Parker Publishing Co., Inc., 1970.
tClark. Thomas H., and Cohn W. 'Stearn. The Geological Evolution of North

America. New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1960.
Editors of Scientific American. The Planet Earth. New York: Sitnon and

Schuster, Inc., 1963.
Engel, Leonard, and the Editors of Life. The Sea (Life Nature Library): New

York: Time, Ina, 1963. i
ESCP pamphlet Series, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1971.

'The following titles in tlhe series, are especially appropriate:
PS-1 Field Guide to Rock Weathering

if PS-3 Field Guide to Layered Rocks
PS-4 Field Guide to Fossils
PS-5 Field Gkide to Plutonic and Metamorphic:Rocks
PS-6 Color of Nlinerals, P8-7 Field Guide to Beaches
P8-8 Field Guide to Lakes

..

Farb, Peteriond the E d itors of Life. The Land and Wildlife of North America
(Life Raiure Lib ary). New York: Time, Inc., 1963.

Gamow, George. A Planet Called Earth. New York: The Viking Press, Inc.,
, 1963.

Heller, Robert L., ed. Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook. N York:. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970. .
t

Leopold,.A. Starker, and the Editors of Life. The Deserl (Life Nature Library).
New York: Time,.Inc., 1962. .'

Leopold, Luna, Kenneth S.,Davis. and the Editors olLifi. Water.(Life Science
Litortiry). New York: Time. Inc., 1966.

Milne, Lorus J. and Margery. and the Editors of life. The Mountains .(Life. Nature Library). New York: Time, Inc., 1962.
. .

-.

Powell, J., W., Down- the Colorado! (Science Reading Series). Princeton, NJ.:
Princeton University Press, 1964:

b
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Rhodes, Frank H. T., H. S. Zim. and P. R. Shaffer. Fossils: A Guide to Prehis-
toric Life, New York: Golden Press, Inc., 1962.

Shelton, Jan S. Geo lop' Illustrated. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman &
Publishers, 1966.

Stokes. William L., and Sheldon Judson. Introduction to Geology: Physical and
Historical. Englewood Cliffs,. N.J.: Prentice Hall. Inc., 1968.

Wegener. Alfred. The Origin of Continents and Oceans. New-York: Dover
Publications, 1966.

Zim, Herbert S., and Paul R. Shaffer. Rocks and Minerals (A Golden Nature
Guide). New York: Golden Press, Inc., 1957.

Uu.shaukt..have Available.in..your -classroom-a number of-refer
ence books for use as additional resource material by the students.

The following films from Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wilmette
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, are recommended for use with the following chap-

-- -_-_^

ten.
Chapter I:
Chapter 2:

Chapter 3:
Chapter 4:

Evidence for the Ice Age
Rocks That Form, on the Earth's Surface
Rocks That Originate Underground
Why Do. We Still Have Mountains?
ErosionLev ling the Land
The Beach A River of Sand Waves on Water

AN OVERVIEW

The materials in this
.There are few activ
pictorial evidence, I
introduce the mai

All the questio
the necessary inf
quiestions. How
sources are nee
reason out the
1SCS experi
"What are
to

nit are organized differently from those in other units.
ies in the chapters. Instead, through carefully selated
ited explanation, and a series of questions, the chapters

r geologre, mechanisms for shaping the landscape.
s are backed up by appropriate resources, which provide
rmation and activities from which to derive answers to the

ver,it is the student's responsibility to determine which re-
ed. Remember, it is the intention of the unit to have the student

information required. Both because of his niaturity and previow
ces, the student should be able to respond to questions such as

t e variables involved?" or "What information do need in order
e queslion?"

Ch te I sets the stage for die entire unit. Common geologic features are
presents with a series of pertinent questions. Instnwtion is provided to help
the stud nt perceive the pattern to be used in finding answers. Resources are
referre tp, and the student gets acpainted with how they are to be used.
The re aigder of the unit then flicuses on the major features of the landscape.

Ch pter 2 centers_ on some of the most spectacular scenery in the United
Stat the mountains. The student will considef such key processes'as uplift,
lay ng, vulcanism, erosion4laciation, ait diaItrophism. Nurherous sell-04es
ar available in the resources to aid him.in his quest for understanding.

'3 (9
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Another major landscape feature is the midlands, the topic for Chapter 3.
Rivers play an important role in shaping the midlands sector and thus receive

Pa major emphasis in the chapter. the student is called on to use the concept
of kinetic energy that he studied in earlier levels of 1SCS. Et)sion and deposi-
tion are important processes featured in this chapter.

A third major feature of the landscfre, the shorelands, is considered rather
thoroughly in Chapter 4. Shorelands include not onty the coastal regions, but
a/so the beaches ofour many lakes. The student will be exposed to such topics
as wave action, beach variability, delta formation. and tidal action. Resources
are varied and a6tindant for providing activities to help explain these processesand features.

some of the fOrkes- -with-which the student has been invOIVed in previOus
ISCS levels are again put to use in the activities of this unit. Many types of
energy, including gravitational, chemical, heat, solar, glacial, meteorological,
and mechanical, are interwoven throughout Crusty Problems.

With our hurried pattern 9f living, some students may try to finish the unit*.
as rapidly I'S possible. Help such students to slow down. The effects of undue
speed are especially detrimental in the stream-table activities. Because you are
using stich a small amount of water, it takes tiMe to producW observable
change. The student must be patient and, observant or the °retails of what
happens will be lost entirely. The same .type of deliberation Will be needed
for many of the questions included in these chapters. The student should
realize, howeyer, that the stream table is only a simulation. The partieles,
volume of water, and time are not on the same scale as in nature.

You will haVe to help some students tise the resources wisely. Beginning inChapter 2, the resources are grouped by clusters at the end of each chapter.
1. All the resources in any particular cluster are aimed at a specific concept in

geology. The student text points toward the cluster; the student mUst select
the appropriate resources from it.

Not only does the student Pave a choice of which resources to study, but
he could also be given a choice of the order witb which he deals with the

- chapters. For instance, all students could begin with. Chapter 1. Then somecould go to Chapter 2 on mountains, some to Chaet 3 on midlands, andi
the remainder to Chapter 4 on seashores. Atter finishing a chapter, the student
could proceed to another one until all four chapters are completed. One decided
advantage that this system affords is relieving congrltion and demand on -the
available equipment. The four stream tables, the modeling ctay, and other items
will go a lot further in supplying student needs.

In any case, don't expect all studints to travel at the same pace, or get the
same answers to questions. or use the same resources. This unit can go a long
way in providing for individual differences.

ITEMS TO BE SUPPLIED LOCALLY
. .

. In order to keep costs 'to a Minimum, anceto reduce the bulk of the kit, it
is smaested that a number of items needed in the unit be proeured locally. T 7

1abg-.1.....
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Many ofittese can normally be found in a science classroom; others arc eargily
obtained from your studcnts. You will probably want to set up a checklist and
either the materials well before they arc needed fok thc activities.

In chapter 1 and the accompanying resources, you will need several pairs-
of scissors, several scts of pencils in 3 different colors, rulers, and tape. In
addition, you should ask studcnts to bring in baby-food jars. You will probably
be able to use 3 dozen or so in the chapters that follow. If you don't have
a clock with a swccp-sccond hand in youi room, it might be possible to get
an old but usable clock donated for use in the timing exercises in the later
chapters.

Chap kr_ 2. with.iii.resources_will-rectufre.whiti peir VtlitatS; leissom -paper- --
towels, a protractor, a 5" x 7" index card, baby-food jars, tapc, a short piece
of string or thread, a weight such as a lead sinker, a shirp steel nail or needle,
10 one-quart milk cartons (unless test-tube racks are avaitable), 10 glass plates
about 2" square (cut from brokcn window glass), a sharp knife, corks for test
tubes, 3 sticks of white chalk, 3 sticks of cdlored chalk, several teaspoons (may
bc plastic), about 60 small paper cups, a metal file, 2 sheets of fine sandpaper,
a 10"_x 10" pieceitf masonite or plywood board, 4 building bricks, wooden
matcheiM woodcn blocks, such as 2 x 4's. about 1 foot long, several old
hacksiw blades, and a dozen pans, such as old aluminum pie or cake pans,
and some sand to put in them.

Chapter 3 and its resources need first thc sand that is to bernixed with the
silt that is supplied (for ithe 4 strcam tables) along with some sand that will
be uscd unmixed, as in thc pans in Chapter 2. You probably should get about
6 gallons of clean sand (that's about 75 lb) to.use for all the.activities. -Then
you will also need about a quart of gravel (pebbles, small stoncs),wax marking
pencils, a cup of powdcrcd milk, a knife. baby-food jars, 8 cardboard shoe
boxes, and about 20 pieces of cardboard from old boxes.

In Chapter 4 and thc resources supporting it, you will nced 4 more wooden
blocks, about 2" x 4" x 8", Pa the wave activities, and,graveras in Chapter
3. For all the stream-table activities in Chapters 3 and 4, it woulthbe wise
to have 'a generous supply of paper towels, rags, aild a mop. It would also
help to have anothcr pail or two for students to rinse their hands, so that sand
or silt doesfot go I nto your sink drain.

PREPARATION OF EQUIPMENT

With the materials listed for local supply and the items furnished in the kit,
you should have everything 'needed to supply all the chapters and resources:
But a numbcr of advance preparations must be made for using these materials.
It would probably be wisc to get these done as socin as thc studepts begin
the unit. In the Tollowing listing, a bricf procedure is given, along with the

411

chaptcrs and rcsourcfs in which the equipment will be used.

1. Cleanup area Provide a bucket of watcr for preliminary washing of hands'

.)s the students work with thc stream tables. The mud should not be washed

, 4 4,
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into a sink. Have plenty of paper towels and a mop on hand in case of
emergencies. This will be used throughout the unit.

w
2. Modeling clay (3 lb) Tip plasticene clay is fuyiished in assorted colors. Set
up a shoe box or otber container on the supply table tbr each separate color.
At the conclusion of an activhy, the models should be broken down and the
clay separated by cvlor. A fiat blade such as an old hacksaw Wade will be. unful in cutting the clay. Resources 15, 17, 18.

. .3.-Rock kit (4 ach of 16 samples) Each rock sample must be numbered. The
afollowing procedure (also included with the rock kit) will serve as a. guide:

Oa each rock, form a dot aboutl: in diameter with the_wkiitanxkiogliqu.4....,...________-_......L........--.:,... ..._._I- --: :tet IrtrrY;Tiiiiiiriiielhi-n- timber given in the parentheses on the white dot
with a ball-pOint pen. By types, the rocks aie as follOws: Sedimentary.. con.
glomerate, (13), shale (16), limestone (17), sandstone (19). Metamorphic: gneiss .
(05), marble (12), quartzite (15). slate (18), 'ch. t (20). Igneous.' pink granite t'

....), (06), gray granite (07). gabbro (08), basalt (09 , rhyolite (10), obsidian (11), ,
pumice (14). Resources 5, 6, 7, 9. 10.

4. Hydrochloric acid(0.3M) (1 lb) Add 2Q ml of concentrated (12M) hydro-
chloric acid (HC1) to 480 ni of water. Dispense itt dropping bottles labyled
"Dilute HC1." Resources 5, 7, 9

S. Mist-tube racks (quad milk cartons) (10) If test-tube racks are not available,
you may want to make racks out of the plastic-coated, one-quart milk*cartons.
Cut out one side of the carton fof fhe frbnt pf,the rack. Make several cuts
in the top side, large enough for a test tube to.slide in, and spaced along the....
top. Resources 6, 7 (

S. Corks (015) 150 Wells muM be cut in the corks to receive molten materials.It is rather arduous making the hole with a knife; if you have a cork-borer
(or can 'borrow one), a quicker and neater job can be done. Alternatively, your
school shop might drill the holes the correct size for you. Details are given
in Resource 6, where they are used.

,

7. White sand (4 lb)IPutihe white sand out, a baby-food jar at a time, on the
sup* table. Label it "White sand." Resources 7, 8, 36 .

S. Chalk (3 f colored) Crush the u hite chilk and the colored thilk-
,

separately into a fine powter, and put in labeled baby-foocr jars on the supply
table. Resource 7 ,

S. 1111t mix (4 lb) Save out a baby-food jar full befOtt yott make the sand-silt
mix. Put Unlabeled jar on the supply table 'for Resource 7. '
10. Sand-silt miicSave out a baby-food jar full' when you mix i for the stream.
tables. Label the jar for the supply table. Resource 7

. 411. Minerals kit (2 each of 12 samples) Bach mineral sample mast be berea 'A
in the same way as the pock samples (see preparafon 3). The numbs in-the
parenthesss should be used for the following mine als: augite (21), cal e (22),

e I.
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microcline feldspar (23), plagioclase feldspar (24). galena (25), garnet (26),
hematite (27), hornblende (28), biotite mica (29), muscovite mica (30), olivine
(31), quartz (32). Resource 11

12. Volcano. Using the _copper sheet, the 10" x 10" board, and the 4 bricks,
and following the directions in the teacher notes in Resource 13, the volcano
can be constructed. Ammonium dichromate and magnesium ribbon are sup-
plied in the kit. Large wooden matches-Should be Used for igniting the ribbon.
It is suggested that only one set-up be constructed and that the activity be
done under close supervision with groups of students who arrive at that point
together. The activity gives a very realistic simulation in a semiclarkened room,
but you should be foreWarned that it is very messy. The products of the
combustion of the ammonium dichromate include chromic oxide, Cr2 03, which
is a dark-green fiuffy substance. As with a real volcano, this ash is thrown into
the air, and will be all over the room. Also, as with any pyrotechnics, the activity
is potentially dangerous. Resource 13

13. Stream tables (4) This apparatus is the most widely used item in the unit,
and is utilized continually in Chapters 3 and 4. Preparation is broken into three
parts: (a) the stream table with outlet System, (b) the supply system, and (c)
the contents of .the table.

(a) The outlet assembly must be pin. together. Keep, the inside end of the
threaded pipe as close as possible to the inside surface of the plastic.
Tighten the nuts well the first time to avoid leakage. Attach a 60-cm
length of the rubber host and add the screw clamp. Wooden blocks or.
bricks are used to provide a slope to the table.

(b) Supply buckets. Heat a large nail (quite hot) and push it through the
sides of four of the plastic five-quart buckets, about two centimeters from
their .bottoMs as shown below. Enlarge the hole by reheating the nail
and forming an opening just large, enough to allow ihe insertion of the
threaded pipe. Smooth both inner.and outer surfaces around the hole
with a sharp tool.
Usa the assembly kits containing the threaded pipe, washers, and nuts
to make a spout: Modeling clay under the Washers helps to make a tight
seal when the nuts at:e, tightened. Attach 30 cm of rubbei fubing and
add the screw clamp.

IA"

5 qt. Bucket Hot nail

Hole enlarged
by reheating
the nail and
softening the
plastic

AleWii
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Thraded pipe
"flt tu)le tightly,

The supply bucket should be supported about 30 cm above the table.
cardboard box or stool may be used. If a cardboard box is used, add .

several thicknesses of corrugated cardboard under-the bucket. A thin
plastic cover should bp added to keep water off the cardboard box.

(c) Sand-silt mix. Add enough clean sand to the 4 1b of silt mix supplied
in the kit to make 4 gallons Of sand-silt mixture. Mix well. Put 1 gallon
(4 quarts) of the mixture in each stream table. Savp out a baby-food
jar. fkill for Resource 7. The mix should lie pre-wet before student use.
Chapter 3: Resources 27, 28;29, 31,-32, 33, 34, 36; Chapter 4: ResourceC-38, 40, 41, 44, 46 a

14. Strom trough (1) The lower end of the Stream trough should extend justover the end of a .table. The catch bucket can rest on a chair. The supply bucket
should be lower than when lt is used for the stream table. Resource 27.

Powdorod Mlle solution (1 cup) Prepare the solution, making It as thick
as 'Possible and yet easily dispensable with a medicine dropper. This solution.
needs refrigeration if it is kept for a period of time. Resource 28
16. Plaster Sheets (a) Two thin sheets of plaster are needed for each stream
table to provide the hard caprock for the waterfall activity: The simplest way
of preparing these sheets is to put a very thin layer of water into the bottorn&-,
of a tat dish; such_as an aluminum pie dish, aiki sprinkle in plastir of paristo make a wet layer about 3 mm deep. AlloW this, mixture to set. When it
is almost set, cut through the plaster to make strips about 5 cm wide,.the width
of the dish. Allow these to set and dry completely. Resource 33
17. Saud-and-plaster blocks (a) Each 'stream table will need a block made of
25% plaster of palls and 75% sand for the wave erosion activity. You should
also prepare a sc*nd set of blocks for use when the first set is eroded away.
Each block should be -x- x i". A piece of wood r thick, l i" wide, and9" long will fiirnish the material for the'rnold. Cut the piece of wodd intofour parts, two of which are 1}P.lopg, and thp 'other two pieces 34" long. Thenfdlow these directions: .
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Knit*

Narrow horizontal cut about
halt an inch long and one
oighth Inch deep

''''111111116111NeMMIMMIIIMIIM.M11111/1
Longest

dimension

Sand-plaster block

(h) Use a knife or any sharp instrument to make a small cut in the block
about halfway up. It should be about i" long and A" deep. It represents
a joint (crack) in the rock. Make a similar cut near the top of the block
and ahother near the bottom. The waterlevel in the stream table must
reach the middle notch. Resource 38

IS. Piaster blocks (12) Each stream table will need one block 3" x 2" x 2"and two blocks 4" x 2" x 2" made of 100% plaster. Prepare the molds. of
suitable dimensions in the same way you did for the sand-and-plaster blockin preparation 17. Follow the same procedure fbr maki4 the block: using
plaster of paris only. The blocks will take about the same time to set. The
larger blocks are used in Resources 40, 41, 44, and 46. The smaller block isused in Resource 44.

19. Sand dune box (5) Provide labeled Shoe boxes with one end.cut out.. Putin i" of plain 'sand. Resource 37

20. Concept of geologic time Ninth graders (and most adults!) find it difficult
to conceive of the vast spans of geologic time. This is especially understandablewhen you consider how short the life span of nearly everything arotind'us is.In geologic time, a knillion years is a relatively, short period. As a resultThis,
unit does not attempt to develop an understanding of geologic time as an
absolute. Relative 'rates at which the features' are changing are developed,
however. You may want to provide some information for those students who
areinterested. flere ig a suggested method. The age of the earth is approxi-
mately 4.5 billion years. Obtain 4.5 meters of adding Machine tape and a
meterstick. Have the students locate points on the tape that correspond to the
dates given fbr the following events. (Hint: 'First, mark one-billion-year unitsOn the tape.)
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(a) Oldest rock ever found 3.3 huh1 n yeats old
(h) hist abundant animal fossils . .... veal, po
(c) Iirst reptiks ; bihhioii iicais ago
(d) Arid climate in intiCh of North America 0 11 billion years ago

(e) hist primitive horses .07 billion years ago

(f) Man 002 billion years ago

(g), Last Ice Age .00001 billion ea rs ago

(11) Earliest written records of man. .000005 billion years ago

(1) FirstVnovahle-type printing press 00000053 billion years ago

(j) The year of your birth years Ago

Stretch the finished lape along one side of the room and leave it up for. display

t throughout the unit.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Each chapter of the Teacher's Edition contains an equip-bent list for that
chapter. The same is true for each resource. In ahtion. the last page of the
final resource tor the chapter alerts you to The preparations necessary for the

following chapter.
The tirst page of each chapter also gives the chapter emphasis and the major

points, and a listing of the clusters or resources that may be used. The first
page of each resource, gives the purpose and major points. Answers to some
key questions are also included in the margins of this.Tedcher's Edition.
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Foreword

°A pupil's experiences between the ages of 1 I and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view of science and of the natural workl. During these years
most youngsters beconie more/adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts are at the heart.of science, this is the age at which. most Stu-
dents first gain the ability to study scienCe in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or.. against science as an jnterest or a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxically, the tudents at this critical age have been the ones
least affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructiohal
materials. Despite a number of commendable efforts to improve the f4 situation, the niiddle years stand today as a comparatively welik link in
stience education between the raiiidly changing elementary curriculum
and the recently revitalized 'high school seience courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.

At- the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project, decided that it
* would be Aortsighted and unwise to. try 'to fill the gap in middle

school science education by simply writing another textbook. We chose
instead to challenge some of the most firmly established concepts
about how to teach and just what science material can and should be
taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust What
authorities believe abou't schools, teachers, children,,and teaching Until
we have had the chance to test these assumptions in actual classrooms
with real children. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has been' to rely
more upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what
authorities said could or would. happen. It is largely because of this
policy that the ISCS materials represent a substantial departure from
the norm.

The primary difference between the ISCS program and more con-
ventional approaches is the fact that it allows each student to travel

,
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at his own pace, and it permits the scope and sequente of instruction
to.vary with his interests, abilities, and background. The 1SCN writers
have systematically tried to give the student more of at ole in deciding
what he should study next and how soon he should study it. When the
materials are used as intended, the ISCS teacher serves more as a
"task easer" than a "task rriater." It is his job to help the student
answer the questions that arise from his own study rather thag to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to know. 4

There is nothing radically new in, the -ISCS approaCirto-iinstruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates tO Mark Hopkins have stressed the
need to personalize educatiOn. 1SCS has tried to do something more
than pay Iip service to this goal. 1SCS' Majocontribution has been to,.
design a system whereby an average teacher,.operating under normal .
constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ofdinary children, can
(teed give.maximum attention, to each ,student's progress.

The development of the ISCS material has. been.a group effort from
the outset. 4t began in 1962; when outstanding educators.met to,decide
.what might be done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations-of these tOnferenees were-converted into a. tentative
plan for a set of instructional-materials by a small group_of Flocida
State University fadulty.. members. Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 196$-66 school year. All this preliMinary work wa sup- . 4

4

ported by inds generously prqvided by-The Florida State University.
In Jun f 1966, financial support was provided by the United States .

Office Education, and the preliminary effOrt was formalized into
the ISCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation Made sev-
eral additional grants in sUpport of the ISCS effo.rt.

The first 'draft of *these materials was produced in 1968, during 'a
.summer writing conference. The. conferees were scientists, science
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn from all over the
United. States. The original materials have been revisethree times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in- 46
states, have been involved in their field testing.

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use this
material will find that the great aniount of time, money, and effort
that has gone into its development has, been worthwhile.

Tallahassee, Florida The Directors
vi February 1972. INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE CURitICULUM STUDY
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Notes to the Stud.ent

:The word s( ience means a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,"
but none are complete. Science is many things and is hard to de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help you toderstand what science is and what
scientistS do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of
describing them 'with words. The book describes a series of things for,
yoll to do and tIlink about. -We hope that what you do will help you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will' get a feel 'for how

. ,
scientiSts_Aacklc problw. us.

How Is this book Afferent- fro% other textbookS?

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. Tv make any
sense out 'of it, you Must work with objects and Substances. You should
do the things desccibed, think about them, and then ansvier any ques-
tions asked. Be sae you_anSwer each questiA as you come to it.

The questiods in the book are very important. They are asked for
three; reasons: N

I. To help you to think through what you see, and do.
2. To let you know whether or not you understand.what you've .done.
3. To give yow a record Of what you have dohe so that you can

use it fOr review.

How will your class be organised?

Your science class 'will probably be quite different from your othe'r .

classes. This book will let you start work withEss. ,help than usual
from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left
off' the day befOre. Any. equipment and supplies needed will be wait-

X ing for you. e

,
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Your 'teacher will not read to you or tell you the things that you are
to learn. Instead, he will help you and your classmates individually.

Try to work ahead on your own. If you have trouble, first try to
solve the problem for yourself. Don't ask your teacher for help until
you really need it. Do not expect him to give you the answers to the
questions in the book. Your fteacher will try to help you find where
and how you went wrong, but he will not do your work for you.

After a few days, some of ybur classmates Will be ahead of you and
others will not be as far, along. This is the way the course is supposed
to work. Remember, though, that there will be no prizes for finishing
trst. Work atb whatoter speed is best for you. But be sure you under-
stand what, you.have dbne be ore moving on.

Excursions are mentioned several places. Thesewspecial activities
A

are found at the back of the book. You may stop and do any excursion
that looks interesting onpany that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions will help you do some-of the activitiet. in this book.) Some-
times, your teacher may ask you to do an excursion.

What am I expected to.learn? I.

During the year, you will work very Much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot of worthwhile-, information. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer questions about
nature. eeep in mind that learning how to find answers to questiqns is
jihst as valuable as learning" the ansivers themselves.

Keep the big picture in mind, too.. Each chapter builds on ideas
already dealt with. These ideas add up to some of the simple but

Nwerful concepts that are so important in science. If you are given a
Studeht Record Book, do all' eour writing in it. Do not write in this
book. Use your Record Book for making graphs, tables, and diagrams,
tOo.

From time to time you may notice that your classmates have not
always given the Slime answers tIlat you did. This is no cause for
worry': There are many right answers to some of the questions. And
in some' cases you may not be able to answer the questions. As a
matter.of fact, no one knows the answers to/some of them. This may
.seem disappointing to you at fifst, but you will Soon realize that there
is much that .science does not know. In this course, y64 will learn
some of the things we dr't know as well as what is inown. Good IRcki
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FOUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 %.cissors

2 world maps (In Record Book)
3 ilitterentcolored pencils
I epicenter data table (in Record Book)

A First Look at Earth

CHAPTUR f

the earth 1%, a dVII.Ifitit body gi:, evidemed
by 4iuGh !dup st ale ch.intles e. eat thqoakes.
Cofttelental drat. and ,aia flow spioadIng

Chapter 1

Resource!; thmunh 4 are keyed to this
chapter Note that tt:tey are found at the end
of the chapter.

Just a few years ago the photograph you see on the facing
page could not have been taken. 4sn't it rather awesome to
think you were walking around on that planet the day the
photograph was taken? In this unit, you will be asked to solve
many problems concerning the planet you are looking at,
to make obserwitions of features that you may see, and to
determine how tire features were formedand what might
happen to them In the future.

Although yo\have lived on the earth.all your life, there
is a good chance Iliat you have wondered about one or more
of the following.

I. How old is the earth?
2. Has the earth 'always looked the way it does on the

facing page?
3. Has the land that your school rests ong alwar been

there?
4. Is the earth changing in any way?
5. Do thk continents actually drift?

. 6. What Causes an earthquake, a volcano, or a landslide?

MAJOR POINT 5

1 Observations of the earth from different
locations (outer space, an earth satellite, on
the surface),vary and lead to different inter-
pretations:
2. The ear th is a changing planet
3. The shape of the continent-, led early geol-
ogiAS to hypothesize continental drift.
4. 1 he occurrence of glacial drift and groove;
in the Southern Hernwphere continents and
India are correlated and support the drifting-
continent hypothesis

Earthwakes repirt&nt the interaction of
crustal plates and occur In zones at different
depths.
6. Magnetic anomalies indicate the spreading

.of ocean crust away from mid-ocean ridges.

SPECIA1.. NOTE

Chapter 1 provides a transition for the student
from the Core-Excursion model he has beett
used to in other units to the Core-Resource`
model used in Crusty&roblems. You are en-
couraged to have a shNtt 'discussion with stu-
dents when they finish Chapter 1, concerning
how the rosources are organized and when.they are to use them.

1
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Encourage students Row this suggestion
Ot writing question% vnich they have no
answers in their Het ,i 11,10kci This is an
excellent opportunity ! .0 f...T.; thp sound cci
entifIc concept of ricking the right questions.
and then searching tor answers to them

Have you ever thought about any other questions related
to the earth? If so, why don't you write them in the space
provided in the Record Book, and then as you study this
unit, or when you finish, check back and see if you've an-
swered them.

Before moving in and getting a closer look at the- earth,
examine the chapter-openingpicture once again.

01-1. If you were an observer from outer space, how would
you describe the planet before you?

.f.

° Figure 1-1

2 CHAf;TER 1

Figure 1-1 shows a portion of the planet as seen from
about 150 miles above the surface.

01-2. List ihe important features you see in the photograph. .

01-3. In the photograph, do you see any evidence of motion
or change?



.

If you said No in response to question 1-3, your answer is
based on the evidence in the picture.

1:51-4. What would you say if asked the same question about
Figure .1-2? If you decided that change is shown in the pho-
tograph, list the evidence you used to make that choice.

From the evidence in Figure 1,.2, there's no doubt that
at least that tnirt of the earth is active and changing. Oneof the exciting areas of study a geologist encounters is the
study'of the ways the earth has Clanged through time and
what might have caused the change.

For a moment let's consider the subject ofchange on a grand
scale. In 1915 Alfred Wegener, a German scientist, propoted
that all the continents were bnce joined together and formed
one super landmass. He also proposed that this landnfass
later broke apart into separate continents. One of the hrst
fines of evidence to suggest such an idea is the shape of the
continents. Try your hand at fitting the continents together
as you would a puzzle. For %the activity, you will need the
following materials:

1 pair of scissors
1 map of the world

Figure 1-2

DOWN TO EARTH

The smgle superoontinent that made up the%
earth about 225 million years ago in the contl- )
nental_drift theory was called PPnigaea. This
huge mass split into two parts7Laurasia and
Gondwana: The first of these' bedame North
America. Europe. and Asia. The second con-
tained the land that through the ages became
South America. Africii Australia. Antarctica.
and India. At a much later time. India drifted

7
north to join the E sian continent.

DRIFTING
CONTINENTS

1ACTIVITY 1-1. Cut out the continents of North America, South
America, Eurasia, Africa, Australia, and Antarctica.

3 2
;in
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This is practice in using the aresOUrCos Be
sure that students go to Resources 1 and 2.
read them and then decide to ust one in
answering question 1-6 Both of them seem
to support the continental drift theory The
first ir:es glaciation and the resulting rock
markings. the FoCorld employs rock layering
and tncsils The student explanation should
therefore involve one or the other of those.

THE QUAKING EARTH
There is a close connection between the con-
tinental drift theory and the occurrence of
earthquakes It. as Is theorized, the earth's
crust is moving in large sections. Or plates,
then at the ppluts that these plates are pulling
nowt or coring together there woutfi tend to
be distabancus. The sliding, fracturing, or
buckling of the crust could be felt In the form
of A shock Wive, or earthquake.

4 CHAPTER 1

ACTIVITY 1.-2. Piece the continents together In such a way
that you get the best fit possible.

Students should not expect a perfect fit Many
things could happen to shorellnps to change
their shapes.

If you were successful, you probably were able to put the
pieces of the puzzle together to form a supercontinent. Now
suppose someone -were to ask you if. the:continents were
really together once. What would you say? What kind of
information would you need to support the idea?

Now you have a problem on your hands, don't you?
.Whenever we have a problem to solve, we need information
(call it data if you wish) to help us solve the problem. In
this unit, the source of that information will he in the set
of accompanying resources. In some cases, you will not only
have a problem posed. but you will also have to search for
the resource or resources to help you solve the problem. For
the first problem, we'll give you, sonic direction in terms of
which specific resource you might study..

The problem you have here is thiK What kind ofevidence
will support (or reject) the idea that the continentswere once
joined together? Read through Resources I and 2 very quickly
and decide which one you would like to do.

01-5. Which resource did you do?

EJ1-6. Did the resources support, orkriject, the idea that the
continents might have been joined together? Explain your
response.

Let's continue our examination of the earth. You probably'
have never experienced the shock waves produced by an

,earthquake. But you probably have read in the newspaper
or seen on television the destruction of property and lots of .

lives due to these trenfors of ' the earth. You might think
earthquakes are rare events on the".earth, especially "fr you
have never experienced. one. But this is not true. Hundreds,.
of tremors occur daily all around the earth, many too. smali
to be reported. Now and then, however, ole occurs that is
powerful enough to destroy cities and towns and.kill thou-
sands of people..



Let's consider what has been said. If there are many
quakes occurring daily, why would we say that fewpf you
have experienced them? Where do they occur? 1-laW deep
in the earth do they originate? How powerful are diey?

Let's consider. the first two questions: Where on the earth
and how deep below the surface do earthquakes occur? lbfind out, you will need the following materials:

3 different-colored pencils
I map, in Record Book
1 epicenter data table, in RecordBook

Below is a saMple epicenter data table, which gives you
information regarding the date, time, location, gepth, and
magnitude of earthquakes.

Table 1-1

Thu 3 colored pencils are local supply items
Students could use a weeder pencil, a pen
with blue ink, and /molter cok fled pencil or
reen In the sample upa,entei dati table given
in Table 1-1, and in the table in the Student
Record Bonk, an entry et "NI- tor Depth refers
to "normal- and should be plotted as a
shallow oat thquake al. defined in the chart on
the next paqe the Magnitude in the table
refers to the en.lrgy toloased by the earth-
()Oak... The latties' tuaoridede recorded on
the scale f,imet its trte was 8 6 The Alaskan
quake of 19134 registered 8.4.

PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF EPICENTERS.
February .1971 .,

: Origin Time '..
Day '..'''...''.' ' (GMT) -: !.'.

., 3: .sy, I.,' :
. -,... -... 0. * ,.
.-. ' '.

-. Geographic..;',;i:
.. Coordinates. ii

,

, .1..)0,14,t , , %;,.1'4,;:i% 2f
,:,..., .,ti,i ;-,.. ..?.. -.....-: ',..-,;'.:'. .

:f.:.. -,; '. ,.. . :. .-., ,.
.., 41.4' I: Region Jinn Comments '-'3..'

i

Depth.
(Kin)

.
Magnitude

(CGS)
it's,`;

....,.

4i I :i..

1
5 1 _

:-

i
- 1 .

1 .'

S'f.41 .

1.k.' I :;.

. ,'41,t.:
"-io.4 "

..,-,

-, 1....

1.1.ie; '.

.t.

'Hr:,-; Mn Sec'* 4 ..,, s','
,. 01 '.,Z, 12..- ,26.8 .

.' 02 .;,,47.:. 51.6 _

Q3.',._51i.:45.44,.
...-!. ....;:-.! '

i9i.23 4.'.Q5:,k, t . . .
.....,,; \:. i

06. 141. 502
07 ''.36.... '54:41

',M. i- 50 '-,.10.7'
'ill !;56:''.:29.11,
.,: .. .-55.611;.. 26tit :.....,-...

.4"'`'"-)1.-." ;,-1---' ' "',4'*:-.?...-''t1:4' .4
:12 -;.,. 48'..:32.8:;'
:14..f,-:,21`..f.,..42.9
14 .."-:.: 43i26.6:-;

.,;.14'itt..-;_56.,4;23.1:.

-?..14`;'-*i'59:';12.6'.;

..
Lat..'.'.=,.

37.2 .1.sfe

: 7.0 N?;`,.
'_45.1 S.,-.

-'
51.7, Xi;

%.' ;- :,,,-

25.5 S:':

51.9 1.
38.7, N.:

:.: 5.4:SI I>:

44.6,1N.,-

5, '
!!:56:2'S,3)

..423../14
:23

Z 6.2-S.2
.

.:62.3 N

.
..

.%.*:Long
li.
-OOZE
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:451.34
i t v.

17?.51'N
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- a .' ''.

:172.,94'*.-
41...1A;.1

:,!

'.,;:,, , :B.
'`,' .q..4 ,, i,

.

'439t1
. $4,41 ,

'ii x 3*

4:4574F

.
. . .

i I, ..` -.... ,..:,., :.::.Ski ,.. , !? : ,.,66: :: ad,- '. ,;14 '.; ... : - : .1: :.. 6 I...
,*.TdTRey'llci).. v '' '- , .2.' 'gel'..`

%...,,T,st.Northern .COlombia ;;':;i : -,-....;-. :

NCM,Britoin.:;Region::..,;', . , . ...t..-,..,: ;.... A.I.,a . ..; 7 ,Felt (III) it. Rabaul. ,, :,s

AndkeanorfslandsAleutian Is. '-.*..
146f 41) .N ',.'6I ,Vii .. :.:1: c'''1.1q1g;ty A PAr .-,:,.....: ,. ....i..::.0-s:

;,South of fiji Islands' -..'
... . ,

.Andrc.;109,f,i,slands. 41eiitian is,';`,.:;i...:
Sicilr.r.',Cs.'.:3'Hr: I..* r.i.

.1

...EirEi.Ne%4',OuijioikRegi9,11 j'.4.'..`
NOrtherrk:1talYq.' .:: .':'''.'''' . t:'.. -".,-.

FeIt4II) in'COti d'Azur. .1,...t.:1

..1Scint_hiSandlgIch Islands Region :;:.p
Vbrqteri4;,Sinkiang Proy., China
-Near N. diait of West New Guinea
Solnnion'Islanff.:.: silf'....:. .,:.,:-.

Central Alaska v: -'")0.*'''. .." '

''' 35 '
-

140
110
s

.40 i.
1-

44

48
. N .

'- ..73
, 18 ..:

17

.N :,
. ,46

. 103
15.*. .

.

.

. 4.5
4.3
5.0

. ;
c 5.5 ' .'

54
3.9
4.3

.

4.4...'-..
'..:: ...-,:-..s,

-,

..:: - $ .1 .
:, Ail- 'A..:

,...,.
5.4 .. ,

:,, 4: ..4.6 ' -;

Notice that if you read across a single line in Table 1-1,
you will obtain information about a single.earthqjlake.

.
p.
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1-7 a Olite-1 1 1971 at 1 12 26 8 (A M ).
C.ireenvt.a Mean fittlo

h L ot 1.urkcy
e Depth km
.1 1 autlidi N
tt Longite.10 -JO 2 1

Most ear thquakvs tall in the shallow category.
This 1,, especially true of the highly destruclitie
ones

Table 1-2

. ;tide:its may fused help irt plotting 'points on
a map. using Ittitude and longitude. You
might want to uM' a standard geographic map

Jon which they oould read the latitude .and
longitude of principal citiesNor praclice.

Figure 1-3

01-7. To make sure you can read the table, determine the
following for the first earthquake listed.

a. Date earthquake occurred
Gengral location

c. Depth (km)
d. Latitude
e. Longitude

How did you do? If you were successful, continue on. If
not, go back And study the table.

Using the data from the table, you are to plot the location
and indicate the depth of each earthquake. To indicate the
depth, utilize the folloWing clTt in plotting your earth-
quakes.

r Depth (km) -- '..'

.

Symbol or Color '-

is '.1;4:..

..;.?:Moderatel,

.

,' 0-69 -?:..,,.... ..:..

.'10-499 --I.'',

-''..Nore..-than.299 .,.`

.

,,.....' + blue, .

'.'4......: lilted '. -,-

:.:,''CI yellow -::..."
k'

-'1.4

To locate the position of the earthquake on the map re-
quires the use of two coordinates. You're familiar with locat-
ing a point on a graph, using X- and Y-coordinates; on a
map, latitude and longitude are used.

For example, in Figure 1-3, point X has the cbordinates
of latitude 30° N, apd longitudec90° W. Look at point Y, with
a latitude of 15° &land longitude of 90° W:

.1 J
w /

' t

6 c APTV 1

. ?I 20' W $t;

w

7

Is

60'N

45'N

3d N

151%1

0
15'S
30 S

45 'S

60"S



1 11-8. What are the coordinates of point Z?

1
. Did you get latitude 15° N and longitude 120° VI....... ...... . .......... .___..........._...........

,

ACTIVITY 1-3. The first earthquake on the sample epicenter
data table has the coordinates 37.2° N and 30.2° E and islocated as shown on the map. Find this location on your mapand Lase an appropriate symbol or color to mark it. Now, usingthe epicenter data table on page 3 in your Record Book, plotall the earthquakes In this manner.

0 1-9. On the basis of the earthquakes you have just plotted,list ,the regional locations of the earthquakes.

01-10. Would you say that earthquakes are randomly dis-tribtlted over your map, or are they concentrated in zones?

Look over your completed map again but, this time, focuson the depth of the earthquakes.

01-11. Can you find any zones on your map where thereare coricentrations of shallow, moderate, or ;deep earth-quakes? If so, where? -11

-4

P.11.1(1 1 ( '* 1).;% bt*)Odit!"iii hwis !,;'ts(1:,11!,: shots:CI
Able to 1, thi- ring ;11 (mini; tho 1);IrslIC
(7C,.-,sis. 90' (...,.1.c."1.0 tklU .00ond the.Matay

'h 1.1r-1.. South pacificarkf J.lt 0,..1 hitt (.01111.1;) iii) !he C.Vntc.1ut thk.' 7'! . A!1.101C ,1141 thlough
it (:' ii -. Liaa!la and

tNt.(1,41.1 nofill of hulla tioucih theI tirooly,,.. "!1.0 loyofi0ot Ili,r.i 1;. 101 !...tlidentSIil nt:" NW! II I 1.511it:U1St.y 1114trIblItfld-til),!,11,)1 1 WO. 131:1 defsibt..ly in s'itWs.i hest.' I', s ,...11.tt'011 Of h..11i;ivv
hrtIlise: A:1::!:s;'. ;sod tit 11-10(1..3 ;0i! to

tho oT,st 01 Ir)lith
Arlictic.1 (1,....ts,,11 1-1 1

Ci-VILk 1 7



Student attempb to explain tho pattern or
devetOp a modal should prove interesting.
You might want to point out that there is a
Close correlation between volc Imo activitr4
and earthquakes in terms ot location The
-ring of fire around the Pacific Ocean is an
example of this relationship

If

\
i /

.4 .** - N : :

....
******** ...................

ilgrAraktimmillitt
71101.,4401.wooloir

CHAPTER 1 :

You now know that earthquakes do occur in 7ones and
that some places on the earth have more shallow earthquakes
than other places.

EI1-12. How can you explain this pattern of earthquake
location? Why are there zones of' shallow earthquakes and
zones of deep earthquakes?

01,13. Refer to Resources 3 and 4. Does either resource
provide you with an adequate explanation of the two obser-
vations concerning earthquakes?

01-14. Can you describe another model that might explain
these observations?

At this point in Chapter 1, you have taken a first, large-
scale look at the planet on which you live, anFl you also have
a general model , from which to view the earth. Like any
model that you have developed in this course, it is temporary
and subject to change as new data and evidence are gathered.

More about resources

In this unit, you will be asked to solve problems by an-
swering questions posed about geologic features and events.
To make it clear to you when you should consult the re-
sources, we'll use either this symbol,

I ;I *DOA

obi kola g
or this.

When this occurs, you should turn to the resource section
at the end of the chapter. Everything you need to answer
all the problems will be somewhere amon-g the resources.

Important Note The reSources follow each drainer and those
following Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are further arranged into clus-
ters.

For example, if you are working in Chapter 2, for each
resource problem., in that chapter, you will'be directed to a
cluster of resources indicated ,as Cluster A, Cluster B, and
so forth.

As.

tr.



Remember, resource implies support, and that'S what you
Fach resource contain$ information_.that you can. fall

back on to fill gaps in your knowledge. Unlike excursions,
however, they.are not arranged in the order you Will need
them, even though they are grouped by chapter. It is up to
you to find and use the ones you think will be helpful.

Take a look at the general geology chart (the composite dia-
gram, shown in Figure 1-4 below). If you lopk closely, you
should find that part of the diagram contains features some-
what like those near you. Students all over the United States
will find this to be true because the drawing includes most
of the important landform4 found in this country.:

Horn

-1-ivoY w alfto tt rnriotri-hr r+trstem rn etripters
2, 3, and 4 A (luster of trAsoorr.oh is anntli
at a partic &liar of tholtliVe.t !minor of V.,:
chapter

HOW THE UNIT IS
ORGANIZED

Figure 1-4

Cirque Young
mountains
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4\Each of the three chapters th-at follow focuses upoq lea- .

:5; -tures shcsWi in -me- tfT h-eflifeCSe-cilofiV-(K, 13",--61TC) or ihe

Figure 1-5

Figure 14

chagrami As you work through the chapters, you are to use
your resources as a help in explaining how the various ka-
tures got the way they are.

Chapter 2 centers upon some of the most spectacular sce-
nery in the United Statesthe mountains (section C). In it
you will try to figure out how landscapes like the one shown
in Figure 1-5 got the Way they areand even try to guess
what the area ma9 look like in the future.

Chapter 3 deals with what might be called the 'midlands"
of the United States. This is the area shown in section B
of the diagram. Among the features you will4interpret are
the ones shown in Figure 1-6.

0



Chapter 4.4eals with the area that borders the seathe
shorelands. This is. section A in ihe..diagrant. Examples...ofme, -klia.of featuies you will stud n Chapter% are shown
in Figure 1-7. .

. t .

;t

Begin: your study of "crusty problems" witli Chapter 21
"The, Mountains." When yott have finished all the chapters
and the appropriate resources, )4z)u should be better able to
interpret the conntry you live in. Good luck!

41 REMatAt..,AD.4400"
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Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 1 in mg Record Book. _

1..-..Ancient Ice Sheets\
/ant Cofitinental DriftPURPOSE: o pro ) supportive eviclen.:e. QUIPMENT LISTba!e.d on i.lciation:,1,or the continental drift:th(my kfut-up rnip from Actn.fity I -;!

I color:-d -twncilDining the late .iiineteenth century, geologists discovered
evidence that an ice age existed' about 200.million years agoin three continents Of the - Southern lienlisphereSoutli
America, Australia, and Africa. What was the evidence, and'
more impoitant,.what does an ancient ice sheet have to do
wish continental drift? -

First let's look at the eiiidence.- Figure 1 show a rock
Outcrop that is kather smooth in appearance and has a. series
ThiS resource is aimed at quest{on 1-6.

;

,

.
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MAJOR POINTS

V. An Ice age existed fYi South Amor, .1. Aus-
tralia. and Africa 200 million years ago
2. Parallel 9roovee in .1 ruck surfacc can bemade by the movement of an ice mais
3. Deposits len by glacier s are called glacial
drifts.
4..Glacial .grooves and dr Its of about the'''iame age have been found on South America.
Africa, Australia, Antarctica And India
5. In order for glacial grooves to have formed
In the direction they are aow found, it would
have been necessary fd? the glacier to have
moved from an area now covered 5y ocean.

, ,

A":

Figure 1

-.12 fiEsoASE 1..

a.

e*****11.0110,* 11,11***9. "2

of parallel grooves. If you know anythitAg about the hardnessof rocks, you'll probably agree that waatever scratched therocks in Figure I must have been a very powerful force. Weknow now that such grooves can be made by a huge massof ice, several thousand feet thick, moving very slowly oversolid roCk.

t'"

A glacier carries, at its base, rock fragments of various sizesthat Act as an abra ive, like sandpaper: Thus, as the glacier
moves along,. it apable of scratching and cutting deepgrooves in the ro .

' Another piece of evidence is the location of deposits simi-lar to that shown in Figure 2. Notice that the material con-tains rocks of- various sizes, froth large boulders to smallfragments. Also, note that there is an abundant:supply offiner mate0al, such.as sand, mixed in with the mass of rock.This is a. tpicalleature of glacial' deposits. Such a depositis called glace drift. River or stream deposits, are moreuniform in size because of the' sorting effects of moving
.water ..

, -4.t.

Glacial groovernd drift of about the same age have been
. found on ,South America, *South 'Africa, Australia, Antarctica,..and India! Fig= 3 Shaws,the: distribution of ancient glacial.,,.

.-.'"7.,

41
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FigUre 2

-

drift and the direction in which glaciers moved. (The direc-
tion of glacial grooves tells geologists the direction in which
the glaciers moved.) Look at South America closely. In-order
to explain the glacial grooves there, it would be necessary
fOr the glacier to have moved from areas now covered by
an ocean..Also, note that glscial drift is found very near the
equator. ,,

42 't

= Glacial drift

9 = Glacial grooves

Figure 3

:.:11alent!. vlI havt, folduer t.:,:-1;--!iro with
girtclal gt omit f, Chapt;-1 2 .,110 11 in'

leflow c.os.

RESOURCE 1 13 .
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EQUIPMEN T LIST

None

PURPOSE To provide supporti, (-lief-ace
based on rok layers and fossils, Tor thd con-
ttnental drift theory.

This resource is aimed at'question 1-6.

X ?Jr'\ .
s.

, .
k ,

Onu explanafion of these facts.is that the landmasses were
connected at the time of glaciation and then the continents
moved apart at a later time.

ACTIVITY 1. Using the cutouts of the continents fAr1 Activity
1-2, draw the arrows showing the direction ot glacial motion
on each of your cutout continents, as shown on Figure 3. Use
a colored pencil to show the distribution of drift. Fit the conti-
nents,. togettVer, using as guides the direction ibf the arrows
(assume the glacier moved out in all directions from a central
area) -and the distribution of drift.

al. Do you think. the distribution (If glacial drift and the
location olglacial grooves provide evidence to support, or
reject, the idea of continental drift? Explain.your answer.

02. If not, what other explanation can you mike?

2 Rock Layers, Fossils,
and Continental Drift

Do you think the rock layers on the left side- of the highway
in Figure I match the rock layers on ihe right side? Compare
the areas at the ends of the two lines AN and BB'. They

Figure 1 should help you conclude that they do match,
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You shouldn't be surprked, because engineers blasted the
rock away to build the highway. I lowever, the photograph
illustrates one of the things that geologists do; namely, try
to match rock layers that are separated from each other.

Let's look further at the idea of matching rock layers.

Cll. Can you match one rock layer with any other rock layer
shown in Figure 2?

The problem of matching is a little more difficult in this
photograph, but if you use a rule you should be able to find
,several layers that match (based on the color of each layer).
Notice .the thin dark layer near the top on the ridge at the
left. Perhaps you used this layer to help you match with other
layers. To understand this examine the diagram in Figure
3. Notice how the layers are matched on the basis of the
color of the rock.
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Figure 4

The seed fern Glossopterls shown hell) must
have flourished in great abundance In the
Southern Hemisphere some 250 million yeart
ago: as eyldenced by the profuilon of fossil
remains.

Figure 5

16 RESOURCE 2

'

Figure 4 shows diagrams of two.quences of rock layers.
All the rocks are layered. A key eN provided to help you
identify the rocks.

02. Do the layers in rock sequence 1 match the layers in4rock sequence 2?

Rock Sequence I Rock Sequence 2

Key Tillite (rock
formed from
glacial till

Mixture of sand-
stone, shale,
co9i with
plant fossil

Shale with
animal fossil

Shale

You probably found that the bottom three layers in each
sequence matched. The first layer; or lowest layer, is. tillite.
Above that, is a layer that is a mixture of 'sandstone, shale,
and coal with a plant fossil,.The third layer' is shale with
animal fossils. The fourth ld,yer in Sequence 2 is a mixture
of sandstone, shale, and coal, which appears to be missing
in sequence 1. However, the fifth layer in sequerrce 2 matches
the top layer in sequence 1. The two layers are very similar.

How is this going to help you decide whether the conti-
nents drifted apart? Let's examine these sequences again.
Figure 5 shows a drawing of the plant fossil found with the
layer of sandstone, shale, and coal*.

You might have used the fossil to help you answer ques-
tion 2. Geologists use fossils te.help them match rock layers.

.
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In fact, the presence of a certain type of fossil is a better
clue that the layers match than is theitype of rock. Notice
that the layer containing this plant fossil, which is called
Glossopteris, lies just above the tillite.

Here's one more fact that might be helpful. Rock sequence
1 in Figure 4 is found in southern Brazil and rock sequence
2 is found in South Africa!

03. How can you explain the Ccurrence of' similar rock
layers and identical fossil plants on two different continents?

Probably the strongest kind of evidence to support conti-
nental drift is the presence of identical fossil plants, -such
as Glossopteris, on different continents separated by hun-
dreds of miles of ocean. Identical plants could hardly have
developed in areas separated by such distances. It is possible
that the seeds of these plants could have floated across the
ocean, but most biologists rule this out. You may suggest
that birds carried the seeds. However, the first flying animals
did not occur Until millions of years after this time, Thus,
the idea of continental drift was suppOrted on the basis
of similar rock layers and fossils occurring on different
continents.

You might be wondering whether similar sequences
and the fossil plant Glossopteris have been found elsewhere.,
Well, they have! They were found in Australia, India, and
Antarctica!

3 Contraction Theory.
This resource is aimed at questions 1-11

4 through 1-14. EQUIPMENT LIST

None
Tilting of rocks, movements of the earth's crust, and earth-
quakes are examples of the kinds of forces that affect the
earth. What produces these forces that dimple, wrinkle,
bulge, crack, and tilt the earth's surface? (See Figure 1.)
Geologists disagree upon this, but several useful niodels have

been developed:
One model is described &low. Read the deicription care-

fully and think about how the process being described might
have affected the earth. Later you will be asked to use the
model to explain how certain mountains were formed.

4 66

elk

PURPOSE: To provide a possible explanation
tor occurrence qt earthquakes

MAJOR POI

1. One model for mountain-building and
earthquakes pictures the earth al having a
tough crest around a core that is shrinking as
it cools.
2. As the core shrink!;, some parts of the crust
are uplifted to form mountains and other parts
are pushed downward to form valleys.
3. Cracks form in the crust because of these
opposing motions.

17
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Have you eVer seen what happens to the skin of an apple,
when it is baked? As shown in Figure 2, the skin -buckleg
and cracks as loss of water causes the fruit inside to shrink.
If you have 'never seen a baked apple, bake ode at home.

Figure 2
.
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One model tor mountain-budding and earthquakes views
the earth as being somewhat like a baked apple that is, as
havIng a tough "skin" around a trwc that was once very hot
and is now shrinking as it cools. According to this model,
the core shrank, causing some parts of the earth's crust to
he upliftekl, forming mountains. Other parts of the gust were
pushed downward into valleys (see Figure 3). Cracks formed
in the crust and these led to still other changes.

4 Sea-Floor Spreadipg
and Earthquakes

his resource is .at questions, 111
through 1-14.

You h. ve completed an exercise in which you plotted the
location f many earthquakes. Geologists have been collect-
ing si ar data for years and have compiled.the data as you

wh n you plotted the earthquakes. Figure 1 on the next
page is World map showing the distribution of earthqUakes.

N that the eartlNuakes are restricted to zones or belts
are not evenly distributed on the earth.

El 1 . In the region between South 'America and Africa, are
.the earthquakes shallow, intermediate, or deep?

.1-low deep are the earthquakes that occur along, the
ivestern coast of South America?

C:13. Identify two oter areas where intermediate andjcleep
eArthquakes occur..,

4 8 -
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Figure 3

LQUIPMENT IST

:' sheets ot notonook paper
d PO

I bar m.igild .

mo9notic etrinpastas
Red and blue pencils
1 ruier

-
PURPOSE- To -exani-iii the rm.. honicS Q
sea4loor spreading and tile resoliing effect of
earthquakes .;-

0

MAJOR POIN \.
I Shallow earthquakes follow a pattern
around to ear th
2. The system of shallow eaithquakes out-
lines the mid-ocean ridge system
3: One theory is that the oarth's crust is sepa-
rated into plates that can spread apart or shde
together
4. According to this theory.inew crust is being
formod at the mid-ocean ridges and is
f;preading away in oope..ite directions.
'a At other places the older crust is sin
back into the earth.
6. The earth's magnetic field has reversed
several tunes in geologic hiCtory
7. Magnetism induced in the earth's rust can
form a record of the amount of spre ing.of
the sea floor.

19



Figure 1 .

Some of the* vcilc:i c mountains in the
mid-ocean inige sy:-trm aro rather active The
269 inhabitant., of tiny Tristati'da Cunha had
to flee qloir inland in 1961 when the volcano
on- the island erupted

4
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You should have noted thdt there is a zone of shallow
earthquakes splitiing the Atlantic Ocean. In fact, if you
glance back to the map you can trpce the shallow earth-
quakes around the eart. This systeasi of shallow earthquakes
is known' as the mid-ocean ridge system and consists of a
chain of volcanic mount\tins. Shallow and deep earthquakes
occur along the botIndaAes of oceans and continents (such
as South America and t e Pacific Ocean) or betweeii two
continents (Africa and Eu ope).

How cat) thi pattern ot earthquakes be explained? Qne-
theory.thal has been prop -ed states that the earth's crust
is separated into plates tha in some places 490spreading
apart and in other places a`e 4z)lliding. The earthquakes
occtir when these plates of cr t are separating or-colliding.t

1
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According to the theory, new crust is being formed at the
mid-ocean ridges and is spreading away in two opposite

'directions; at other places older crust, is sinking 13ack into
the earth. It's like a great big conveyor belt. Figure 2 shows
a continent rifting and then the two !Ivgmems drilling away
in opposite directions. New ciust forms nd spreads away
from a central ridge.

Trench

What evidence is there that the ocean floor is spreading
away from the mid-ocean ridges? To find out, you and your
partner will need a bar magnet, 2 compaliks, 2 sheets of
notebook paper, and a ruler.

It do% kc are no! ,. !dly (nova!) sovor al books
ptled IMO two tni II Mucks may bo used.

"

I.

Figure 2

SO

ACTIVITY 1. Tape together the 2 sheets of notebook paper,
as shown. Move two desks toge,ther so that they are touching.
Insert the two sheets of paper between the desks with the
taped end hanging down between the desks. Fold the lett
sheet of paper so that the top half rests on the left desk; fold
the right sheet in the same manner over the right desk. As-
sume that the Joined sheets of paper rbpresent a continent
before break up.

'e*-- Taped end
hanging down

RESOURCE 4 21



magnet

1

ComPa"

22 RESOURCE 4

A b1VITY 2. Place a sml bar magnet next to the papers in
the oove between the two desks. Place two compasses on
each sheet of paper, as shown. Turn the magnet around if
the eedie On each compass is not pointing toward the mag-
net. The magnet opresents the earth's _magnetic field, and
the compassell will be used to detect tte field. Draw a line -
on each sheet of paper along the groove. This line represents
the edge of the two continents. ..,

Be careful that the magnet does not slip be-
tween the desks and fall to the floor. Many
good leagnets are molded from finely ground
rri,I9n0tIc material and will break if dropped.
A ;Anall piece of tape can be mod to hold the
magnet In plaii

ACTIVITY 3. Rift, or split, the supercontinent by placing one
hand on each sheet of paper and slowly spreading the papers
away from the center. Spread each sheet of *paper about 34
cm from the rift line you drew. Shade lightly in red the area
of paper that you have pulled out from beneatlithe table. (This
Is the rift area.) Rift

line

ACTIVITY 4. Record the magnetic field on ea de of the
rift by drawing an arrow *in the direction t t the compass
needle is pointing. Rift

'area

Magnetic
InEfld

,



ACTIVITY 5. Turn the magnet around 180°, so that the end
that was away from the paper is now pointing toward the
paper. Spread the continents as you did In Activity 3, but thistime spread them 1.5 cm. Shade lightly in blue the area that
fives pulled out. Again, measure and record the direction ofthe compass needle, as you did In Activity _4.

Turn magnet 1800

Repeat Activity 5 two more times,-spreading the continents2 crn the first tithe and 4 cm the second. Be sure to alternate
the colors, and also be sure to reverse the magnet each time.

4 It has been discovered that the earth's.magnetic field has
reversed several times during geologic time. Each time youturned the magnet around, you were reversing the earth's
magnetic field. No doubt you have worked with a magnet
and ybu know that metal, such as iron, will be attracted toa magnet. According to the sea-floor spreading theory, if
molten rock spreads away from the central rift- and if the
rock contains metallic material that would act like little com-
pass needles, then the record of the magnetic field shouldbe recorded in the rock.* The little metallic "compasses"would line up with the earth's magnetic field jugt as the
compasses you are using lincup with the magnet.

Figure 3 on page 24 shows adiagram of the magnetic field
recorded tn the North Atlantic
. The ridge axis is in the center and the shaded areas repre-
sent rock on the- sea floor that records the earth's magneticfi.eld as normal (same as it is now), and the white indicates
rocks with a reversed magnetic field.
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Figure 3

04. Does the diagram in' Figure 3 resemble the model you
made with the two sheets of phper?

05.. Measure the distnce along line AA', from the-ridge axis
to the last shaded area,Qia each sidle of the axis.. Are the two
distances about the same?

06. What does this tell you about the amount of spreading
on each, side of the ridge?

Examine the drawing on the two sheets of paper ,that you
worked with in Activities 1 through 5. According to the sea-
floor spreading theory, the Atlantic Ocean now occupies the
area between the'two continents that you split apact. Assume
South America 'is the .continent on the left and Africa the
one on the right.

7 The age of they rocks :tbsouid j_37. If you were to collect sanwles of rock at the ridge and
s OIOre, the tviller ihty Wen Via*. at several other areas between the ridge- and SoUth America,

what would you predict about the age of the rocks?

Since the activity it tile ridge is near the surface' of the
'crust, the earthquakes are shallow. As new crust forms, it

oc
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spreads away from the crust, with spreading on either sideabout the same. Further, it has been discovered !hat thefarthef frop the mid-ocean ridge the sediments are, the older-they are. Thus, scientists now believe the ocean floor in theAtlantic is spreading slowly away from the mid-ocean ridge.The pattern of eiirtluakes along the mid-ocean ridge out-:.lines 'a huge cr in the earth's crust.
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Resources 5 through 23 are used in this
chapter. They are grouped at the end of the
chapter In the following clusters Clutter A,
6 through 12, Cluster 8013 through 18; Clus-
ter C, 17, 18, and 19;'Cluster 0, 20 through
23.

The Mountains
EQUIPMENT LIST

1 sheet of white paper
Scissors
Ruler
Square of modeling Clay
1 protractor
1 8 x 7" index card
Tape
String
Weight
Numbered rock samples
1 hand lens
1 needle or sharp nail

A

Suppose you were asked to guess where the photograph in
Figure 2104 was taken. We're not so interested in the place
but rather in the general geologic setting of the picture. As
a clue, we'll tell you that the features you see are called ripple.
nzarks.

Did you guess a seacoast, a stream, or a lakeshore.? All
. of these are ,Aviously sources of water. You may be surprised

to discover that the ripple marks you see are in the Rocky
Mountains in Colorado!

Not only are they in the Rocky Mountains, but they also
'are not lying flat.. Look at the complete scene in Figure 2-2.

4 . The ripple mark surface is tilted!

. 56

(HAPTER LIMPHASIS

Mountains are spectacular geologic features
that have been subjected to forces from within
the earth Making observations of both the
materials and the general appearanue of the
mountains will enable the student to intnrpret
how they were formed and to make predic-
tions about their future

Chapter 2

MAJOR POINTS

1. Interpretations of geologic phenomena
such as tilted rocks with ripple marks can be
made only after careful observations.
2. The observation of a rock's texture will
enable the student to make inferences about
its.orIgIn.
3. Piocks can be classified according to tex-
tum and composition: a) as having either
interlocking or noninterlockIng texture or b)
as being igneous, sedimentary, or metamor.
phic.
4. Most rocks are composed of only a few
varletleR of minerals. This study Is limited to
a few silicates, calcite. galena, and hematite.
5. A model for the formative processes of
igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks
can be made by simulating the procet.s In
the laboratory.
6. No single model can account for the for-
maklon of all mountains.
7. The type of rock and general shape are
clues to the formative process of mountains.
8. Glaciers are Investigated as an erosive and
sculpturing agent of mountains.

Figure 2-1

27
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Figure 2-2

Two pieces of equipment that are listed
. herethe geology cutout block and the cli-

nometerare constructed by the student. The
cutout block is made from a sheet of plain
white paper .and a square of modeling clay.
using a rule( and scissors, and rollowing the
directions in Activities 2-1 and 2-2. The cli-
nometer utilizes a protractor, white Index
card, tape, a short piece of string, and a
weight, such as a sinker. Directions are given
In Activity 2-4. The clay square may be used,
by successive students as they get to the

;:.7.; activity, If standard dimensions are followed:
they can use their own paper cutout on the
block. Likewise, the clinometer may be used
repeatedly once it is constructed ty the first
student.

Vivo
4101,1

40

0.1

We have two observations here, don't we? First, we ob-
servg a feature that.was probably formed underwater, per-
haps in the #ea but here it is high in the Rocky Mountains.
Second, the surface upon which the ripples are seen is tilted.
What does this tVl us about these rocks and this area? To
find out, let's trace the history of this area very briefly, using
the observations we have. Por this activity you will need ,.

a geology cutout block, a pair of scissors, a clinometer, and
2 colored peucils.

14,

1
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ACTIVITY 2-1. Cut out the figure along the dotted linec. tten
within the Ives marked by the solid lines, sketch in esdries
of parallel lines to represent ripple marks.

-,
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ACTIVITY 2-2. Mold a square of clay the same size as the
area within the solid lines and then fold the paper mold along
the solid lines and place the model on top of the clayyou
now have a geology-block model.

Hands
shape
clay

Fold
re

Examine.Figure 2-3, shown bolow. This is a cross- ction
diagram of the area shown in Figure 2-2.

vollp
Ripple-mark

rocks

West
zone

ssii1frLaYorsof rock

Figure 2-3
student to uplift..In other words, e Student
mountain are being used to introduce the

th

Note .that the ripple marks on the sido of a

Red

Now return to yotfr geology-block model, remembering
that you are looking_ at one section of the area ,shown in
Figure 2-3.

isn't told that the rocks were pushed upward;
an inference of this Is made based on the
ripple marks.

Block tilted

ACTIVITY 2-3. Assume that when the ripple marks were being
formed, the water was washing over level land. Place your
bi&k flat on the table with the ripples up, Look at the ripple
mark zone of Figure 24 and then orient your block the same
as in the figure. You m have to support your geology block
with a book.

5 8
vb.
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Possibly students will not conclude that the
ripple marks show that the rocks were once
lying tlat This is fine, but they should try to
come up with some better (*planation of how
the marks Couid have formed* on the rocks.

Note that the angle of tilt, or dip. Is measured
between the vertical string and the midpoint
of the protractor scale Most protractors do
not have the zero point In the Center. so Stu-
dents will have to count the degrees In read-
ing the angle Some may have difficulty In
underetandIng 'why the angle measured from
the vertical Is equal to the amount of ti:t
measured from the horizontal. A theorem in
geometry proves thls to be true, but probably
the easiest way for students to see it is to have
them visualize holding the clinometer on a flat
surfaos (gt tilt). the angle measured would be
00, becauie the string would colnoide with
the midpoint of the protractor. Likewise, If the
surface were vertical (maximum tilt) the cif-
nometer.would show an angle Of 90° between
string and midpoint.

-6 A

Count number
of degrees.

22 20° tc 30' (This Is a good checkpoint to
880 if students are reading the clinometer
correctly. If answers such as 650 or 115" are
given, they are reading the wrong angle.)
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11.12-1. Write in your Record Book a very brief account,
hasea on what you have just done, of what you think might
have happened in the past in the area of the ripple mark.
zone.

You've probably concluded that the rocks in this area were
once lying flat but now are tilted. Some force must have
pushed the rocks up from right to left on Figure 2-3. If you
return to your geology block you can estimate how much
it was tilted up. (If you took down the geolögy block, tilt
it again as the rocks are tilted in Figure 2-3 in the ripple
mark zone.)

ACTIVITY 2-4. The tilt of the rocks (geologists call It dip) can
be measured with an Instrument called a clinometer. To rtiiike
one, tape a protractor to a 5" x 7" index card, as shown, and
then, from the reference point of the protractor, hang a string
with a weight on the end.

Index
card

ACTIVITY 2-5. Place the cUnometer on your geology block
and read the angle directly off the clinometer.

02-2. Plow many degrees did you estimate the rocks have
been tilted?

This angle is known as The dip angle and, as you have
found out, is a measure of how much the rocks have been
tilted. To move many thousands of tons of rock takes quite
a bit of energy: In this chapter you'll examine rocks in a
variety of mountains and attempt to determine how moun-
tains were formed, what they are made from, and what is
likely to happen to them id the future.

11 .
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There Is purposely ;In (+lemont of discovery in
the u56 of the spo( died equipment I ha tons

To tind out more about mountain4, let's start by examining
materials from the mountains: Sc!lecc the following rocks
from the rock kit in the supply area: \numbers 05, 06, Oti,
12, 13, and 17.

To begin your study, you will need a hand len& and a
teasing needle (a sharp nail will do). Your goal is ,to be able
to describe your samples ind make a decision about the
texture of each rock. You're going to discover that you can
tell a lot about a rock from its texture. Enter all your deci-
slops in Table 2-1 of your Record Books

ACTIVITY 2-6. Pick up a rock sample and look at it, using
a hand lens. Hold the rock a few centimeters from your eye,
with the hand lens up to your eye. -Rotate the sample in your

\hand (in good light), examining the surfaces of the rock.

ACTIVITY 2-7. First decide whether the rock is made of only
a single kind of material or component, or more than one.
Enter your decision In 'Table 2-1. .

mg lentiltl. hit h can int ate otehnoty letqo
n.,odlo ot i .0e.up 11,111. 1.. LW-RI fine ;tick
to loosen innix lapel qem in.OetiaI !tom
;110 r4g0i s:imple If these utainn dater in voter
or Other chard+ tut isties. it Is roalon.lble to say
that the sitnIp:.
hind of fnatonal

consmts of mono than one

11.

ACTIVITY 2-8. Focus on the way the components in the rock
are held together. Decide whether the components are non-

. InterlockIng, or if the components are interlocking. Enter your
choice in ihe table.

At this point the students Can only make a
Judsment On interlocking of .components vis-
ually. Later they will study other factors that
aid in making the decision.

-
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A 4{11 1 .1 1 )t. lit VI at I II
MHO', tilt t..t ) this point

ACTIVITY 2-9. For thPse rocks you decided were interlocking.
decide if the components are oriented in a given direction
or randomly distributed' In the rock.
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Table 2-1

Students Who Careful observers will twd
the first tour !'ainples grauito_
gabtr), kid n:,111)10) fall in the. interlockaig
group the on. two ;3:trnplo: (cough inflate
and liinoz;torie )114re nonintciloc.kipg in toxturo
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Repeat Activities 2-6 through 2-9' for cad; rock sample,
entering each of your decisions in the table. When you have
studied each rock sampl., Use the data to sort your rocks
into two groups, one with interloeking texture and the other
with nonimerlocking texture.. Take careful note of which

. rocks are in each group. Later, after yini find out more about ,

how the rocks are 'formed, you will return to explain why
they have different textures. You have now described a few
samples of mountain rocks and have noted differences in the
way they -look.
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Ilere are sonic; of the questions that you'll he tackling next.

[124. a. 1 low do you distinguish among igneous, sedimen-
tary. and metamorphic rocks?

b. llow do these cocks foi.m?
c. What kind of materials are these rocks made of?

After having studied the resources in Cluster A, return to
the six rocks you studied and answer the following questions.

n2-4. HOW do you think rocks with interlocking texture
dill. e from rocks with noninterlocking texture in terms of
the y they are formed? Identify at least One mineral "in
each U the .six rocks and indicate, in Table 2-2 in your
Record Book, whether the rock is igneous, metAmorphic, or
sedimentary.

Rock Number . Mineral Type

05 r
16

. .. 06
,....

4.,.

.

. 08
....

I- .

12 7-."----N
. -

.
..

. 13
.. .

17
.

.
. -vg- .

. .

f

r

I Iii I 'I W-
I 1,, l. 1,14h-r A

it 5 ns,-(1 I.i.iiII tt how10 .. lot 4.4. ,,, toolwo ,n1/1 111(-4
, II i ,;pl .1 1. Mein ttp:ht

-441 1!.4. +! they! i %1 ( to, tv,- ct. Ions
1(1 (.ohIof--:, !Joh( : :hidents

.!I :1! !r! I!) ,I'.
(II., P/1 .II.I1'.111,!8.11I'; UM\ f10.I.(i .11 do

,.,-).t "if 111, 11111`; '11 thi4- chittet. Oths-
ton and ".n hvy it would

os,ver.. cI hi. 1:cltd Book
th;it ;114: the basic

.C.;af.

Table 2-2

'-

Before taking a tour of the mountains id the Unitecl;States,. WHERE ARE THE
let's set a genetal picture of the...distribution of rocks in the MOUNTAINS
country and how they are associated with t ouroains.
Examine the nfap in Figure 2-4 showing the .tribution of
flat-lying sedimentary, steeply-tilted sedimentay, and 'igne-
ous and metamorphic rocks. Compare the rock distribution
map with the map showing the location of the mo nt ins
in the United States (Figure 2-5). Using these t aps,
answer.the following quéstios. iAPTER 2 33
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Ptroatt ly 411 thtee Moil'. I hit tiotitted
tot . to I 0.11,111y, .1..11111,11.it hut olltie
may nave tw, .1 mtitanit,Iptiowd Int/Iv:A.1ns of
sp,thtte ilT\, itlit't piottututc.; tft t.tit alOhtI the

140,jo I !It% vallry mkt ithle 1)1w/1m:us
co11-.Ist entitt ty t Seditnef itaty rock

Figure 2-4

Figure 2-5

I 12-5. What kind of rocks would you tind if you visited the
Appalachian Mountains?

I 12-6. Are there any mountains in your state? if not, go on
to question 2-7. What is the natne of these mountains? What
kind of rocks are found in them?

1.12-7. If your response to ti(: was No, where are the closest
mountains?

[12-8: What kinds of rocks Would you find there?

Flat-lying rocks

El Steeply-tilted rocks
Igneous and meta-.
morphic rocks

Cascade

Appalachians

Coast
Ranges

34 Mountains of the United States
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Death Valley, California

Your first stop on an imaginary tour of fie mountainous
regions of the United States takes you to the lowest point
in the counti y Death Valley. An area 85 meters (280 feet)
below sea level may seem like a strange place to begin a
tour of the mountains. But it' you take a look at Figure 2-6,
you will see that some fairly high mountaitis surround the
valley.

, ;I*

osi=

,

Notice how steep and rugged the west wall of Death Valley
looks. Piles of sediment, apparent in Figure 2-6, fan out at
the base of the wall, and )you can see patches of light gravel
on the steep fan-shaped formation in the center of thse pic-
ture. If we examine the fan more closely, frwe can observe
some features that may indicate that active processes are
occurring in the area. Figure 2-7 is a view of an alluvial fan
(sand washed down from the mountain) on the west side of
Death Valley. Look closely at point A. There appears to be
a line running left and right from this point.

02-9. What appears to havehappened above tile line on
the fan?
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A :lour- of :he inoontamom regions of the
lAttiN.1 StAtt.:: vwith Death Valley. Ob.
sf.ivations of laytti% to Ow roonotainti prov.de
evidence !or uplift. Um w.-di1e-shaped los rn of
thi: rm iniains fur thei ;:ognosts bk,..k fat Ming
Stedontzt !..-ive to tmck :..oine et
111.! ret;ouice:. Gltv.toi A tin. help in answer-
ing the questiinr:. -out Uhl; will be specifically
«gorted to Clu:..(1

Figure 2-6
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Figure 2-7

2-10. The inovement must have bei.-1 upward.
Layered rocks form horizontally. so tilting in-
dicates uplift

Now look back at Figure 2-6, the.west wall of the valley.
Locate a zone of layered rocks.

[12-10. Based on what you know about the formation of
layered rocks, what does the positiOn of these rocB tell you
about the probable movement on the west wall of the valley?

Figure 2-8 shows a general view of the Death Valley area.
Once again, notice how steep and rugged the west wall of
the valley is. Then check the steepness of the-shack side of
the same mountain. Notice how many other mountainsin
the Death Valley area have the same wedge shape (see point...

IN IAN 1.11-1 A in Figure 2-8). Use Cluster C for help.

[12-11. By what process did these wedge-shaped mountains
form?

[12-12. Explain your answer to question 2-11; using bne
36. CHAPTER 2 model for uplift of the earth's exust.



Paclitc Ocean

Sierra Nevada

Death Valley

Sediments West wall East wall

k

Weighi of sediments

Mono craters in California A
About 320 kilometers (200 miles) north of Death Valley

is a set of mountains that looks quite different from the ones
you've looked at so far. The Mono craters are a .group of
about 20 domqs, several of which appear in Figure 2-9. A
single Mono crater is shown at A in Figure 2-9, while a trio
are shown near B.

Fault

Figure 2-8
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If volt were to look at the trio of craters more closely, they
would.appear to be like the drawing in 1.1e,ure 2-10. .1 here
you will notice that the dome contains a shalloVir hole at the
top.

Spocultryn 1V.o. rhyolito. a tint. Iritin41()
rock calfod an extrw.lve. modning that it

Figure 2-10 Was turmoil abwm grthard.

In the supply area are some specimens (number 10) of
rock like the one in %the Mno crater area. Examine One

n LON R. I:A g Oil ti", or more of these carefully, aqd refer to Cluster B.

0213. Based on your knowlage -of rocks, what clue does
the tttxture of the rock give yqu as to the origin of the n?ck?

02-14. Based on the shape of the features in Figure 2-10
and the kind of rock samples you have seen, how do you
think the Mono craters were formed?

Figure 2-11
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Examine 1 igure 2-11. a photograph of Mount St. 4,1elensin the state of Washington. Notice that thi's almost
3.00(4-ineteu10,(XX)-foot)-high giant staRds well away fa"
any other mountain and is rather cone-shaped.

r 1245. Do you think Mount St. Helens was tOrtned in a
way similar .to the Mono craters? Explain your answeLy

Stone Mounten, Georgia

One of.the most interesting mountanis in the country lies
just outside of Atlarkta. Georgia. and is called Stone Moun-
tain (see Figure 2-12). This 200-meter050-fvot)-high hunk
of once molten rock is surrounded for miles in all directions
by rocks that vOlogists believe were originally formed in
water but are now metanitaphic.

b
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The rocks that make up Stone Mountain are quite differ:
ellt in appearance from the rocks you examined from- the
Mono craters. In *the' supply area you will find samples.
(number 07) of rocks like those Crom Stone Mountain. Com-:.pare these sampls with the Mono crater rocks.

0246. What do the differences in theSe rocks tell you about
hbw and where the Stonc Mountain samples were formed?

4
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)2-17. If the rocks -lion] Stone Mountain Were torined
within the crust. how.can Voul:explain the fact that they are
exposed at the surface, and are higher than the surrounding
rocks? Cluster 13 will help with the-explanation.

CHECKUP

Ilere is a %kelt h 01 the ioadcut shown in the photograph
in Figure 2-13. The light-colored rock is sedimentary, and atc

edark -colored rock i.s igneous. Based On the resources in Cluster
C, answer the fillowing.

1. How did the dark-colored rock get where it is now?

2. Which do you think is older.: the sedimentary rock or
the igneous rock?

4
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Ridges and valleys of the Appalachians

As the map in Figure 2-14 shows, the Appalacluan Moun-tains extend over much of the eastern tfnited States. Lookilw-
closer at the mountains (see Figure 2-15), three zones canhe u1enntied as t011ows: zone A, the Appalachian plateauconsisting of flat, gently tilted sediThentary sock: zone B. aseries of *ridges and valleys trending toward the northeast;and zone C. metamorphic and igneous rocks, forming theGreat Smoky Mountains. Farther to the east, the Piedmont
and coastal plains are encountered.

Figure 2-14

Let's focus on zone the ridges an,d valleys of the Ap-W palachians. If you were aAeologist keying to judge how ridgesand valleys were formed, you would have to travel over awide area.. Figure 2-16 has been drawn to save you time.
This diagram shows some of the ridges and Valleys, as wellas the rocks, in cross section...J

tr

®

k

,

Figure 2-15
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Figure 2-16

E12-18. Explain and describe a process that will account for
the series of ridges and valleys shown in Figure 2-16.

SE°ARCHiNG FOR In Chapter lp you studied several medels that dealt with
A MODEL uplift of the earth's surface. In this chapter, you studied

several types of mountains. Table 2-3 summarizes lor you
information about each mountain that you investigated.Sill.: .:; i:11: the t It til:It .1. I.

h ...in-, r), thr ..;
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Table 2-3

42 CHAPTER 2

Types of
Rocks

Origin of
Rocks

Shape of
Mountains

Block-Fault
(Death Valley)

sedimentary
and
metamorphic

marine
depositk

,

linear; .,

wedge-shaped

Mono craters

.

.,

igneous cooling of
molten
material at
the surface
of. crust

round

Stone
Mountain .

# ,

igneous cooling of
molten
material
,heneath the
crust

round

.

Valley and
Ridge of
Appalachians'

sedimentary
..

marine
deposits

linear;
.

folds .

02-19. Do any of the models you have studied help you
explain how any one or several of' the .mountains listed in
Table 2-3 might have been formed?



Removing the mountains /-

Mountains don't lost forever! Up to this point. vou havebeen concentrating on how the Lind is uplifted to form
mountains. Let's make a slight departure and see how theyare cut down and sculptured. Much of the ya.riety that i:auses
mountains to be so'awe-inspiring was caused by the sculptur-ing of already uplifted materials. One way that mountains
arc sculptured is by glacial action. Take a look at Figure 2- 17.

Notice h9w many sharp ridges are in this portion of the
Canadian Rocky Mountains. Notice also the U-shaped val-. levs, the many bowl-shaped basins, and the almost complete
absence of flat.. surfaces. Thig kind of landscape is fairly-
typical areas that 'haves been carved by glaciersmov-
ing rivers of ice. In fact, the remains of what was -probably
once a much larger glacier are shown in the center of the
photograph.

[12-20. flow does a glacier sculpture mountains? To helpsolve this problem, you might use Cluster .D and consider
the.folring questions.

02-21. How are glaciers made, and' how dothey move?

. :

I

Figure 2-17
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F12-22. How are glacial features, such as U-shaped valleys,
bowl-shaped basins, glacial lakes, and hanging valleys,
created?

SUMMARY Well, if you've done good work, you've learned a great deal
about the way mountains took on their characteristics.
You've also had a chance to thiik about forces that arc acting
upon mountains today.

Yoting
mountains

Valley
glacier

Figure 2-18-

Wtt.' r Klrr: c.7

MOV.17\li!.e
THE5E, LOOt LiKE?

(00

To find out how well, you've done your work, look over
Figure 2-18. You will recognize this drawing as part of' the
overview, sketch you saw before in Figure 1-4. On the draw-
ing, you will find examples of jtAst about all the kinds of
situations you've looked at in this chapter. If yoU've worked
well, you should be able to give reasonable descriptions of
the way each type of mountain in the picture was formed.
You should also be able to identify the forces acting upon
each kiii,c1 of mountain and to predict what changes these
will prodUce in the future.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluatlon 2 in your Record Book.
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Distinguishing Amcing
Igneous, Sedimentary,
and Metamorphic Rocks

A. tit 'I t .1. . li llitout)11
And qtt t911..,1 R1011111. 1:1.m t,t
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The properties that a rock has are a result.of how the rock

1 1

i
CLUSTER A
(Resources 5-12)

..._ .........______. .____

1:aN T'BOU[SOMETHiNr, 0 14

-nu: ri,ICKs?
__.._

PA-1f -v 6

if,

12 e1.

was tbrmed. Thus, in this resource you will make careful
observations of, rocks in order to determine how they were
formed. In doing this, you will then be able to tell if a given

4

).!I ..rock is sedimentary, igneous, or metamorphic. :JA.JoH 11 I

1 flock.: ti...y h. I 1Go to the supply area and pick up a kit of mixed rocks, ,.,;..,1-,,
a hand lens, 1 bottle of I-IC1, and a steel nail. Before working cht,1)IL:01:,.

;> A .through the activities that follow, predict which rocks you 1),:ut k :;.;:: .1, 1'1 .; It-t1 :t/ .1

believe were (1) once molten and then harclened, as they
cooled, or (2) once sediment but then cemented together..
Make separate lists, Ong the number on the rocks, 1.1ozi. then

at the end of the resource *you can check to see how good
your predictions were.

Lisyd below are a few simple tests that will help you sort
the iCcks. Read the tests first so that you understand them.
Then sort the:rocks into three groups according to these tests
and the sequence of numbered questibris that follow.

1/41 .t.

i ...1i...1

Rock Tests

Texture test: Determine whether the specimen (1) has visible
components (minerals) that are held together in an interlock-
ing fashion, (2) has visible components (minerals)that.are
held together by a cement (noninterlocking), (3) liAoks glassy
and is very smooth, (4) loOks frothy and has lots *of holes
in it; or (5) has a very fine-grained appearance and seems
to lack minerals. 45
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Note the reference to flwiource 11 In this
Same cluster, titled identifying Rock-forming
Minerals This resource uses the kit contain-

% ing 12 minerals, and other equipment Cau-
tion students about getting the rocks and
minerals correctly separated after they are
through using them, and In getting the other
materials back to supply, before going on.

You should caution students kt:lout using rea-
sonable care In handling the acid. Although'
dilute, It Is corrosive and can damage clothing
and other materials Rocks (and hands)
should be washed upon completion of the
test Note that If bubbling occurs, the rock
cannot be Igneous

P.. I

N ;

46 RESOURCE 5

Composition test: I.00k tt the minei als in the specimen mid
try Ith identify as many minerals as you can. The most com-
mon minerals you will probably see are quartz, feldspar,
mica, calcite, and hornblende. If 'you can not identify these,
do Resource I I.

FosAil test: 1.00k for fossils in the rock. They may be in .the
form of' small shells or imprints of leaves.

Chemical test: Put a couple of drops of' FIG on the specimen
and look for bubbling. Be sure to wash the specimen with
water when you arc dune.

Pick up a specimen and write down its number. Ask your-
self the following (1uestions and write down the answers as
you go. If' your rock fits the description of any of' the items
that are preceded by asterisks, then you can nrake a decision
on the specimen at fruit point. You won't need to go any
further in checking that speciMen. When that happens, pick
up another specimen and start with question I again.

I. Is the rock made uri of visible minerals that are inter-
locking? If the answer is Yes, it cannot be sedimentarygo
on to item 2 in this list. 11' the answeris No, go to item 7.

2. Are the minerals of the same kind (same color, about
the Same shape, same hardness)? If' the answer is Yes, it
cannot be igneousgo k) 3. If the answer is No, go to 4.

*3 i. A rock with crystals of all the same kind s probably
metamorphic.

4. Are the minerals of the .different typos.distributed in
a uniformly mixed pattern like the one.Shown in the sketch
(each number represents a different kind of Mineral)?

if the answer is Yes," go to 5. It' the iinswer is No, go to 6.

*5. A rock with different types of minerals in a uniformly
mixed pattern is an igneous rock. '

*6. A rock with different types of minerals arranged in
stripes or bands is metamorphic rock.

'41Pwva
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7.: Is the rock frothy (full of small holes)? If the answeris Yes, go to 8. If No, go to 9.

*8. A rock, with lots of small holes, that looks as thoughit has been full of gas at some tnne is an igneous rockformed by cooling a gassy lava.

9. Is the rock glassy (like a piece of colored broken glass)?If the answer is Yes, go to 10. If No, go to 11.

*10. A dark, hard rock that looks like glass is probablyigneous rock formed by fast cooling of a. lava flow froma volcano.

11. Is tho'rock made, up of strong, flat sheets that lookas though they will split off into slatelike pieces? If theanswer is 'Yes, go ni 12. IrNo, go to 13.

*12. A rock that splits easily into thin, flat sheets is proba-bly metamorphic. The splitting has been caused ty pres-sure. It used to he sedmentary. If fossils are present, theyare probably squashed and flattened.

13. Does the rock contain easily recognized particles, likefine silt, sand, or pebbles, cemented together? If the answeris Yes, go to 14. If No, go to 15.

4.

Students ate sumotinuis reluctalit to use theship-bystep method and may tend to acceptwhat another !,tudent has found Encouragethem to develop the technique for themselves.

Table 1
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EQUIPMEN1 LIST

List of itotns in rcxt, plus the following.
Paper towels
Burner fuel -

Rock kit (16 samples)
Note that if testtube racks are not available.
they may be constructed from a quart milk
carton, or another baby-tood iar May be used
to set the test tubes in.

PURP4}.- To !.i.nulate tho outpouring and
the intit sion of molten rock in nature.

MAJOR POINTS

1. The rate of ci,oling of molten ni.iterial has
an effect on the texture of tho solid that is
formed.
2. When riloiten rock for.ces its way into
cracks Ocep ul the ()Nth, it Is called an intru-
Slon.
3. When sothe substaoces are cooled very
rapidly. crystals Ito not have time to torrn, and
a glasslike textur,e results.

If a cork borer is available, a quick, neat job
can be done Bore a hole all the way through
the cork Then cut a plug about 1- thick horn
the core that w.i-; removed, and use this to
insert into the bottom of the 'hole. A small
piece ot tape across the end will seal it fur-
ther.

48

*14. A rock made of sand, or pebbles cemented to-
gether Is sedimentary. It ma) have fossils. You can proba-
bly see the layering in good specimens.

15. If you have conie this far. you have a specimen that
is difficult to identify. It is not igneous. it may be sedimen-
tary or metamorphic. An expert is needed to sort this one
out.

Check you.r answers against Table 1.

6 How Igneous Rocks
Are Formed

Igneous rock is rock that was once molten and that crystal-
lized as it gooled. Some igneous rocks are made.of very small
crystals, arid others are made of large crystals, but most.are
made of crystals of different sizes, colors, and compositions.

To be able to understand how igneous rock forms from
molten rock, you can simulate (imitate) the process on a
small scale. You will need the following items:

1 test-tube rack
3 test tubes
1 alcohol burner
I test-tube holder

large corks
t metal or glass surface

inum foil, window glass)

I baby-food jar
1 knife, cork borer,

or scissors
Naphthalene flakes
Sodium thiosulfate
Sulfur

ACTIVITY 1. Usin knife, cork borer, or scissors, carefully
dig out the middle of a cork to make a well, as shown in the
diagram. Prepare three corks like this and label them A, El,
and C.

h About 2 cm About 4 cm

About 2.5 cm

r

7 7



ACTIVITY 2. Get 3 test tubes and label them A, 8, and C.Put about 5 cm'of naphthalene flakes Into test.tube A.

ACTIVITY 3. Put about the same amount (5 cm). of sodiumthlosulfate Into tube and of sulfur into tube C.

thlosullate
Sodium

Sultur

ACTIVITY 4. Very gently heat tube A until the naphthalenestarts to melt. Then take the tube away and shake It gently.Heat a little more and then shake again. Keep doing this untilall the naphthalene has melted.

-p

!;lit t cht,tnit al.. and propor
to, hilietel i. ham and woilong vvith
therm Avi.,.1 .01 ot tho sob.

Ao / heplow, of ....on, I il.t..:).
js.wheq, aritj

may ho ieti.vtl at'ci thi.v have hewn iro.pects:d
by thei !.ti flouts l'ai.,l, i'loin up and rul.uat AiInn ter toof-- It ii:,jtit be wise to t-avo 3babydogel 1,os. labolvd -iphthatuno.-,
II sodaint limi!.ilitate.- ild t.ulfur." IntoNhich the stili:,iik r ool I Ind the mud cilium-

l,ais Cal t: t".htuld bo talwit to avoid Milting.

1 ho tunic!, may oi.t too strong.especially it flu: tot,e overlwated (meltuuppoint 80-' C. Octli;:q C). You should
probably pOil (ot adegicilo vootil.itIon in theroom In thQ ci n of 'Aldus.. d it is heatedenough to bod (or burn). It can arive you Outot the room_
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5 cm of the powdered chemical may not be
enough to LH the well when it is melted More
Can be added 'after further melting without
doing any harm

ACTIVITY 5. Pour part of the melteci naphthalene quickly into
the well in the cork labeled A, just fillin e well. Put the
cot* aside in a safe place where it won't et knocked over.
Look at the top of the liquid every few minutes or so, but don't
move the cork.

ACTIVITY 6. Support the piece of glass or aluminum foil on
a paper towel. Now pour the rest of the naphthalene down
the gently sloping glass or foil.

One of the difficulties with these activities it
an adequate cleanup .of the equipment and
the area. When pouring Into the cork, it would
probably be wise to have paper under it to
catch spills. Because both naphthalene 'and
sulfur are insoluble in water, cleaning the test
tubes may be troublesome. A little burner

' alcohol In the tube will help loosen these two
materials.

Repeat Activities 4, 5 and 6, using the sodium thiosulfate
and then the sulfur. Try not to use all the sulfur from tube
C. Set tube C aside after these activities. Meanwhile, keep
'checking on the melted materials you poured into the wells
in the corks.

Now carefully compare the structure of the materials you
poured onto the flat surfaces with the materials in the corks.

;-

50 RESOURCE3
ACTIVITY 7. When the substance in each cork is completely
solid, cut the cork in half with a sharp knife.

79
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What differences do you observe between the substances-cooled by poUring down the glass and the substances cooledby pouring them into a Well in'a cork?
You have lust.Carried out a simulation.expahnent.

Pour-ing the molten material dowil a cold slope is somewhat simi-lar to what happens when lava pours Out Onto the tutdsurface. Lava, however, contains several different chemical.
. 1substances, and its temperature is about 900-1100° C, de-ISending on the mineral composition;

The liquid in Ir cork simulates molten ..rock that hasforced its way into crackideep in the crust. The surroundingrock acts as an insulator just as ,the cork does and preventsrapid loss .of heat. A body of igneous- rock formed ih. thisway is called an intrusion.
Sometimes the lava in contact with the cold rock at themargin of an intrusion is chilled more quickly than in thecenter.
Look at the substances in the corks you have cut (FigureI). What differences can you see in The strueture of thematerial next to the cork (at A) and in the middle (at B)?

ACTIVITY 8. Now get test tube C with the hob:pier sulfur Init. (If you used all the sulfur, add about half an inch more.)Heat very gently as you did before to produce a pale goldenliquid. Have a beaker of cold water ready. Pour the liquidsulfur Into the water.

Heat gently

Pick the lumps of solid sulfur out of the water and' lookat them closely. Compare the structure with the sulfur fromtle !,intrusion" and from the "flow." These differences are

:ltudenh, z.hotiki :;t,f.i that thti tlyhtat's thathirmed by rapid 'cooling Ott thci glass or foil.no moth smallei then those that formed in-siie the cork with slower cooling

Figure 1

Sulfur melts at a temperature of 114 5" C,lorming a pale-yellow, free-flowing liquid. Ifheating is continued, it becomes thicker and
more viscous and is poured from the test tube
with difficulty It changes color to reddish-
brown and then almost to black as tempera-
ture increases An entirely different structurewill result it the darker-colored sulfur is sud-denly cooled.

RESOURCE 6 51
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IfAAJOR POINTS

1. The settling of different kinds of particles
at different times cOuld form layered sedi-
ments.
2. Chemicals can.react to form a layer that
behaves like limestone
3. Particles of different sizes settle at different
speeds.

ARE MY
DEPO$ITS

GUARANTEga?

52
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Very ',titular to what happens to lava. If lava pours out under
the sea, it rolls into lumps with a glassy-looking surface. If' .

it ours out onto the land in thin flows that cool very raPidly.
it ay form a glassy substance.

lfur does not really form a glass, but the very rapid
cooling does not allow crystals to form kgoperly. When thi
sort of thing happens to the silicate minerals in lava, crystals
cannot form; therefore, a glass is formed instead.

Get the rock kit and select the igneous rocks from it. (You
should already have done the resource on distinguishing rock
types. If you have not, stop here and do the previous re-
source.) Compare the different types of igneous rock. What
differences can you see in the colors, shapes, and sizes of
crystals? Can you predict whether each rock is from an intru-
sion or from a flow?

A simulation experiment is often a useful device for help-
ing to develop models of processes -that are difficult to ob-
serve. Geologists in the field can add other evidence to that
from simulation experiments because there are active vol-
canoes in existence. Freshly cooled lava flows from a new
eruption Can be examined and compared with much older
rocks..

7 The Formation of
Layered Sediments

sP
REIM

PURPOSE: to examine some ways th:It
t'ued sodiments cAuld form.

FIRST Milt
of

GEOLOGY

4

'81
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Whether you are at the Neashore, in the mountains; &/ On.

.the plains, you, are likely to tind rock gutcrops like those,
, shown in Fig tire I. The outcrops all haVe one striking feture..--i.

in commän. Thke a careful look at: Fisures 2 and 3, too, and
see if yowcan identify the feature that all three photographs i

. have in common. It is a feature that prUbably came about t,
I in roughly the same. way each,time:

- .,. -,

4`.

-4,

.4

4M1MbO44444244.4444444444-----

ot 11):! (-0ITIMOIlittlYi of thi's tyl)e of
,11,. you trt.ly %.,-.10t to vor.lol.t.p. 7,tegits to
'IN 4 1 1o4 al*elt Itht tout

All 'MIN I I l*,1

tr!.t tObt'S,
-.topous::
bAby loud
t!.P. Cto,dit.t1 whilt ch.ok

croshed colored (Italic
sand

Isp bat

Flgure
Figure 2

4

Figurg.3

4
.

1 14) t;i1fld-silt-111001.00
1 piastre toaspoon .

tsp. calcium chloride
t:.p. sodium embdnate

2. d opper s
1 arop HCI (0 5M)
1 piece of glass
1 triter-paper clink'
1-1(.,c.k kit (16 samples)

.-
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"-., The whittle and colored or ushed zhalft. the
sand:the silt. and the sand-silt mbhirre coId

1 be'put on the supply tabletn 54abo:od'bilMy-
food larI StudWnts could thert take the te-
quired ainvuhts teitspoont_ t *spoon) .to
their tipies'en arDali pieces a pwtzr *It would

4 help to hAve a diesent spoon 4ti nach Sub-
.stance If this ;s, I.TOt pdb-ible, the s'poon
shguld be clean& ".

*Al

5.

-

Students rnay find it easie& to crease a small
piece of paper and use it to..dirgiit. the sub-
stances inta the test ftibe. Itcould save spill-
age and,the reaultiog mese-

51 '7 I
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Tap 10,

gently,
here

*

[0 try to get some clues ah.out the formation of this
lute. Volt can dtosome simple experiments. You and your
partner will need the following matw-i4s:

4 test tubes, with
stoppers

2 baby-food jafs

50 ml Avater

tsp crusbed
chalk (white)

,

.(p. cr.ushed
thalk (tolored)

tsp sand

t},tsp silt
I WI) sand-silt wixture

; .*.

1 plastic teaspoon

I bottle of calcium
chloride powder

I bottle sodium carbonate
powder.

2 droppers

Dropping bottle of IICI

I watch glass.or other
piece of glass

I filter-parer disk

4.14111,.

41'11ATIP

ACTIVITY 1. Fill a Wit tube about half full -of water and add
about teaspoon .Caisclum chloride. Cap the test tube and
shake It to dissolve tir calcium chloride.

.44
411 ii

f5;

I.

%

*

. ,

ACTIVITY 2. Stand tbe test tube in a baby-food jar. on ,the
Reinove the stopper and let the-water settle..Now lake

-;41easpoon sand, hold it overthe bottle, anit tap genby so
that the sand graInsiall slowly Into the water In th0 test tube:
Keep tapping Until alLthe sand has gone. -

83
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ACTIVITY 3. Using the same test tube, carefully add ; tea-spoon crushed colored chalk in the same way: Do not disturbthe test tube while you are doing it, and let it 'Mend for a fewminutes afterward.-

Rpeat the process once more, using the white chalk.Allow it to settle for about two.minutes and then add thesilt in the same way. Now look into the test tube throughthe side, without disturbing it. What do you see?
iftt

Colored
chalk

ACTIVITy 4. Put about an inch of water into a clean test tube,and add ; teaspoon sodium carbonate. Stopper and shakeit until everything dissolves. Take up the solution into a drop-per. Slowly add the solution, a couple of drops at a time, intothe 'test tube to which you added sand, chalk, and silt. Ob-serve what is happening. When you have used all the sodiumcarbonate solution, let the test tube sta'nd for several Ininutes.

.0

1 inch water
and sodium
carbonate

Sand, chalk,.
and Silt

Could this processparticles settling in waterform lay-.ers like those in, the photographs? What evidence would you'. need about the: rocks in the-photographs to confirm that this-krocess caused .the layerS to, form?
the experiment just, corfipteted, you selected differentkipds of 'particles, and you used 'a chemical reaction to pro-duct-.another kind of particle. 's take a closer look at thechemically TorMed lier-ticles,

84

Sodium carbonawte is washing"Soda. A sm._.an'iovnt of the sOlution makes an exceik .t leaning agent for thEt test tubes and oth,glassware at the conclusion of Xie activitic

RESOURCE 7 55.
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Sodium
carbonate

Calcium
t Monde

If litter paper is available, fine. But a paper
towel, cut in a 5" circle and folded so that It
forms a 9one, will work satisfactorily.

The residue, for your information, Is the prod-
uct of the chenkal reaction.between calcium
Chloride and sodium carbonate:

CaCl2 Na2CO3 CaC034 + 2NaCI

As you can see, the liquid that passed through
the paper contained salt

56 RESOURCE 7
0

ACTIVITY 5. Put about an inch of water into a third clean test
tube. Add about a 14 teaspoon calcium chloride. Stopper the
tube and shake it until 'everything dissolves. Make up a solu-
tion of sodium carbonate as you did for Activity 4. Add this
solution to the calcium chloride solution.

ACTIVITY 6. No.w filter the mixture you have made into a
baby-food jar.

Filter
./ paper

ACTIVITY 7. Scrape the particles off the filter paper onto a
small watch glass or other piece of glass. That which remains
on tile 'glass is the residue.



ACTIVITY 8. Using a clean dropper, add one drop of how-chloric acid to the residue.

Hydrochiolic
. acid

What happened when you added hydrochloric acid to theparticles? You will find tiaat some of the rock specimens inthe rock kit will also react in a similar way with hydrochloricacid. these- rocks are called limestones and contain ca'kium-t;arbonate, the same chemical contained in the particles thatsettled out of the solution in Activity 4. Some lirnestones arethought to have been formed by the settling-out of calciumcarbonate in layers:
Get the rock kit and.tind out which specimens react withhydrochloric acid.

ACTIVITY 9. Take your fourth clean test.tube and fill 'it aboutthree-fourths ii of water.. Pour about 1 teaspoon of thesand-silt mixture Intti the test tube. Stopper the test tube andshake it vigorously for a few secen0s. Put the test tube intothe jar and Iet the craft* settle. Carefully observe what ishappening.

What do you notice about the rate of settling of ,thedifferent-sized particles? .
These simple experiments.and flit! _eridence in the rockspecimens glve a few -clues that layers might be formed frompartic)es settling oat fro4 water; but hovi are these layerschanged into rock?

.
4...

.You can get some more' clues by doing the following re'-.source,. "How Sediments Harden into Rock."

* 86

.;

The students are told to get the rock klt andfind out which specimens react with Ha. itthey have done Resource 5 (which theyshould have), they have already made the testand can just refer to the results le that re-source.

Water (3/4

1.

.1
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effect on layer ts of St, iii v
2 Cuitain mint 1.11 los ot 11.

can CatISP laNe.okt sethinur . colni.s
varying aranunis

Any flat (W1 co I On use,f . I.: a itu,- 1 t

hive a tip or rriges to prr r-.? Vie hardenod
layur from ernovp I 1 :nstoncv .1
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8 How Sediments
Harden into Rock

Sediments are deposited in the foini ii 1.1%cis ul paiticles.
I he particles in most layered rock have properties that show
they were once sediments deposited in water. But how do
such sediments become hardened into rock?

Since the water in rivers and in the oceans contains many
dissolved minerals, perhaps these minerals have an effect on
deposited sediments. TO study how dissolved minerals can
affect sediments, you,can try the follow.* experiment. Go
to the supply area and get the following items:

3 paper. cups
I teaspoon
Fine sand
Ferrous sulfate (a soluble compound cif iron)
Ferrous ammoniuni sulfate (a soluble compound of iron)

-Scissors

ACTIVITY 1. Get a paper cup`and cut it off to make a smail
flat ,dish about half an inch deep. Fill it about halfway with
water and add about 4 teaspoon ferrous. sulfate. Shake lhe
dish until the FeS0.1 dissolves completely.

a

ACTIVITY 2. Now sprinkle fine sand into the water. Keep
adding until wet sand almost fills the dish. Shake the dish
to level the sediment and then set it asiqe in a warm safe
place until your next clas's.



s

Repeat the experiment. but this time use ferrou ammonium sulfate as the substance to he diNsolved.
Also set up .1.1litRI experiment, using only water and sand.without any dissolved, Riineral.

11. What is the purpose of this third exPeriment?

Since it will take at least a day for the sand to dry out.)ou nught r.ki on to the next reso,uree. -Sediment:fry Rocks.-if \ ou still have class time len. When the sand has completely t.\:, th 1.1t1 It wd .). dt: OrtV
diied out. remove.it from the paper cup, and compare the sit t impt.! Ui toi lit I (.1).i:161) I1:140

VP ' !t,t;ittt
results pf the three experiments.

II hy th. . ii. it !ix i; tRthisnt;hs,;,1.1
111.11 1:hj. :2. What clo You nonce?

oh, to do mit
(:uaiiips is

4.111.1hrk:.11:.

In'this experiment. the presence or ka disso ed iron com- t II with WIpund in water causes a cementing and hardening action onthe sand particles as the deposit drizs out. You may_ evenhave found that your deposit changed to a yellowish :color.bon compounds _hzo.40. been identified as tlre cementing'agent in nufny sedimentary rocks, and the yellowish or red-.dish color,pf.matty sandstones is due to the presence of such
4

compounds in_the cementing material.
'This experiment suggests at- least one. way that deposited

particles, might harden. Natural waters contain muny dis-solved materials that could act in a. way similar to that of7"."` the materials_you-tried.N.)

*".. t.atIrqt..11_117
...9 . Sedimentary -Rocks ...:, Sot ( Ii; ...iiiplit%)

5- . .
I t Intl Iit-.
ii.Pt(ortif:ts Ii)

.. . 11:11If's):::1. 1.; itii-ritity-,!oiluticr.tt.t: v
..-----(fie rock sample lat.and pick out the sedimentary rocks: .

....tit., , Of '4:I PI tii.yi.il:'. ( IC you have trouble doing this, see Resource 5.) Nou'r task ron.it
,,

in this resource will be to identify each ysedimentar rock. i. tMi
sas sandStbri

. I,
.

etviwritod )sha4e or limestone.
..

, .";h:th: i:

..... , ,
.

... .S'andstone, ass ils name implies; is composed of sand grains :,:r, o muoiv 0

ioelt5 by
..

IA% IS I 011 PI ',..1,s1j til !.;and

cemented-together.- lithak is hirdened cifty or mud. It oftenhas a "'muddy" odor when is moistied. Limesione iS. . compovd of- calcium ca.rbonate, the sa.41ie chemical con-tained in sea shells. Limestone fizzis vigtrously when a drop,1 .."Sf HCI -to it.

:

if.

-c
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t.t 1 t , 11.11ijirttssl carbpstlitc,
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I lac ate sonic tests that' you may find helpful in class4ing
the rocks.

I. Look closely at each rm.k wIth a hand lens.
a. What is the average si/e of the grains?
b. What is the shape ot the grains rounded, angular,

or eloingated?.
c. What is the color of the ;!rains?

2. Study the material that holds the giains together. .

a. Is. it tine-grained or crystalline?
b. If it is crystalline, what is the size of the individual

crystals?
3. What happens when you put a drop of dilute I ICI

(hydrochloric aeikl) on each rock?
4. Breathe on each rock. 'Fry to identify any odors that

result.

The results of the above teAts should give you enough
information to identify the iVcks.

After careful 'though t.and experimentation, geologists. have
'concluded that rocks like' sandstone, shale, and limestone
were formed in lakes and seas.. The theory is that the sand
and'vlay thpt were deposited in.seas and lakes became ce-

, men6d into sandstone and shale. Limestone' is thought to
.be.fused calcium carbonate that was -once dissolved in sea-
wa*.(calcium carbon.ate is part of the "Salt" of the seas).

5ediuientary rocks are generally found -in layers.4If you
would like to know'why, see.Resource 7, iii this cluster.

-1 Any roch !lay by
1k: chat:1:,-. It ,

2. I h. j-t a 4..!

rnakitut 11n f Pool : It
3 IV! i. of Lk Ka". zia%phisin 111.0.

'identified by .110 chang.-; In.d have 1...kt_91
place in lho i. .ks from.thl!
4. floaional n.otamorphr.ni .*tho total i :od
when large a eas of thn v.IIth'r. 'crust aia

'changed t.y pot.sure and teintanaturp.
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0 Metamorphic Rocks
A Field Trip in
the Classroom

Metamorphic rocks are rocks that havekbeentihanged in form .

becaue of increases in .temperaturz and pressnre. Any rock
may be subjected to metamorphism. In this resource yOu are
going to imagine thi.tt you are going on a field trip in an
area where metamorphic rocks are found. After collecjinv,

8 .9
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the iocks you ill return to the laboratory s would a geolo-gist. to study and examine the rocks you collected. To dothis resource, you will need the following:
1 geok)gic map of a

metamorphic area
1 piece of cellulose

acetate film
1. bottle of acetone or

nail polish remover

1 hand lens
1 metal file
1 rock kit containing

samples 05, 16, 18, 20
Piece of line sandpaiier
Pan of clean sand

ACTIVITY 1. For each of the geolog stops listed below,imagine you,are in the field collecting sa pies of rocks. Usingthe directions at each stop, locate that s ot on the map andrecord on the. map the identification numler of the rocrsam-pie. Use the map In your Record Book.

V

I.

Stop 1

Stop =2

Stop =3

Stop =4

Stop 5

Stop .1-- 6

-Stop -= 7

8

'\.

At the north end of unimproved dirt road-about1 mile from 'west end of Iggy ttoad. Specimen
;fragment 16 collected heie.
1. .

Intersection of lggy Rotd and 1S0 Highway 21.Sample 18 collected here. \
tersection of ISCS Highway 21 a d East Street.

itmple very similar to 18 coll&tet here.
Intersection of East Street and ari\ unimproveddill road. Sample similar to 16 collkcted here.
Intersection East Street and rggy Ripd. Sample20 located here.
E4,e of map and East Street. Sample 05.collectedhere.

.

Intersection of Lake Street and Lake Creek. Sam-ple simiLatto 20 found here. .

Intersection of Lake Street and the light-dutyrozid. Sample similar to specimen 05 collectedhere
1

%Yr

When you have finished Ihe fieldigip, make sure you haverecorded the sample numbers on the map at each of tlie eightstops.. Although you made eight stops, you should only have.four rock samples, since you collected a similar rock for eachof .these four at another.station.

Tilt- ::,tir to, I. ' si 11'
'.11.11e1.gIt' CAW,: (.0)

the 1110(Irt-: : tron:;10111I !two .4.0-
it,k1 y k :I.IiI1 blrott(;11

4.1).. tilt 4-1 hi.ii 4iiti 10:.4111' :8, 111(1.1-
ill.)11./111C ft/1111": III11 c.),1. I ;Ind Inidny
("111(.1::;. ;Pt' 1110:4 Mt': l' t:;)11`"011..*:. .1

'Iy'Pe 01 ii/.1111:' r:(,011:1',1 . 1111,11:4111 ility011i1 1:11'1.S5: SON!,
HA10101U, 111. 1,0;.111111. ;:111:1'. te-1`..bt'lla:V0d (CI (k

1,0
fennid by ittotatit,7, fthic
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ACTIVITY 2. Draw a line from the upper left corner of the map
to the lower right corner of the map and then place each rock
sample at art one of the stations from which it was collected.

11. Ii you start from the 'upper left-hand corner and move
aloiw the line to the lower right, what major differences
among the rocks do you now?

If you examine the rocks in the upper left part of the map
you will note that they are Nedimentary, and as you move
toward the lower right they grade into metamorphic Jocks.
You should have noted that as you move toward the lower
right the rocks become inure layered or banded, and the

Figure 1 minerals in the rocks become larger.

Go
.91
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I et's examme each of these rocks more cioselv. Geologists
mlinetimes study rocks lw making an acetate peel of the rock.
Pick up rock 05 and examine it carefully, looking for a fiat,
polished surface, If your rock does not have a polished sur-
lace. then you will have to polish it by following the instnic:
lions in Activit 3. If it is polished, start with Activity 4.

ACTIVITY 3. Hold the rock In your hand so that the surface
to be polished faces outward. Lay a steel file flat on the desk
and grind the surface of the rock on the file for a few minutes.
The area you grind should be at least 1.5 cm square. Use
fine sandpaper when you think the surface is smooth. Wash
the rock in water and let it dry.

ACTIVITY 4. Support the rock sample by gently pushing
downward and slightly rotating the rock into a pan containing
clean sand. The polished surface should be face-up 'and
horizontal.

92'

Nofc th.- ,(.111 " I.10 h.. .I . . ti t.
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I tits acotai. tem shili.iii Lo eut only ..iightly
NI tit ifiali phi poil ,t.iii s ilia( o of ti.e rock
T h re 1% s..ffiLionf a, etaiii to supply all the
sti, urit in ..:iii ark 1,11,: i it kaire is taken tu
i orii,orve materials

9

2 and 3 1 he grains should get larger. a
samples (0 from shale to gneiss JJ the
arrangement of minerals should progress
from uniform grains in Shale and slate to flaky
schist and..then to banded gneisas.

64 RESOURCE 10

ACTIVITY 5. Carefully wet the polished surface with a few
drops of acetone or nail polish remover. Hold the acetate
film between thumb and forefinger of each hand and bend
downward Into a U shape. Apply to thé'rock so that the base
of the U is first to touch the wet surface. Progressively roll
the film out so that it is flat on the rock. Do not press with
your fingers. Let this dry for about 15 minutes.

While the first rock is 1 drying, repeat Activities 3 through
5 for the other rocks.

ACTIVITY 6. After, 15 minutes, carefully lift the peel off by
grasping one corner with your finger and gently lifting. The
acetate should peel off.

When you have made four peels, examine them carofully
with a. hand lens. Using the peels, ansWer the Vlowing.
queStions.

2. Wliat differenc:es do you note in the size'of theminerals.in each, rock?

03. What difference's do you note in the arrangei-nent of
the minerals in each rock?

'You have already learned that .metamorphic rocks origi:
hate when rocks are changed by conditions of high tempera-.
-ture and pressure. Let's assume that the original rock for the

t9;70;.
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three metamorphic rocks in this activitN was the sedunentarN,
rock You collected in the upper left regions of the map. Thisrock is called shale, which is made of very fine::: -: rticles of
Nrsilt and clay. You should have toted from the pt. Is that thegrain siie of the minerals of the rock incroased as you moved
toward the southeast regions of your map. Also the appear-
ance of a layer or bands became more pronounced as youmoved toward the southeast.

1 14. What part of the map do you think was subjected tohigh^ tempyratures and pressures? t
The type of metamorphism you are\Aidying here is called

regional metamorphism. The reason for this is that meta-
morphic rocks generally occupy large areas on the earth.
These rocks form deep in the crust; and the fact that you
collected them on the surface indicates they were upliftedand the rocks above them were erodedtway. It is generally .-agreed that the rocks with pronouncedllayering or banding
have undergone more change than other rocks. Perhaps the
higher temperatures and pressures occurred in the southeast
region of the map.

As-you will learn later in this Flit, greater masses of hot
rocks buried teep in the ,crust, known as igneous intrusions,
might provide the high temperatures neftssary to metaa6r-
phose rocks. -

1 14 Identifying
Rock-forping

4 Minerals
4

There are more than .2,000'
yet the ones that are usef
reduced to about a dozen..I

-simplified classification syste
specimens.

Obtain from the supply are
a knife, and a hand lens,

vt-C

ifferent minerals on the earth,
in the study of rocks, can be
this resource you will use a
tolittlp you identify mineral

a kit of miner4s, a glass plate,

.94

EQUIPMENT LIST
-

Mineral kit (12 samples)
.Glar.s plate .
Knit()
Hand Lens

PURPOS4To show'a spliplifted classification
system foe Identitying minerals.

:-

MAJOR P.OIN TS

1. The mare than 2.00 mperals can be re-
duced to 'about 12 importan1,ones that are
useful in the study of rocks
2. Cleavage faces will flash when rotated in
a bright tight. ,

3. Mineial hardness can, be classified:as
harderor softer than glass_

MiOerals can be classified as raving 'either
metallig' 6r nonmetallic luSter.

465%
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Figure 1

I. flt:ollt t:190 stli.tel Its to KO( k toiletrior ay they
peol oft a layer of biotito mica and. also..to

ACTIVITY 1. Pick up mineral sample 29 (biotite mica) and
carefully try to peel.a layer off the top. Place a knife between
the layers and lift. This peeling or separation along.a smooth

pool oft leb minimum layer The samps cansurface Is called cleatraree4kecome quickly fragmeled otherwise

ACTIVITY 2. Hold the. sample in your hand with the fresh
surface up at about eye level. Now rotate the sample until
you see a flash of light. Cleavage surfaces will flash In light
as a mirror will it you hold it at the ..right angle to the iun.

Litt slightly,
then turn down

Fresh
surface a

Minerals can have several cleavage surfaces-. The miikeral
.you are now holding has one cleavage surface.

Examine the d'rawings in Figure 1. Cleavage suthices are
shown for samples havint one, two, grid three directions.

b. Cleavage in two
directions at right angles

a. Cleav e in one diirction

c. Cleavage in two directions
not at right angles

,,t d. Cleavage in three
directions at right angles

0
e. Cleavagehn three

directions not.at ri ht angles

** 68



Remember that cleavage faces will.thish when you rotatethem in good light; other surfaces will not.

. ACTIVITY 3. Pick up mineral sample 23 (microcline feldspar).Hold the sample In good light and rotate, looking tor flashes.You should be able to Identify two cleavage directions, atabout 90° to each other.

2nd direction

, -...

. .!. You should have deterrnined that mineral'. sample 23 isharder than glass.
.Using the same mineral you tested in Activity 4, determineits luster. To do- this, examine Ffgure 2,-w4ich shows tw-o

N,

....a.c. , rphotos.of minerals hawing either a.metallic iluster (look like

,,.

a metal) or a nonmetallic luger (look-glassy, greasy, waxy,: $4.. 14 pearly)."
... ,1.1, ,

r fil
AiL;1

vi c. . .i:''.;
t

,

t
.

.4 .
. 2' (, ., ..%t . .

96
"

".440.

1st *direction

Thp glass plate called fOr here can bib sal-Vaged scraps of window glas. Your cus4odianmay have suite that he would be willing toWye you and even trim up with a glass cutter.ocal glass comoames also have scraps thats_they will give away. Warn students about han-' ON the sharp edgesACTIVITY 4. Lay the glass plate on the table. Holding mineralsample 23 (feldspar) in your hanty to scratch the glass withthe sample. To determine if you have %retched the glass, rubyour moistened finger aeross the Tark. If the mark conies, off, then you have not scratched thglass. If the .mark re-mains, lopk closely at it with a hand lens.

.v

if you can scratch the glass with the mineral; then we7conclude that the mineral is harder than gliss. If you cannOtscratch the glass, then the mineral is softer than glaSs.
tal. Is the mineral sample 23 harder, or softer, than glass i+

4'41

..
4 a

0n
. t

7
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s 104011.02; What kind of luster does,rnitteral sample '23 have?

.
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Figure 2

Stirdents may be Interested to know that rock
samples brought liack from the moon con-
tained a number of the minerals listfd here.
For instance, thd glassy olivine was found in
much of the sfust and rock.

88 RESOURCE 11
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To identify a mineral, you will need to deterinine its luster
(metallic or nonmetallic), its hardness (harder or softer 'than
glass), and if it has cleavage surfaces. When you determine
these three properties, you should then refer to the mineral
classification chart on this page and the next page.,

4dentify each of the saMples in the mineral identification
key by following the procedure above.

(1

's

11.,-!;.:y4.,:r.. ' , :_". :t; s v
,..''''..--1!4:,.. , '". 'Miptml Classification Chart ',:-f4-,.. ;,,- ,.3 . .,

.,1?A,Ii34' _..-.. :-:,'".'$ 2 - .. Special Pioperties Name
t-,.14!.
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12 How Rocks Change
from ,One Kind to
Another

The earth's crtisi is in constant change. Whether you examinerOck in, the mountains, the midlands, or the shorelands, yousee the same Cycle of .change. Figure 1, on the followingpage. is a simplified diagram of the rock cycle. With it, youshould be able to predict how one kind of rock can change'into another kind.
As a starting point fdr making predictions from the dia-gram, consider the molten rock coming from a volcano. Thislava was pushed upward and exposed to weathering. Anyrocks exposed to wind, water, and changing temperature willbe broken down and carried away as sediments, which maythen be deposited. in a lower region. Constant wearing Lawayand deposition of more sediments will bury the first sedi-ments to &rive.

In time, the buried seditnents become hardened to form

....

Note thin ti,..re is no sample among the 12minmats ih.a has a metallic luster and isharder than glass

EQUIPMENT LIST

None /
PURPOSE: To give a brief description of thea
changes in a -rock cycle

.MAJOR POINT

Conditions of weather,
can clwigo one type
type.

g, heat, or pressure
of rock into another

11,

69
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igneisRock
(molten)

Metamorphic
Rock

Sedimentary
Rock

C143ter 8 is made up of Resources 13, 14. 15,
and1S. They are aimed at helping the student
understand how igneous rocks are formep.

CLUSTER B
(Resources 13-16)

MAJOR POINT

Some volcanic eruptions are vlolent,"whIle in
Othert .hot roCk pours slowly out of a vent.

70

In
tc a

faulting,
d volcan-

Exp
(voic
folde
fault

Sediments

FlgUre

. ,

Er
way)

domes.
tains.

sedimentary ro k..With added pressure and heat, the sedi-
mentary rock n4ty change to Metamorphic rock. The meta-%

morphic r.ock cai melt and be pushed into or onto overlying
sediments. as igneous rcick. This complets the cycle for this
case, since this rock has gone through a whole' tycle fromigneous rock .to igneous rock.

PURPOSE: To simulate yOlcanIc activity.

13 Making*a VolcanOEQUIPMENT LIST Caution Do this resource only after
See list In pupirs text. obtaining }Nur teacher's permission!'

:During a, volcanic eruption, molten rock and gases come tothe surface of 4ie 'earth. In sofne 'cases the eruption is veryviblent, striding molien rock several hundred feet into theair, while in other volcanoeS hot rock pours slowly out ofthe vent: In thfs resource we will use a simple model of a
k

lc
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volcano to study its behavior when it erupts. Obtain thefollowing materials from the supply area: -
1 copper cone
1 miisonite board. 10" x 10"
2 strip magnesium ribbon, 2i" long-1 pair tweezers

30 oc ammonium dichromate, (NH4).20.20;4 bricks
Wooden matches

ACTIVITY 1. With your partner, set up the apparatus as shownin the diagram and fill the cone to the top with the ammoniumdichromate. Do not pack down. Using tweezers, insertlighted 2 21- " piece of magnesium ribbon into cone,1:;pposed above the dichromate.

Masonite

Caution Keep your face and hair away fr tn the cone. Avoidi 'touching thepowder.

The proper construction of the copper cpfitted into the maionite or plywood board.be Vicky. The tollowing procedure shhelp.
1. Cut a circular hole 1" In diameter I the ,board. Perhaps the school shop can hel withthis step-.

ACTIVITY 2. In a d)mly I ted ro m, Ignite a match andcarefufiV bring the inatcifiap to th ribbon and ignite it. Donot touch !natal to .the dichrom e. When ribbon ignites,stand back and observe what hap ens.
i

e,
an

Magnesiumuld
ribbon

2. Cut a piece from the copper sheet, usingthe above figure es a template.
b 3. Cut In on the curved line 1" beep everyalong the curve, es shovin.

4. Roll the cone so that the copper oeerlapi
the template. Fasten with s

1" at the curved edge to itA4Ale shown on
eces of tape.5. Bend the cuts out so that they form a.lip on the open end of the cone..6. Support the board with the hole in it on thefour bricks. InserLthe cone snugly into thehole, with the 'talon flat on the board. Makesure that the overlag is tight together all theway to the tip of the cone.7. It would be wise to have protection undertfle tip of the cone so that molten materialcannot damage the table. Another brick will,Work fine.

Match

'St
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C- The first trial is best ill a dimly tit ;oom
The secOnd Dial Indy 1,0 tid)110 with normal
lighting.

1,

z
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EOUiPMENT LIST

None

PURPOSE: To discuss the formation of igne-
ous rock In cracks beneath the earth's sur-
thiCtl

MAJOR POINTS , ..

NA layer of igneous rock between two other
rock layers is celled a silt
2. During formation, a sill changes the rock
above and below it by heat.
3.. Size of crystals and .effects on adjacent

773.!'.*. rock 'Show the difference between a sill and
the layer formed by outpouring of lava on the
'Waco of the earth.

(dd

'wee...00rs.:4.vattkas4r1.4444,..4*

Withoyt disturbing the powder on the masonite board,
refill the cone with aninwatim dichromate, and insert a fresh
piece of magnesium ribhon. Repeat Activity 2.

ACTIVITY 3.At eye level with the inasonite board, sketch a
diagram In, your Record nook,. showing what the volcano
looks !like from right to left. As an ald, Imagine walking from
points A to B across the yolcano. .

SAI'l TY. NOTE- These activities should* be
done under close supervision You may want
tn corrider performihg them yourself, with
small groups i students who arrive at ths
point togother. In addition to .the potential
danger, they are extremely Messy (see -Prep-'
aration of Equipment- in the front of the text).

` Could you dse a largo packing box with the
orit 'cut out?

.t -
01;

B

01. Does your sketch resemble any of the Mono craters.you
saw on page 38?-

02. How, do you believe Mono craters were formed?

14 Layered Igneous
Rock

When molten rock flOws out onto the earth's surface through
cracks in the earth's crust, it forms a layer of lava thatcools
to a fine-grained crystalline rock. What happens to the
molten rock trapped in the cracks/

Look at Figure 1, which' shows a rbck outcropping in ,a
cliff in Glacier National Park; Montana. Noticg the layers
in this outcrop, also.seen in many other rock outcrops ilus-
tratd in this .bOok. NI%

101.
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The dark layer near the top of the photograph is a differentkind of rock from the rocks above and below it. It is a veryhard, $dium-grained crystalline rock containing severaldiffererit minerals. The crystals in" the middle of the layerare slightly larger in size thin those near the top or thebottom of the layer.
If you have done the resource on identifying the mainclasses of rocks, you will recognize these properties a3 be-longing to igneous rooka rock layet formed by the coolingof molten rock. The rocks above and .below the dark layerare sedimentary. Careful examination of the boundary withthe dark rock shows a narrow .band of baked, light-coloredrock much-harder, than the rest of the sediment.The dark layer of igneous, rock is called a sill. It is thoughtto haVe 'been formed from the cooling 'of when -rock thatforced its way *through a crack formed at the zone of weak-.ness much later than the sedrments above and below it. (SeeFigure 2.)

When a series of layers of sedimentary rocks is dividedby layers of igneous rocks, you sometimes. can't tell what- happened. You don't know whether the igneous layer is alAita .flow with the sediments, deposited above it later, or

Figure 1

Students can bo IrCiPired b:ICk to Resource6. "How Igneoir l'Iockn Are r (rimed Whenthuy poured tiloit,,o haphthafene or hypo orsulfur into the hole in the cork. it sinyalatedthe formationul :AI "I he cryst,ils I theeqges of the phi!) wile much smallerthantho:,e in the Cehlet, where the matt- cooledcrore slowly. t ik the material. that waspomed onto a lto surface cooled so rancaythat either very cry.:.tals formed, or theliquid hardened t..o quickly tor crystalhzutionto occur. and a.syit of a glass resulted.

RESOURCE 14 73
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When the plugs were poured in Resource 6.
the cork. being an organic substance, was liot
metarrigiphosed, so the simulation does not
ah .w this effect,

EQUIPMENT LIST

4 strips of modeling clay. 6kerri x 6 cm x 1 cm.
in 2 different colors (2 of 'each calor)

Block of modeling clay of thir4 color
Knife

PURPOSE. To simulate the formation of
domes. dikes, and sills by molten rock be-
neath the earth'? surface.

--

MAJOR 06I4TS
I Mountain,. of Igneona rock that have none
of Out fantuf nes of Volconows havl) boon Iden-
tified on this th

6
2 A dome might be formed by n.olten rack
puvlartu Isis from below the outface.
3 A nal ;Mont be for mad by molten rock belng
forced horizontally between two other layers
Of exiatIng rock.
4 A dike might be formed by molten rock
being tom^ into a vertical crack across sev-
eral layers of rock.
5. Erosion can remove the overlying layers,
ex.posing domes, sills:and-dikes.

74
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Sill

Figure 2

Molten
rock

whether it is a sill that' intruded between layers of sediinent.
If you look closely at the top and bottom of the igneous layer,
however, usually you can decide fairly easily. Can you g4ess
how? Remember that a sill is pushed into rocks and that
a lava flow is poured out onto the. surface.
'The answer is fairly simple. A sill, being very hot when

it was squeezed between layers, would change the rocks both
above and below it. The heat would change (metamorphose)
the.sedimentary rocks on either side. However, when a lava
How forks, there is only rock beneath it as it pours out onto
thesurface. Theretbre, only the lower boundary of the layer
will be metaMorphosed. By the time a rock layer is deposited
on top of the igneous layer, it would be cold.

,

15 Molten Rock
.Beneath the Crust

411

What happens when molten rock cools within \ihe earth's
crust? That's what you will discovN- as you- do this resourev.
You will make a clay %odd to represent several igneous rock
leatures that form when nwlten rock cools while still within
the crust of the earth.

Figure 1 shows u slab of igneous 'rock (a dike) that cuts
across layers of sedimentary rock..Which was formed first,
the igneous rock or the .sedimentary rock?

Figure .2 shows Moro Rock, a dome-shaped mound of
solid granite. You might think this mountain of Igneons rock
was v.olcanic, but it has none of the features associated with
volcanoes. The large crystals of which, it is made are eviderice

: . 103
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Figure 1

Figure 2
that it cooled very slowlyperhaps while buried in the cyust.. If so, how do dome mountains like this become surfacefeitttifes?

,
ishe following activities with Modeling clay will help youunderstand the theories that have been developed to eiplain

.:,

these features. You need a knife of cle,each of a different colon . ...

_........-

*IA

."

1-cth

I.

ACTlyiTy 1. Cut tWo strips of modeling clay of one color, 6cm x cm x 1 cm, and. two strips the same sile of anothercolor. Make them into a bkick (alternating the colors asshown) to represertt sedimentary beds in the earth's crust.

Aft

41.,

t
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# impress students with the necessity of saving
all the mbdeltng clay that is cut out. It should
be Carefully separated by cOlor 5. and can then

, b. retfOrmed Into blocKs If this is not done,.
yOu will rapidly deplete your supply of clay.

-

.

ACTIVITY 2. Scoop out a dome-shaped hole In the bottom
of the' block so that you remove clay from the bottom two
layers, but not the top two layers. Imagipe that the rock has

melted: Pack a different-colored clay (to represent molten

rock) into the hole. Flit the hole conipletely.

S.

BOTTOM VIEW

ACUJITY 3. Use a knye to make two cuts into your block.
Make one vertical cut across the middle, cutting down only
as far is the second layer from the-bottom. The other cut
should be a diagonal cut, intersecting the first one as shown.

Diigonal
. cut

tor

Vertical
cut f:

Clay .

representing
molten tock

RESOURCE 15

Uplifted
block

Cut st r*at
top ofsclon)e.
-

'ACTIVITY 4. Take some more of the colOred clay you used
to represent the molten rock and flatten It into thin sheets
about' 2 mm thick. Open up the two top cuts you have made
and push a thih piece into each one, joining them with the
dome piece. Separate the second and third layers of the
block, and slip in a sheet on top4of the second.layer. ft will
connect with both top cuts and the dome.

sc

V.

1 05
11,
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ACTIVITY 5. Now cut your block in half along the line ABA!
\ the wily to the bottom of the blocjc.

Cut line

Look closely at the block's inner face. You have a model
of molten rock intruding as a dome, as a sill (between the
beds),.and as dikes (across the beds). See Figure .3. Notice
that intrusion of the .sill,has caused uplift.

DiagOnal
"dike

Vertical
dike

Dome of
molten rook

sill

Figure 3
Now imagine- that the molten rock has cooled and that

steady erosion keeps removing the,sediments, the dikes, and
'the sill.

Bottom
layer

Dome

,14

ACTIVITY 6. Take one half of the cut block and carefully
remove all three top layers, the hills, and the dikes until you
are left with the bottom layer.and the dome..

4

) 106.sfl
. .

4.

1,

At the conclusron of the activities, insist on
an adequate cleanup, with clay separated by'
colors and, if possible, remade tato blocks,

RESOURCE 1 5 77
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

PURPOSE: To expieln the formation of vol-
canic cones and raUa flows.

%.

MAJOR POINTS -

1. Some cone-shaped mountains ere
Notormed by volcanic activity and are.enrade of

layers of lava and ash.
2. Lava may flow out of fissures, or cracks.
In the earth's crust and cover large areas on
the surfact

4;4

.

A big mass of molten rock like that in a dome would have
cooled very slowly,. It would have much larger crystals than
the dikes or sill. Being ;tich a big mass of hard igneous rook,
it would be restant to erosion:

1 6. Conershaped
Mouptains and
Laya FloW

..
In the western part of the United states, you..can find cone-,
sha ed mountains, some of them with craters.in the top. The
cinder cone (Figure I) at Lassen Volcanic National Park,
California, is typical. The rock in these mountains is igneous,.

? meaning that it has caoled from molten rock, which may
be alternately layered with ash. .
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The sharie and lie rock type .are evidence that these cone-
shaped mountains were onc5 volcanoes, hut notlill lavu flows
form ones. The Columbia plaleau in the northwest United
States is yovered by layers of igneous rock over an area of
500,000 square kilomoters, as.shown iii Here 2.

Washington
41110.--

.montaha

Oregon

Idaho)

Nevada 4"

-
California

Utah.

Figure 2
Aithoughathere are several cone-shaped mountains in this.

region, the lava coming from1them could pot have covered
such a vast area. Instead, most of the lava is believed to have
poured oui of Ion cracks, called 'fissures, ia theaiiii's crust.
The cooled kava th poured out of thesevfissure volcarioesn is a ard, fint-grained eons rock; It has 'properties siMilar
to t ose of the volcanic rock ,that is Still being formed by
thi Kilauea -and Minna Loa volcanoes in Hawaii.

This igneous rock, when it is broken up.by
weathering. has ,t high nutrient content and

# supports many forms of plant life Conse-
quently. much of the Columbia plateau is
covered with vegetation. and 'the lava-flow
nature Is not always readily .apparent.

,
1.7 Wedge-shaped

Mountains ana
s

Uplift by Faulting
PURPOSE: To Model faulting of the earth's
crust and examine possible causes'.

High in the-Rocky Mountain's, several thousand metes`,
above sia level, are layered sedimentary roilcs: What doese
evidence like this- show? One explanation is that.the-crust

. - .

>

a

Cluster C contains ResOurces 17, 18, and 19,
- which give background on uplifting of moun-

- tains.

-r

t
Sor f

f

CLUSTER C
.

(Resout:ces 17-19)

EQUIPMENT LIST

4 strips of modeling clay. 10 cm x 3 cm1
x 1 cm; in 2 different colors (2 of each color)..,
Knife,

. .
2.rulers or thin blocks Of wood

.

41,

79
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MAJOR PON I s

1 Layered sdlmentary roCk!. ale found high
in the Rocky Mountains A passible explana-
tion is that they' have been pushed uphard
over long pet Iods ot tim.
2 A !met et Nlippage betwvell two sections of
the eartrfs crust is cttled adt fine
3 Tile model explains faultiii,i by assilining
that ka) there must be a :one of weakru....:.; in
the rocks. ahd kb) there inu.:t be a strong
downward force jome distance away to caute
the tilting
4 The great weight of sediments on the
Ocrao floor could cau!..! the faulting in the
4:lorra Neva.:.1

Large cuts such.as this can be dOne easier
with an.old hacksaw blade.

41.
r

11.

80 FIESOURCE 17

of the earth must have been pushed upward over a vast
period of geologic time..

In this resource, you will look at some models of how this
uplift may have conie about. (iet two colors of modeling
clay and a knife.

ACTIVITY 1. From each colored piece of clay, cut two thin
ships, eaCh about 10 cm long, 3 cm wide, and 1 cm thick.

ACTIVITY 2. Let each strip represent a layer of sediment
deposited in water. Deposit one on top of the other, alter-
nating the colors, to make a bloók.

ACTIVITY 3. Imagine that these layers represent a region
where forces on the crust cause &crack or zone of weakness.
Cut a sloping crack as shown.

. 09
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ACTIVITY 4. After cutting, press the two pieces together again
so that they Just barely hold together. Support the block on
twe rulers. Press down on one end of

1
the block and vibrate

the block slightly as you push. _Gently vibrate and push until
the cut surfaces begin to slide apart.

'

The line ot slippage as shown in Figure 1 is called thefruit line.

Rulers

Figure 1

If you were careful in following directions, your blockshould now look like the sketch in Figure I. Compare your.clay model with Figure 2. Can you identify the fault linein this picture?
Two conditions are necessary for this theory to 'explain.

mountains like those in Figure 2, There must be a zone ofweakness in the rocks, and there miist be a strong downwardforce sonie ditnce away to cause a tilting of the block.

It

VVlien sturitnutt finit:h with the activity. have
thtnn separatr tht) clay into Pie two colors
titIore retuilitng it.

3

RESOURCE 17 81'
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Figure 2
The Sierra Nevada Is the upper edge of a
huge sloping, platform 400 miles long and
from 40 to 80 miles wide. When approached

. I from the California coast. the slope is rather
gentle; when viewed from the Death Valley

, side, the fault forms steep precipices.
r

Figure 3 shows a profile of the Sierra Nevada-in Cali'fornia
to ihdioate how faults cause mountain uplift there.

Weight of sediments
pushes down.

Thick deposits
of sediments -

Figure 3

In this model of mountain uplift, the great weight of the
sediments on the ocean floor pushed downward, causing
slippage along the fault.



18 Uplift of Mountains
Due to Folding

N

One theory to explain how the crust is pushed up to form
mountains is based on the continental drift model for the
earth's crust. According to this model, the collision of crustal
plates causes pressure that results in a folding of the crust.
To 1 ike a model -that explains layered and tblded features
of. e crust, yOu will neqd two colors of modeling clay.

ACTIVITY 1. Flatten or cut the clay ink) strips 1 cm by 3 cm
by 10 cm. Make two strips of each color.

1 cM

3 ern
NO cr''

ACTIVITY 2. Stack the strips, alternating thre colors.

ACTIVITY 3. Place the narrow end of the clay block against
the wall, prOtecting the wall with a piece of paper. Using a
block of wood at the opposite find and, stee-dying it with one
hand, push the clay block hard and steadily.

Look carecully at the side of the clay block. The, layers
represent beds of sediments. The dips represent valleys and
the humps mountains..

.112

LliliPMEN1

stritti of mode.inig clay. 10 crli %. 3 cm
. 1 cm, in `.) (1111111111 Color (2 of each color)

,1 of papor
13:ock of woun
1.11.10

Pillil'OSL .10 make a model to shuv, folding
of the oar th's Cr

MAJOR POIN11:;

1. The contraction theory (the- wit inisied-
apple =(lil) a.unles that the shrinking of
the earth causes pressures that result in uplift
of mountains -

the Witte tectonic theory. folding of
rocks Is caused in regions where plates col-

3 Erosion may remove top layers to reveal
the folding of the crust.
4. Extereavo folding occurs in the Appdla-
t.hran region of tho United States.

.

83
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Figure 2

84 RESOURCE 18

Figure 1

When you look at the earth, you cannot always see the
folding-this-ctearly-beeause a side-view is not always exposed:

. But sometimes there is other evidence of folding.

ACTIVITY 4. Slice off the top one fourtp of your clay block.
Then look down at the top of it.

This newly revealed surface represents a section of country
where erosion has removed the top part of.the folding. As
you can see in Figure 2, removing the top section of the crust
shows the- strips or bands tbrmed by the folded layers.

You can recognize where ed .4 on your modeling clay
block repeats itself on the top easily enough However, when
folded rock is exposed, in several plhces miles apart on the
surface of the earth, the job is nol easy. A geologist has to
identify the properties of the rocks.- He must look at the way
they dip into-the earth and see what rocks occur next to one
another.

The Appalachian region of the United States has many
folds. Figure 3 shows a situation very much like the one that.

.
- d

43,
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occurs where the S
in Pennsylvania.
ridge, and rocks 0
of rock were folde
section diagram c.

44:

TOP VIEW

"2.
V.

A

Figure 4

tk,

squehanna River flows above I farrisburghe rocks of Cove Mountain, a curved
each side of,it give evidence that liwer%I down in the centei., as shown in the crossFigure 4. This was followed by erosion.

'H.', "

Curved ridges
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River
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

PURPOSE: 1.: deter:mine thy tolatem agp of
mountains b} menr arapearancn.

V

I he photogiaph in FIgute 5 shows actual told. in .t railwa
Lutung at Bakcisville, North Cakohna .1 hese told, ale nint.li
smaller titan the Cove Mountain fold*.

Figure 5

MAJOR POWITS

.1 Two differ-nt sets of forcef;. act on mouri-
tainsuplift PIHtl wearing away.
2 If mountalis are being uplift . taste, than
they are weaIng away. ey have sharp fea-

.tures and m.ly be consnd red young .

3 If mountai Is are wean g away fa-,ty: thall
they are uplifting, they have rounded fe tuies
and may be -.;onsIdered

86

S.

19, Old and Young
Mountains "

Suppose someone asked you which .6f the two mountains
shown in Figures 1 and 2Ais older. Althouth this is a very
complex question, it is possible to give a general answer. This
resource deals with the..way to do this:

The problem in determining the age of a mountain is that
two quite different sets &forces must be-considered. At the
same time that mountains are.being pushed up from below,
they are being worn down from above by.water, wind, and
ice. What you see as you look at a mountain is the 7utt
of both of these sets of forces.

. . 115
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Figure 1

If the uplift has been quite a bit greater than the wearing
away, you should expect high peaks, steep mguntain sides,
deep narrow valleys, and swiftljt flowing streams (Figure 1).
You might think Of such mountains as "young." The moun-tains shpwn in Figure 1 begiin "growing" about 70,millionyears ago and continye to be uplifted today.

On the other hanii, if wearing away has exceeded uplift,
or, if uplift has stopped, you find rounded hills and broadvalleys (Figure 2). These are "old" mountains'. The onesshown in Figure 2 are believe410 have hopped "growing"about 230 million yeah ago.

20 Snow to Ice
PURP(x-o To examine the process by which
snoW chotivos to ice' .

EQUIPMENT LIST

None

This resource deals with the process by which snow turns
into glacial ice (Figure 1).

When snowflakes ate examined closely, they are seen
alWays to be six-sided (hexagonal). Because no two snow-
fl4kes appearythe same, there are millions and millions of
variations of this hexagonal form. In sp'te of their variety',
however, all snowflakes are quite delic lots of open
space. For this reason, freshly fallen s to be ra
loose, light in weight, and not ltard

116

Figure 2

a

10;0 Coteri.i nlp mi:
(.111tviItitatiy.; uto till. Aon,i;a, hiatv.. which ale
j.,iiiipot-;ed of thi. Adliondachs. Gronii

CatJoII!.. !;innkies. and othors The
yotiplint mountal..tt Would inclode tho Hoyt.'

the,Ahopt rit Ziooth "Ametroa 1111)
%toil!!! probably !hes

and <ttotht wIth thr ip I moon

Cltr.ter It ;!().:1. 22.
and 23 and is ntni:d

CLUSTER D
(Resources 20-23)

MA.1011 POIN I S

;powtlakpc alw:ty?'. sps-t:rd..ci with
Mt.% h open w.tco :II the cc,--tal:.
2.. The Di e:,sur e on aLcumuIalQd sndw
ch limes I t. ti) lc., yarns
3 U in ther piev.suie. and addition of
vv;tIor Changes it to 50110 ico
4. I hp champ lp..1) snow to solid Irct can
Inquire up to 300 yoais

87
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Figure 1
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When snow changes to Ice under pressure,
4ts density changes dramatically. Snow has an
averaOe density about that of water, al-
though this figure may vary frop to lit, ice
under normal pressure is about as dense
as water . so the mass per unit volume is about
9:times as great as that of snow.

EQUIPMENT UST

None

PURPOSE: To examine the factors that con-
trol the size .and the movement of glaciers.

MAJOR POINTS I

1. The size and motion of a giscier are con-
trolled by the relationship between the crea-
tion of new ice at the head and the rate of
melting at the foot.
2. Temperature and amount of snowfall are
twofactors that control this relationship.

88..

A

J.

:1;.,;m141,31WWiii664aVt* .

Glacier

Solid
Ice

Snow
flakes

Ice
grains

At high Flevations in the mountains, Siiowfall often ex-
ceeds the rate of rtiAlting. This results in pelks that remain
snow covered the year around. As snow accumulation in-
creases, there is greater and greater pressure exerted on the
snowflakes at the 'bottom. In time, the flakes loSe their deli-
-cate -structure and become loosely packed ice grains. This
process may take approximately a year, depending upon the
weather.

With further packing and the addition of water from
melting snow, the granular ice may recrystallize and gradu-
ally turn to solid ice. At a depth of about 15 meters, ice
particles over a centimeter across are comm-on. At a depth
of about 30 meters, the pressure is great enough to cause
the particles to lose their form and fuse into solid ice. In
cold climates, this change from snow to granular ice and

'finally, to solid ice can take up to 300 years,

21$ The Size and
Movement of
dlacieis

Measurements show clearly that .the lower edges of glaciers
may alternately move up or down the syles of Mountains.
Nisqually Glacier, on the side of Washington's Mount Rain-
ier, moved back more than 1,200 meters between 1857 and
1944. On the other hand, the Black Rapids Glacier in Alaska
moved forward almost five kilometers during five months in'
1936. What cause& glaciers to retreat and advande? That's
what t1ij.isourcc is about.

4
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Let's begin by examining what happens at the head and
foot of a typical glacier. Notice that the head of the glacier

Ain Figure well up the mountain slope, where cold tem-
peratures keep glow preseht throughout the yeac. The fallen
snows gradually turn to ice and add to the size of the glacier.
At the same time, the foot of the glacier is being melted
because of the higher temperatures lower down the moun-
tainside: dravity, helped by melting and refreezing of ice

, where it contacts rock, causerthe ice to slide downward.

a

Snow
accumulation
(glacial Ice building)

Meiting.lce
(glecIance destruction)

Snow
accumulation .

Ice is flowing slowly downhill. but
foot of glacier 'stays at the same point.

New location
of rock

ice

Often the creation of new ice at the head of a glacier
equals ,the rate of melting at the foot. In this case, although
ice gradually flows down the hill, the foot of the glacier
remains at about the same point.

But at other times, either the rate of melting or the rate
of ice buildap increases with no changejLthe other. Under
these conditions, 'the foot of the glacier would move either
up or down the mountainside (see Figure p.

al 118
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41.

Molimountaln glaciers are retreating (moving
up 'tie mountainside) throughout the world.
Whether they will cootinue to retreat, or will
grovl again Into another ice age, IS ail un-
dqided question.

RESOURCE 21 119



- Cargo accumulation
' ot snow Less accumulation

of snow

Small loss of Ice by
melting and evaporation Large loss of ice by

melting and evaporation

Rock
Rock

EQUIPMENT UST

None

PURPOSE: To ithintify the terms used to ci -
scribe the action of glaciers on the land.

Glacier
advances.

Figure 2

MAJOR POINTS

1. The pulling of rocks from an area by a
glacier Is called plucking.
2. A large bowl formed at the head of a gla-
cier by plucking Is called a cirque.
3. It the cirque fills with water. It forms a lake
caned a tarn.

. 4. Sharply ridged peaks formed by glacial
plucking aro called hbrns
5. One of the most important effects of gla-
ciers Is the carving of U-shaped valleys.

Glacier
retreats. ::..

Causes: More snowfall or a
drop in temperature
results in less melting
and evaporation.

Effect: Foot of glacier
advances down the
mountain.

Causes: Less snowfall or
higher temperature
results in more melting
and evaporation.

Effect.: Foot of glacier
retreats up the '
mountain.

22 Effects of
Glacial Carving

As glaciers move, they grind, carve, and pleltk at the rocky
faces of mountains. TIM action produces many of. the
troughs, bowls, ridges, and sheer cliffs that compose some
of the world's most beautiful scenery. This resource deals
with the erosive action of glaciers upon. mountains. It also
identifies some of -the common features that this kind of
erosion produces.

As glaciers move down a moptainside, they often pull
rocks away from the area in which they began. Over a period
of time, this plucking forms a large bowl, or cirque, at the
headof the glacier. As plucking continues, the cirque grows
larger, and deeper, often producing ;,!k wall manylu4kreds
of meters high and a bowl equaWdeep. MeItizofthe

/ti 9
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glacier frequently turns the howl of the cirque into a small
lake called a tarn. Figure 1 diagrams the process by which
cirques are formed. Figure 2 shows an actual cirque and tarn. .

Figure 1

,

c.

A. Snow pilett up Into glacier.
Rocks Wider snow crack.

qtr.

,

B. Glacier moves down the
mountain carrying broken rocks.

C, Glacier me$lts.
leaving a cirque. 1

Glacial plucking often produces several cirques on the
same mountain. Sharp ridges and many-sided peaks called
horns are two results of this process. Figure 3 diagrams the
way these features are formed, and Figure 4 shows a typical
example, the famouS Matterhorn in Switzerland.-

A glacier sometimes grinds at roa surfaces like a piece
of steel wool or sandpaper. Look at Figuies 5 and 6. You
can almost see the glacier that _once occupied these areas
sinoothing and polishing the. rock _surfaces shown.

It

_

Figure 2

Sometimes glaciers are like very rough sand-
paper indeed. Grooves 2 feet deep and 3 feet= .
wide have been identified on Kelleys Island,
which is north of Sandusky, Ohio, in Lake
'Erie. Even deeper glacial grooves, some a
mile long. 150 feet wide, and. 50 feet deep
were gouged in the rock of upperCanada.

RESOURCE 22 91-
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Perhapi the moSt "important effect produced by rnbving
glaciers is shown in .Figure 7. This U-shaped vally is quite'
.typical of the trough carved by glaciers. It stands in_shtirp
contrast to the V-shaped canyons and gullies that are cut.by
moving water. (The next resource &AK with the reasons for
this .differe.n4)

Ili, I algel c Nyw Ytn k tru
to mod by glAiL1.4,,,; th. ILA) ,,Ap) I bey:

long. p.ti .iiksl U-hhaped

;,
fr:,-.-k.

et:44. . 4, r
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,
.?

N, ,c:gt
4

A

Figure 7
Figtire 8 shows a nuntber of the glacial features you've

. studied, all located in a relatively small area. Bziw many
y additional glacialleatures can you find? What óther.agents, besides glaciers have affected and are affecting this land-

scape?

RESOURCE 22 93
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Figure 8

EQUIPMENT 1.IST (Optional)

Ice, with plyobles and stones frozen In It
StreaM tablb, with sand-silt mixture

PURPOSE: Tjt compare 'valleys formed by
streams and* giaciprs and to examine the
processes of formation.

. MAJOt POINTS

1. A fast-flowing stream ads a narrow chan-
nel with sharp bends

.,y4,7_ 2. A glacier cuts a wide. U-snaped path with
long, smouth curves.

; .3. When tributary glaciers Join a main glacier.
hanging valleys (nay be formed.

, ;
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23 How Glaciers Form
U-shaped Valleyi
and Hanging Valleys

*One of the ifiost prominent features of many glacial land-
scapes is the huge valleys. These valleys stand in.sharp eon-
trast to the valleys carved by rivers. Compare the shape of .

the' typical- river valley in Figur* with the shape of the
-typical old Oacial valley in Figure 2. Figure '3 on page 96
is a diagramlnatic sketch of these two kials of valleys. .
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A river valley Is V-shaped. A glacial valley is U-shaped.

A,

. .

-

Rock load at Short, sharp curve
bottom of cut

Figure 3

'Figure 4

#
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'Rock load Long, smooth curve
cause's erosion.

A fast-flowing, mountain river rolls .stone5 and pebbles

along the stream bed, causing ,a grinding action. This digs
the bed deeper along a narrow channel and cuts sharp bends.

When a ?glacier moves down the mountainside, it forms
a huge, wide, slow-moving mass. Pebbles and. boulders are ..
embedded in the ice being -dragged along. Instead of cutting
downward like a sawricut, it grindg a wide, U-shaped path,
which can only bend in long, smooth' curves.
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If you have access to a refrigerator, freeze a tray of icewith pebbles and stones in it. Then try pushing the icethrough the sand-silt mixture in a stream table to compareit with stream action.
In Figure 4, you can see the wide'masses of ice formingthe big' Somtli_ _Sawyer _.Glasier-in --Alaska-and iwO-tribtitarj_

glaciers feeding Into it. Imagine the huge load of rock debristhis ice is dragging along the valley floor.

This activity. pushing ice with pebbles andstones in :1 through the mixture in the stream
table, is optional. You may, not have the
stream table ready tor operation yet; a large
pan would do. It may_.not...be conyenlent
treeze-trialeiftViif Tee and stones as well.

Figure 9-
A:.

1 6
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When a tributary river flows into another river, the base
level of erosion is the bouoni of the bitIger river -.both rivers
meet at the same valky le% a When a tributary 2facier meets
another glacier, thc base lc% d of each %alley depends on how
much ice it carries. A small glacier cuts a shallow valley,
and a big glacier cuts a deep valley. The rock floor of a small
glacial valley can be high up the wall of the big valley into
which it flows. In old glaciated landscapes, these small tribu-
tary valleys can be seen as "hanging valleys."

F gure -5 shows how-rtrelaiidgaiKtiTlififfilied Fri F1Üi --21
could look in the future if the ice melts. The U-shaped valley
(1) formed by the main glacier ancl.the hanging valleys (2, 3)
formed by the tributary glaciers have been labeled to help you
compare the diagram with the photograph.

vvir

Figure O.

There are many spectacular hanging valleys in the United
States. Yosemite National Park in the Sierra Nevada, Cali-
fornia, is famous for its glacial valley landscape. Figure 6

127



shows a typical hanging valley in Yosemite. It is what re-mains from a small tributary glacier of the last ice age andcan be seen at the right, high above the big U-shaped valleythat was carved by the main glacier.

esallsoweaINgeNYIss

SUPPORT YOUR
WINCING VALLEYS

1\4{

7 d
';-ss

.?

--- s

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 3
The biggest task is in setting up the streamtables. This involves preparing the supplybecketS, procuring sand and mixing It with thesilt that is supplied to make the sand-silt com-bination, procuring wood blocks and supportafor the stream tables and supply buckets, andmowing plaster of paris sheets forResource

Further;informidion will be found in .thetext, in the Introdubtory
material in the frontof this reacher's Edition, and below items forthe chapter and accompanying resources thatmust be procured locally are as follows. about8 gallons of Clean sandk bricks or wobdenblocks to provide slope for the stream fables,large boxes or blocks to support the supplybuOkets, a wax marking pencil. one cup of

rs

powdered milk, one quart of gravel, a card-board carton, and paper, knife, and paby-foodjars as used previously. Two thin sheets ofplaster are needed for etch stream table toprovide the hard caprock for the waterfall inResource 33, -The simpl st way of preparingthese sheets is to put a v thi n layer of waterinto the bottom of a re tang,riar or squaredish that is flat on the bottom. Spr ink te plasterof p'arls evenly into the water to make a wet'layer about 3 mm deep, Allow this mixture to"set. When it is almost set, cut through theplaster to make strips about 5 cm wide all theway across the dish. Allow these to set anddry Completely.

'

NIP
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Figuie 3-1 conxins many of the important features of thbz

midlands region. Features from many parts of the countryliave been combined into this one diagram. Figure 3-2 givesyou some idea of hOw much land in the United States canbe described as Midlands.
Befoie .going on; take a close-lbok t t e features shownin Figure' 3-1. By the end of your study, you should be ables tc describe how the midland featnres were formed and topredict what the midlands might look like in the future.

EQUIPMENT LIST

*Per student-team
1 stream table, complete
1 supply bucket
2 regular buckets
Wooden block
Support for supply bucket

-.4".""Irrint"."

ay,

Resources 24 through 37 are used In thischapter. They are grouped In the followingclusters. Cluster A, 24, 25 and 26: Cluster 1327 thtough 30; Cluster C. 31 and 32; Cluster10, 33 through 36; Cluster E. 37.

The Midlands,
A. Pathwayloyle Sea

1. Simulation of different river systems Is pro-vided using a stream table.
2. A systems approach Is used in studying theeffects of different variables. The conclusions
drawn are:
A. Increasing the slope of the stream bedIncreases the rate of flow of water.
B. Increasing the channel roughness de-creases the flow of water.
C. Particle-carrying capacity Is a function ofThe largest part of the United States does not have spectacu-lar mountain peaks, crashing surf, or seacoast bathingbeaches. Instead, it is covered by flat plains or gently rollinghills, which are cut through here and there by rivers thatsometimes lie in fairly deep valleys. It is this midland area(Section B), between mountains .and sea, that you will studyin this chapter.

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

Liosion and deposition are major processesthat shape the midland sector of NorthAmerica. The principle agent of both proc-asses Is water flowing in rivers Changes inthe stream's hydraulic factors result In differ-ent effects on the landscape.

Chapter 3
the river's kinetic energy and tends to in-crease as energy increases.
D. Deposition of sediment occurs when therivers kinetic energy is below the particle-
carryigg capacity of the river. Larger particles
are deposited first, as the kinetiC energy pro-gressively decreaseS. Alluvial fans and deltasare examples of this process.
3. Stream table studies show the 'followingabout potential and kinetic energy in riversystems:
A. The potential energy ot a river is converted
to kinetic energy as soon as water begins toeither flow in a river bed or plunge over a fall.B. The kieetic energy of the river is used todo work on the landscape, I.e., erode it anddeposit silt in

low-potenfial-energy.areasC. Rivers 'generally originate in high-poten-
tial-energy regions, such as Mountain areas.4. Predictions about geologic features arebased on knowledge of the interaction proc-esses. More specifically, the student mallpi

a

C.r

iv.,.,atiaitxte.A.W-Int.e.Aosegiato

Fispire 3-1

and tests the following predictions:A. Waterfalls occur where more-resistantrock intersects the stream profile.
. B. Gullies erode the landscape by'a proceSSof headward erosion.
C. The kinetic energy of a river witk a me-andering path is greater on the outside bend.Erosion of the riverbank is differential, WithAthe outside bends being subjected to morejerdsion than the inside.

:

1015. The process of wind erositin and deposi-tion produces features such aS sand dunes.



= Midlands in the U.S.

At

Figure 3-2

Figure 3-3
r =

There may be roadcuts in your area that show
layered rocks. If stat will help to call attention-
to, them and hit the students see the forma-
tions for themitelves. They might even bring
In samples for.identification.

102 CHAPT,gR 3

_

4

Rocks In the midlands

Many parts of the midlands are flat and contain rocks
buried in the earth. Often, however, these rocks are exposed
in riverbedS and roadcuts. Take a look at the layered rocks

. exposed in the roadcut in Figure 3-3. Layered rocks like
these are found almost everywhere in the midlands.

411- 21111111abarL -11ralbm
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03-1. Based on what you learned in Chapter 2, how do youthink this layered rock was formed, and what does its pres-ence tell you about the geologic history of the area?

If you look back to Figure 2-4 (Chapter 2), you will findthat the major portion of the midlands is composed of flat-lying rocks. In fact, the central portion of the United Statesis made up of sedimentary rocks that were formed in amarine environment. Fossil animals and plants that lived inthe sea are found in rocks throughout the Midwest. But youwill notp on the map in Figure 2-4 that there are also igneous .rocks nd, in scattered locations, metamorphics.The major agent shaping the midlands is the river. If youstudiefi Volume 1 oNSCS, you learned about energy anddisco ered that you could describe energy as eithei potentialor kinetic. Let's see how a river's kinetic (mechanical) energyis used to shape the midlands.
You know that when an object falls, it loses potentialenergy. At the same time, it picks up 'Speed and 'gains kineticenergy. The water in a river that starts high in the mountainsgoes through a similar process on its way to the sea.

t:

iy

pvn-,

4.

03-2. When does a river have high kinetic euergy and whendoes it have high potential energy?

Take a look at Figure 3-4. The river at the top of De SotoFalls in Alabama has kinetic energy of the sort just discussed.But it also has a great deal of potential energy because ofits heightwell above thq base of the falls. As the waterplunges over the falls, its kinetic energy increases.At 'tbe sanie time, its potential energy decreases. 'Noticein Figure 3-5 that when the water reaches the bottom of thefalls, it crashes into tliNocks and slows down again..

034. Locate on s map in Cluster A the source areas (areaswhere rivets t.egin) of the rivers that, provide' the kineticenergy to erode and shape midlands. Why do they gen-erally begin in these locations?

Jp.

1 32

3-1. The laycred rock was formed underwater. At some time inAhe past, water must41ave covered the land where it is how dry.

4 4

t

Cluster A (Resowces 24, 25, and 26)

Actually, the student may use more than onemap in Cluster A to answer question 3-3. Infact, all three of the maps given have a bear-ing on the question and the material tali fol-lows.

4.

Loki 11.1.61i 4 ail
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. Figure 3-4

KINETIC ENERGY

POTENTIAL ENERGY
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Kinetic energy increases

Potential energy decreases.

Kinetic
,w "( energy

decreases.

Energy conversions (potential to kinetic, etc )
are made through the tranSformation mecha-
nism of work. The water with high kinetic
energy does work on the rocks at the bottom
of the falls. Whenever energy is changed from
one form to another, some of It is changed
to fieat due to friction. But evaporation and
other factors probably keep the water at the
bottom of the fails from showing any tempera-
ture increase.

N

1.

Figure 3-5

KINETIC ENERGY INCRENBE
POTENTIAL ENERGY DECREASE
ITS STILL VIET TO ME!

104 . CHAPTER 3
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The beginnings of a river

Many rivers begin in the mountains, sometimes from gla-ciers such as the one in Figure 3-6. Notice the stream braid-ing its way from the glacier. Notice also the kind of materialthrough which the stream flows..

.4.411111.:.*at.
--±447'77

P "'
A.rte

Rivers that begin in the mountains usually flow downhillin a torrent. The eater in them is quite clear because theparticles of rock being moved by the river are rather large.The lack of fine sand and silt prevents thy stream from beingmuddy.

34

In older to be a river source, a glacier 'doesnot have to be huge The P`lone glacier inSwitzerland is only ttbout 8 miles longpunyin comparison with polar glaciers -hut it is thesource ,)1 the Rhone River. which has thaolargest volume ot any nver in France.

Figure 3-6

Figure 3-7
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SURE YOU KNOW'

HOW TO USETHE
STREAM TABLE
BEFOgE GOING ON
FURTHER! _,....)

,_,,,,,,,...s......._

4

The supply bucket should be elevated on
blocks or a box about 30 cm above the'table.
If a cardboard box Is used, be sure that'It Is
strong enough to support the pall cif water
(About 10 lb), and also see that It Is protected
from slopping with a plastic 4OVer.

'

Screw
clamp

Stream
table

'411111/0"1111111

The stream table
e

In rknder to study the work of rivers in the classroom, it
will be ecessary for you to use a stream table. In order to
solve .many of the resource problems, you will have to sel
up an artificial stream, using the table.

One of the problems in interpreting the natural landscape
is that many important variables act at the same time. The
stream table will allow you to control some of the important
variables that are uncontrollable in nature. For example,
you'll be able to do such things as create a river, speed it
up or slow it down, or make it flow through types of material

that you select. These pdssibilities can help greatly in de-.
ciding how real rivers behave.

The standard setup is similar for all stream-table experi-'
ments. Take a careful look at Figure 3-8 and notice the parts
that are used.

. e

Sand-silt
mixture

Screw
clamp

Supply
hose

Supply
bucket

Block
of wood

Catch
bucket

106 CHAPTER 3

Figure 3-8

the stream table is a flat trough contaifting a 'sand-silt
mixture that can be formed into various shapes. Water enters

one end of the trough through a iupply hose from in ele;
vated bucket, flows across the sanand 'leaves the other end
through an exit hose into1a secondbycket. The flow of water
into 'and out of the trough can be cOntrolled by opening arrd

.,closing screw clamps. The slope of the trough caft be changed-
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by moving a support (such as a brick or a wooden block)
back and forth.

Tlere is a list of the variables your stream table will let
you control for exppriments. Set up a.stream table and study
th'em.

1. Rate of flow in a stream
2.4Rate of flow leaving a.lake
3. Making a reservoir
4. Slope of the stream

1. To Control the Rate of Flow from the Supply'Bucket

Most of the stream-table experiments call for you to adjust
the rate of flow of wafer into the reservoir to a certain nurn-
ber of millilite9 per second. Doing this fs easy. You simply..
time haw long it takes (in secdnds) for the supply hose to

.fill a 100-milliliter beaker. You can' then calculate the rate
, of flow like this.(The'example assumes that it takes five sec-

onds to'fill the beake'r):

100 ml (volume of water)
20 ml/sec (rate of flow)5 Sec (time)

ACTIVITY 3-1.,Set up the stream table and pour water Into
the supPiy bucket.. To reduce the rate of flow, tigblen ihe
screw clamp. Opening the clamp increasgs the-floW. Adjust

. the clamp so that you get a rate of flow..of 10 MI/second.
(Note: The rate of flow values. 'given In the resouices are
approxhpate. and can beNarled up, or down by 21111/second.
Thus, any Ole frbm 8 mi/secind to 12 ml/tecond win do for
a rate of 10 ml/second.)

When you 'are sure that you have a flpw of apprbximately
10 ml per seCond, change the flow to 5 ml per &eCond.

You must keep, water in the. supply bucket at 'all times:
To help you do this, ti.n 'extra bucket has beefi supplied.
When you see the supply bucket becoming empty, replace
the full catch bucket with the extra bucket_and transfer the
water to the supply bucket. YOu will probably have to do
this every 5 minutes or so.

Caution Watch dire catch bucket. Don't let it overflow!

Lt.%,,c,martmottot&Affi

t:

Note that some kind ot timing device Must be
avililable for timing the tlow in seconds. It
your room hes a clock with a sweep-second
hand, it will work tine. Students may. haye
their own watches that can be read In sec-
onds You might want to consider askingStu-
dents for a clock in working order as 0 dona-
tion or a loan.

Rate of flow will be somewhat dependent on
how trill the supply buck.ot is. More frequent

.replonishing wiil maintain a more uniform
. ilevwel. and result in *more constant rate of

Supply
:bucket

IN

Screw
clamp

Supply
hose

Move support block
to change slope
of troughs- I

CHAPTER 3. lin
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l
Screw1
clamp

2. lb Control the now of Water Leaving the Stream hible

Some resources ask you to form a lake at the, bottom:of
the stream table. You can control the formation and depth
of such a lake by adjusting thi screw clamp on the exit hose.
If you change the amount-of water entering the stream table,
the lake level will also change unless ydta readjust the exit-
hose screw clamp.

ACTIVITY 3-2. With the water flowing at 5 mi/sec, adjust the
exit hosito cause a lake to form. .

Sand

Lake

.
%.ti.:;...

..:

. .
. 1.. :

s.

As students begin work with the slream table.
you might want to spend some time with them
In small-group discussion on the Important
points that are described on these fourpages.
One of the things that Is the hardest tor them
to understand Is the concept of scaling. For
example, suppose a river is simulated by a
flow of water 1 cm wide in the stream table..
Thls might represent a width of 20 meters in
the actual river. The ratio of 1 cm to 20 m
is 1 to 2.000 if everything else In the stream
table were at the same scale, then a tiny grain
of sand 0 25 mm in diameter would represent
a rock 2.000 times as large, or 50 cm across.
Yet the- speed at which the real river flows
would not be 2.000 times greater than the
speed of the water in the stream table, So the
aCtivities only serve as ferather rough approx-
imation of th 'actual events and features.

1 os 611.APTER 3
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3. To Make a Reservoir

Some activities call for a reservoir at the upper end of the
stream lable. This is used to observe the effect of a wide,
thin sheet of water. In general, a shallow reservoir molded

-near the top of the stream table will serve the purpose. How-
ever, you may wish to mold a larger dam when your activities
call for a thick layer of sand and silt. Pile up the sand and
silt, with your h or use 'a small bOard. Figure 3-9 shows
where and how .do this.

4. To Adjust Vie Slope orthe Table

Most resources call for you to raise the upper. end of the
stream table a certain number of centimeters aboye the table.
to do this, simply slip a suirrt under the stream table.

. Thefi move it back and fortb to.,get the appropriate. height.
-
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Shallow reservoir

,

1. Watch the catch bucket. You must keep your eye onthe catch bucket to keep it from overflowing. You canavoist the problem in some activities by pouring lev
gi than a full bucket of water into the supply system tk

start with. Any time you use more than one full bucket
of water, you will need a third bucket to trade ppsitions
with the catch bucket before it's too late.

2. Be sure that the water-supply ail is set on a box or
other support about 30 cm above the table.

3. Keep the supply hoe and clamp attached at all times
to control the water flow.

4. Do not remove the sand-silt mixture frotp the stream
table when you finish an experiment. The next person
using the table will need the same material.

5. The stream table isn't a perfect model. You will not
get exactly the same effects that a .real river would
produce. Remember that the particle.sizes you ua are

'very mtich out of proportion to the volume of water
'flowing through a real stream.

138
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DeRp reservoir

Some teachers have found that a sign saying
"Check the catch bucket" posted near the
stream table rs a helpful reminder to guard
against overflow and the resulting mess.

THINGS TO
WATCH FOR

CHAPTER 3 109
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1.1

Figure 3-10

The river at work

Figure 3-10 shows two different views of a river. In the
picture on the right, the water is flowing swiftly, and there
are many rapids in the stream thannel. In the picture on
the left, the river is sluggish, with no rapids, and the sur-
rounding land is very fiat.

;r

111oVikliAg0;1+

Clustur B (Resources 27 through 30)

03-4. What factors cause rivers to flow swiftly, to slow
down, and to carry away rock and soil?

-When a stream reaches the foot of a mountain, it may
suddenly spill out onto the valley floor, as shown in Figure
3-11. There it widens and slows doWn.

Figure 3-11

10
-

1"."Atk
34- Alittf,.,`
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For example, look at Figure 3-12, which shows two smallstreams. Not, the great width of the stream shown on theleft. Then compare this fast-moving stream with the one onthe right. Note the deposits that fan out on the valley floor.
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03-5. Why .do deposits occur at the floor of the valley asin Figure 3-12 (right)? List several variables that affect thedeposition and explain your answer in terms of the changeof the watees potential into kinetic energy. 11./A1103 li.11 I 4

fak`;

Special erosion features of rivers

Up to this point in this ch/apter you have investigated somethe factors that control rivers that erode thcmidlands. Inthis ion you will be studying some of the special featuresof the landscapes that are due to erosion by rivers;
To study these features, we are going to ask you to makepredictions about specific features and events before check-ing the resources. Here's how it works. You will find descrip-tions of several numbered features, along with two or morephotographs or diagrams. In addition you will find a sOecifiestatement asking you to make a prediction. Read carefullythrough the aescriptions and examine the figures. Then selectgne that you would like to inyestigate.

e
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141.111:114N14 034. Write a prediction concerning one of the features and
enter it in Table 3-1 of yotlt Record Book. Test your predic-
tion by consulting Cluster D of the resources. If you are
interested, go back and make predictions about the remain-
ing features.
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Flgurst 3-13 .

Feature 1: Waterfalls
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Figure 3-13 shows two views of Niagara Falls in New York
State. The top of these falls is-a fiat plain with gently rolling
hills. Actually, the plain rests about 175 meters *(570 feet)
above sea level. The falls are more than 50 meters (167 feet)
high. Each..yoar the falls cut back into the plain about 4
meters (5 feet). During the last thousand years, the brink
of the falls has moved more than 1,200 mgters (4,000 feet).
This has resulted in the long canyon4fat the falls crash into
today.

,.

:.7;

Sit,e,j.

. figure 3-14a

Adother good example of the cutting back of the brink
of a waterfall is the famous Grand Canyon of the Ypllow-
stone River in Wyoming (Figure 3- 14b). In fact, several brinks
in the river are being cut back at the same time as the water
falls to one level, aud then to another level, and so on. Here
there is a sequence of waterfalls, not a single-level 'waterfall
as there is at Niagara. (The same section of the Yellowstone

:River, that appears' in the photograph is shown in Figure
4-14a.) T

11.

;.,` ,

142

The Student is to choose among walerfalls.
gullies. and meander?, You might reinforce
the last paragraph on page 111 by reminding
the students to read through pages 112-116
before deciding which resource in Cluster
they will do.

4%.

ta1v

Figure 3-14b

A. ' .;

The Grand Cariyon of the Yellowstone is 1,200
feet deep below Yellowstone Falls The soft,
volcanlc rock of the Yellowstone Plateau has
been cut for 20 miles by the action of the
Yellowstone River Above the falls, the river
is rather sedate as it winds quietly through the
park.
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The simple. Libeled sket i. he should be made
In the space prgvIded in the, Student Record
Book.

Predictiai I

Assuming that a difference in rock hardrtess is responsible
for'the location of both waterfalls, where in each figure (3-13
and 3-14) do you predict the layer or layers of hard rock
are located? Make .simple sketches of each figure and label
the locations.

Figure 3-15a

07`ael°
(

114 CHAPTER 3

Figure 3;1513 I

Feature 2: Gullies Gullies are rather common in mar sections
ot the United States because of the removal

Figure 3-15a is an aerial view of a fiat hill (plateau) in
south Dakota. The dark, branchlike fe tures are gullies. The
gullies stand out because they are li with plants that grow
there because of the extra water. irr

of trees and other vegetation, and the result-
ing erosion. You may be able to direct stu-

Prediction 2 dents to a loc example for firsthand i or-
mation

From looking at both the pict e and the draWiOg in
Figure 3-15, what do you predict is (1) the direction thht the
water flowsin the gullies and (2) the direction that the gullies
tend to grow and get large42--Make a sketch and label.

Feature 3: Me4ors

One of the most common features of a river is a bend
or a meander. Figure 3-16 shows a bend in the Little Mis-
souri River near Medora, North Dakota.. -



Here the kinetic energy of the strezirn is being use.d to cutaway at the bank of the stream rather than .to cut down
through the rocks.



,

The Apalachicola River was heavily (lied for
shipping cotton from the plantations to the
Gulf of Mexico In the past. It Is Mill used for
commercial transportation all the way from
the Gulf up Into Georgia. Obviously the for-
mation of sand deposits that are constantly
changing presents a navigational problem.

A

Figure 3-18

Of USN
4

116 CHAPTER ^3

-

The Apalachicola River in northweitern Florida is.another
good example of a riveedoing wDrk other than downcutting
into rocks. An aerial phot4raph of mrt of A's river is shown
in Figure 3-17a. The water in the photograph flows toward
the bottom of the liage.

6.

ttv..' -
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`16

,
Figure 3-8 shows a Montana river meandering down a

gently slopin valley. Notice that the pattern of trees suggests
that ihe rNer b'ends have swung frOm the far side to the near
side of the valley. , ..

..

Prediction 3 .
r

,
If the .black arrow in Figure 3-17. points to deposits of sand.

predict where other similar deposits of sand would be found,
and whether die water at that point will be. flowing faster,
or ,slower, than at point A directly across the stream from
the arrow. What do you predict will happen to the land in
Figure 34.8 that the arrow is pointing at?

Other forces that shape the midlands

11 is'obvious that water has a good clito do with shaping
. .

the landscape. Water is 'important both as a means of adding
land in some places and as a means of wearing away land
elsewhere. But other forces are also, important in forming
the midlands. Let's look at some of these.

The ,two photographs in Figure 3-la were taken seven
years .apart. Weind caused the motion of the sana dune that .
you see. dr\

7.
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03-7. Based on evidenot in the photograph, in what direc-
tion do you think the sand has moved? Which photograph(left or right) was taken first? _

Conclusion .

In this cliapter you have been primarily concerned with
the process of erosion as it affects the midlands. Figure 3-20
is the same diagram you saw on the first page of this chapter.
If you've done your work well, you should be 'able to describe
and interpret the features as shown. You should also be able
to make predictions about the area and what it might look
like in' tike futu e.

%

Watehalle

p.

Figure 3-19

Cluster E (Resource 37 only)

G

/
Volcanoes4. .

Figure $-20

Before going on, do-Self-EvaluatIon 3 In-your Record Book.

1 6

ome
. cnoynta

Plain
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CLUSTER A
(Resources 24-26)

Cluster A consistS of Resource% 24. 25. and
26, which are aimed at rivers, and factyrs that.

- affect their fOrmation.

,..,....EQUIPMENT LIST

None

PURP6SE To provide Informatiot -on 'the
possible source, of water for river formation
tram precipitation

MAJOR POINT

Most of United States receives from 26 to
178 cm o precipitation per ynar, with large

.

areas In *the western part of the..country re-
ceiving 25 cm or -less, and only a few scat-
tered areas receiving more than 179 cm per
year.

El 0 - 25 cm

26 - 75 cm

76 - 127 cm

128 - 178 cm

1 - 254 cm

-
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25 River Systems Map of
the United States

Columbia River

EQUIPMENT LIST

None

Missouri River Platte River

PURPOSE T. show the river systems of the
United States.

MAJOR POINT

In lenerat, river systems seem to flow from
two "divides"one in the eastern U S. flowing
east to the coast and west to the Miskissippi
River, and one In the western U.S. owing
east to the Missi*ppi and the Gulf of I4iexico
and west to the coast and the Gulf f1 Cali-
fornia.

ohio River

ApAly4fivaitat4
tawatt..40 40ito_,,;_.1165k Atma.400,

mousses*"Aprar,
uw.---m=-mart

h4-1146 ?Pk -17
Nitt, fAte*, Mississippi

River

Colorado River

Rio Grande River Red River

148
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PURPOSE 10 show the el...whorls of areas
in the Unit. i f-:tates

MAJOR PON T.S

1 1 A largo :-(ea of high etekrition n. Irsatod in
the weetun U S., with a *.in.itIer .11(..1 In the
eastern U
2 Most of tilt) areas of foin --levation aie lo-
cated in Mt: oastern halt ot Pio i:our iii y
3. When eI.,vations and.rivoi systotn:; are ex-
amined to9ether, mots st.fin to otiginae
generally in higher etowatioro. and fiow toward.
areas of 101.s..r efevatio.

2 6 Elevation Map of
the United States

EQUIPMENT I,Isr

I Nom)

Elevation
(In meters)

4. 3050 - 5000

1525 - 3049

610 , 1524

3t5 - 609

L.

11 9



27. Variables Affecting
Rate of Stream Flow

PURE:. To invOtagate tho factors that
affect tate of stroarn flow 1 if :III I,

I .1110111

CLUSTER B
'(Resources 27-30)

i I. Iiitot1911
:1 1.,..t.n. "1:.:t - 1 II It/ ht

Rivers and strews can be raging torrents or slow-moving
trickles. In this- resoUrce, you will try to determine what
variables t ffect theOid at which water flows. You willIalso
investigate whether iirnot the speed at which a river flows i .r.:, c. .
is the same from bank to bank. To do the experiments,.you ,..., 6,-.) 0will need a partner and, this equipment:

, . 0c
\,..

a

Food coloring WA '
Supply of gravel.
Modeling clay 1...11117)...:

..4'`Sik ',, r j.
.......,4iy-cm ruler -) ---"--

---4,y..........-------,-,.-, ,,.

I stream trough
1 dropper
I wax pencil
1 water-supply system

for the stream trough
:

ACTIVITY 1. With a wax pencil, mirk a starting llne 8 cm from
the upper end of the trough. Elevate the upper end onhe
trough 4 cm.

.>

ACTIVITY 2. Set up the water Supply System as shown. Adjust
the waterflow Into the trough to 10 ml/sec. Be sure to keep ' .? ri.
the' supply bucket at least half full of water at all times. Do °, .1
not' let the catch budket overflow!

.

AP'

t

! V I-; ; '

.; );,!hil ): III !

ICh 0( I)tlIId
L.. s

4
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MAJOR POIN TS

1:- Rate of flow Is affected by
(a) the slope of the trough.
(b) the amount of water flowing through the
trough. and
(o) the bed over which the watot flows
2. The same factors affect the flow of natural
streams.
3. A stream normally flows fastor in the Center
than at the sides.

ACTIVITY 3. Add a drop of food coloring to the water as it
flows past the starting line. Time how long it tgices the dye
to rach the encrof the.trough. Calculate the speed In centi-
meters per second, and record your data under Trial 1 In
Table 1 of your Record Book.

.+

Note the need for some method of measuring
time in seconds

a

122 RESOURCE 27
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Add a drop of
food coloring.
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Nexcyou will carefully and regularly change the slope
of the trough, the amount of water:flowing through the
trough, and the bed over which the- water flows. You will t
then decide whether or not changing these variables affects
the rate of flow down the trough.

Set up and carry out Trials 2 through 5 as desdiibed in
Table 1. Measure the rate of flow.down the trough for each
trial and enter your results in the table. Notice that increasingf.

1 5.1

I.
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the rate of How has the effect of increasing the Ni)lume of
water in tkic trough. Note also that 'Frial 5 callOt.or you to
spread a hiyer of gravel along the stream bed.

If von did careful work, you fOund that increased shpe,
increased volume o water, and a smooth bed all cause the
water to flow fastei' down the trough. These factors influence
the rate of flow of water in natural streams, too. Rivers flow
faster on steep slgpes, when swollen by rains or inciting snow
at certain seasons of the year, or when flowing through beds
with few obstacles.

One of the questions posed at the beginning of this re-
source is whether or not the rate of flow in rivers is the same
from hank to bank. You and your partner can use the trough
jtou've set up to answer this question, too. Io do this, set
up the apparatus as described in Activities I and 2. Then
add a drop of food coloring anti watch it closely as it moves.
down the trough. Try to decide which shape in Figure I most
closely resembles the front edge of the drop.

1110 amount I at tit ,t1: ltz,e'd tit 17 i,tf !. nay V.tty,
but it should tit' suffn i'r, h nutir thinly affect
tho in tiro ...ream Irotigh 1170 ur.tytil
-.h4'77(71 ties It.tilowt1 .It 11777 4 t>ist vt
trial VVith flat wet sand. prol..Ibly the best
method is picking the individual pebbles out
hy hand

Figure 1

You probably found that the front edge of the drop looked
most like A above. This tells you that the stream was flowing
faster in the center, ahd slOwer ailong the sides, of the trough.
Natural rivers and streams flow this way, too. How do you
explain this difference in speed from bank to bank?

w

w

The friction of water against the surface over
which it is flowing is more pronounced at the.
edges than in the center, of the stream.

RESOURCE 27 123



EQUIPMENT LISi

I complete stream tablb
Powdered milk solution
1 dropper

PURPOSE- To investigate the relationship be-
tween rate of stream flow and particle-
carrying capacay.

MAJOR POIN TS

1. Where a -stream. flows faster. more and
larger size particles are carried along by the
water.
2. When a stwam slows down, particles are
dropped by the water. with the larger size
particles being dropped first,

124

=,

28 Particlewcarrying
Capacity and Rate
of Stream Flow

How big a rock can a stream carry along? Depends upon
the stream, you say? Sure, it's pretty obvious that fast-moving
streams have greater. kinetic energy and, therefore, can carry
bigger rocks. But the rate of flow of streams is not con-
stantthey speed up and slow down many timek over their
courses. What happens to the materials being carried by a
river when its rate of flow changes? That's what this resource
is all about.

For these activities, you will need the following materials:

1 complete streart-table setup #
1 powdered-milk solution
1 dropper

ACTIVITY 1. Sat up the stream fable as shown. Use a bucket
to fill the lake uttil water just leaves the outlet hose. Adjust
the Inlet watef flow to 3-5 ml/sec.

. .A.
1,1+
4' 4.,,

.1 t. ;:t .t .... -.. .
-X4'. .

ci**4. .Itial.:

111114144404/

fl

-153

Lake

Outlet
hose
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ACTIVITY 2. Add a drop of powdered-milk solution to the
water and note the places where the stream's rate of flow -

changes. Note also where particles of sand and silt are de-
posited by the stream.

Add a drop of
powdered-milk solution.

If you did your work well, you should ,have found a rel
tionship between the number and size of sand particles
dropped by the stream and the changes in the stream's rate
of flow. As the stream slows down (loses kinetic energy), it
drops part of its load; as it speeds up (gains kinetic energy),
it picks up additional material.

This general process works in nature as well as on the
stream table. Take a look at Figure 1. Can you predict at
which points the stream is moving slowly and at which points
it picks up speed?

Another of the discrepancies between the
,:linutated river in the stream table and the
actual river in nature is we time factor. In the
iream table. sand is moved (fortunately)

:r ther rapidly But in an actuNgneandering
riv , it may take thousands oryears for a
sing grain ot silt or sand to move from
mountain peak Io seashore. 11 makes the
journey in a series of short hops. For several
days it may be swept downstream, and then
lodge itself in a bank or backfldw, where jt
remains tor many years belore making the
next short journey.

Figure 1

k..:

z
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EQUIPMENT LIST

1 complete stream table

PURPOSE: To investigate the coritrollIng fac-
tor In the depth to which a stream will cut a
channel.

dic

MAJOR POIN T

A stream cuts to the level of the body of water
Into which it flows.

Note that the stream table is flat instead of
sloping. Have students till the lake first, and
then shape the sand to give a slope down to
the lake shoreline. The upper part of the sand
could be about 5 cm deep. Then trace a start-
ing stream channel with a finger. The outlet
clamp Is closed, so the lake level will rise as
the stream flows In. This will give students
time to watch Otihere the downcutting stops
and deposition takes.place. Hopefully they will
observe the downcutting stop as the lake
water comes up the stream valley.

29 How Deep a Channel
Can a Stream Cut?

This resource will help you find out if there is any limit to
how deep a channel a river can cut. You will need a partner
and a complete stream-table setup.

ACTIVITY 1. Arrange the sand mixture on the streanclable
as shown. Be sure to give the proper slope to the sand. Noticir
that the stream table Itself is levelagnd that the lake level
comes up to the edge of the sand. Must the water flow Into
the reservoir to 5 mi/sec. Notice hovk deeply the stream cuts

into the sand.

. ,
i;:itok2.--. ...

qr.*.

Ili:.

"'",i4, .01 ti,k4

Lake

Elevation of the stream table 1 cm can be
done with a thin board or with cardboard
pieces. With an increase In slope, the stream
should doWnout until its valley depth again
.reachea the lake lava

126

t

4
When.the stream stops cutting, compare the depth of the

gully with the level of the surface of the lake. You should
find that they are approximately the same. A stream cannot
cut a gully, canyon, or valley whose bottom is lower than
the surface of the lake (or sea) into which it flows. You can
see this more clearly 1-1)y changing the slope of the sand in

your stream table.
Repeat Activity 1, with the reservoir end of the stream

table raised one centimeter. notice what effect changin
slope has upon how deep a channel is cut. Notice also
the stream still cuts only to the level of the' surface of the
lake.

155
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A.

stl

The principle that a stream cuts ftl the level of the body
of water into which it flows applies in Niturç as well as on
the stream table. Take a k),ok at Figures 1 and 2. llow do .

you account for the difference-in-11(m deeply these two.rivers
have cut?

..

A.

Figure 1

Aola.

The stream in Figure 2 was much higher
above the body of water into which It was
flowing than the stream in Figure 1 was.

Figure 2

RaOURCE 29 127
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30 Effect§ of Obstacles
( upon Direction of

Stream Flow LOUIF'MLN I P..; 1

PURPOSE To examine reasons for btr cam None
braiding

In this resource, you will study photographs of rivers flowing.
through several kinds of materials. Your problem will befto
noteand ..try to explain any changes in a river's course as
a result of obstacles it encounters.

First, tate a look gt Figure I. Notice that the river is
flowin through an area of large rocks. As the river flows
around me of the rocks (Figure 2), it is broken up into
a series of small stre . (This' is called braiding.)

Figure 1

MAJOR POINV

1 The stream itself often drops obstacles in
its bed
2 These ob5tacies cause th strewn to divide
into more than one channel.

128 "
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Figure 2

Take another look at Figure 2. Notice that the boulders
that caused the bra-Whig tare located at the point where the
mountain begins to level off. These rocks were very likely
carried down from the mountain by the stream. They were
dropped where they are because the stream lost speed (ki-
netic energy) as it hit the bottom of the slope. It is at poitits
like this that one most often finds braiding of streams.

The river in Figure 3 is braided, too. What caused the
splitting this time?

.157
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EQUIPMENT LIST

31 Alluvial Fan 1 complete stream table

Formation -4(
PURPOSE: To investtgate how and why allu- Cluster consists of Resources 31 and 32.
vIalfans form. - It is conterned with depositional processes.

Sometimes stone, gravel, and silt washing down a steep slope .

form a fan-shaped deposit at the base ofa hill. Such deposits
are called alluvial faits. Figure I shows several, alluvial fans
in Death Valley.

In this resource, you will have a chance to investigate for
yourself how and why alluvial fans form. To do it, you will
need a partner and a complete stream-table setup.

158
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(Resources 31 and, 32)
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Figure 1

MAJOR POINTS

1. A fan-shaped deposit at the bottom of a
steep slope is called an alluvial fan.
2. Factors such as amount of water flow.
loosriness of material, steepness of slope, and
vanation In water flow may affect the forma-
tion of alluvial fans.

et

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table as shown. Adjust the
rate of flow into the reservoir to 5 mUsec. Allow the water
to flow for several minutes. Observe what happ .

130 RESOURCE 31

Did you get an alluvial fan to form? Once you have suc-.
cekeded in getting an alluvial fan to,form, you aie on yo3i.

- own. Vary the procedure outlined in Activity I in ariy wan,
that you like. Keep in mind that you are trying to learn the

1 5 9
4.
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conditions present when -alluvial fans form. Here are sonicvariables you may want to experiment Vh.
1. Amount of water flowing down the hill
2. Lioseness of the materials over which the water flows
3. Steepness of the slope the water flows .over
4. Change in the water's rate of flow

Os

*ukt.

Students :.houlti no anti., t. discorn, from theactivity front the illustrations, that anatnopt boy,' og of a stkearn charmel makes ltenpossiblv tot the :Amain to catty its entireload As load is d,00fInd. a tan is. fornard.This is a little difficult to simulate with thestream taolu. [meaty:a an abrupt change In
Slope is h.0.1 to uot

Figure 2

Figure 2 shows some white areas in addition to. the alluvialfans. The water that brought down the material that formedthe fan carried dissolved materials with it as well. In a dry(farea like Death Valley, water eVaporates very quickly, leav-,ing the dissolved material behind. The white material inFigure 2 is mostly salt.
. EQUIPMENT LIST

1 complete stream table
Knife
1 baby-food jai

32 Delta Formation and
Changes in Sea Level

PURPOSE: To investigate delta formation.

Soil, sand, and gravel dropped at the mouths lof,rivers buildup into fan-shaped deposits called deltas. The one at themouth of the 1114 grew slowly over.thousands of years, but

'S it

1160

MAJOR PUN CS

1. A delta is the fan-shaped deposit dropped
at the mobtli oç a river.
2. As a river tlows Into a sea or lake, it slows
down, and its ability to carry sediments-is
reduced.

.3. The target particles are deposited first,.and
the finer particles settle in deeper, stiller
water.
4. Multiple deltas result when the sea or lake
level changes
5. Rate of stream flow has an eitebt on the
speed and size of delta formation.

131



4
you can make a simulated delta in a few minutes.

Get the complete stream-table setup and a kink for shap-
ing the sand. Then do the following activity.

Important Note: The stream-table activity is an attempt' to
reproduce natural condifions as closely as possible, hut it is
most important to remember that'it is not a natural stream.
The size of particles in relation to the size of the stream and
to the rate of flow is not the same as in nature. Neither is
the time.

ACTIVITY 1. Set up your stream table as shown. Adjust the
rate of flow 1nto the reservoir to 5 ml/sec. Allow the water
to flow for about 10 minutes.

Carefully watch the buildup of the delta and note what
happens to particles of different sizes. Leave the delta in
place for the next experiment.

4

The Missjssippi River drops 2 million tons of
sediment a day Into the Gulf of Mexico. This
great a load is actually deforming the crust
of tIke earth and causing it to Sag about 3 feet
every hundred years. This has been going on
for such a long time that the sediment is now
estimated to be 30.000 feet deep at the river's
delta. The sagging will probably cause some
adjustments in the distant future; uplift may
occur In lands surrounding the Gulf.

132 RESOURCE 32

Clamp
open

Where are the finer particles deposited? Compared with
the coarse sand grains, are they closer to or farther from the
shoreline?

What you have just seen in the-stream table is very much
like what happens at the mouth of a large river. As the river
flows into a sea or lake, it slows down, and its ability to carry
sediments (particles) is reduced. As a result, its load is
dropped, and a delta is gradually built up from the deposited
sediments. The 4ne particles are deposited in the deeper,
stiller water.

7 At, !,11- 4.14
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There is much evidence that the level of the seas haschanged many times in the past. If the land were to sinka little or the sea level were to rise a little, then the positionof the shoreline could move some distance. For example,
Figures I and -2 show how the shoreline has moved onFlorida's Gulf Coast. (Figure I is an aerial photograph, and
Figure 2 is a diagram to help you understand the phot6-
graph.)
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You can use the stream table to. Model the effect of the
changing sea level upon deposition of matertals.

ACTIVITY 2. With the delta from thOprevious experiment still
in place, carefully raise 'the lake level as shbwn. Without
disturbing the delta you formed, replace the sand-silt mixture,
at the top of the table and allow the water to run for another

, 10 minutes. The rate of flow should once again be 5 mi/sec.
Notice how the sand is deposited this time.

New
delta

If students examine a map of the United
States closely (Resource 25), they will see
the multiple deltas of the Mississippi. New
Orleans is built on material deposited as an
older, broader delta. The presently forming
delta of the river is over 76 miles southeast,
In the Gulf. The sea level cor Gulf level) has
changed over the centuries,

134 RESOURCE 32

Clamp
closed

You should see a new delta forming on top of part of the
original one. When you see the second delta fbrming clearly,
try simulating flood periods by pouring a baby-food jar of
water quickly into the reservoir every half-minute. Move the
jar as you pour to stir up th'e silt. After about 10 minutes,
stop the water flow and completely drain the stream table,.

You should now have two deltas, one -ovtrlapping the
other, as shown in Figure 3. -

You have observed that deposition of sediment in a delta*
sorts out ie size of the grains. And.you should realize that
a combination of rate- of the stream flow and deepness of
the water determines where the particles deposit. This double
delta effectthe position of one delta on top of another
occurs when change of sea level takes place for some reason
(by meltingof continental glaciers, .for example).

1 63
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33 Waterfalls and.

4 11.,444.W.i
:444).

RoCk Hardnes
*PURPOSE: To Investlgate the relallorphip of
'rock hardness to waterfall formation.

:

.;:tUo

Figure 3

This resource:deals with theintera tion of waterralls and the'
crust of the earth.' You Witl learn how the hardness of the
rock and its Aructurevatrect the shape.of the falls. j --

Fig.ure I shows a Waterfall in Indiana that is tumbling over
a ledge of rock. Can yotf guess how the hardness of the rock
at-the.-top of the wiverfall differs from the liardness.bf therock at IhrSjottom?

With your stream table, you can test the effect of relative,
hardness and work out a-model for the process taking placa.
To do the activities that follow, yo,u will need...uartner and
'the following mate ials:.

. I complete strea -table setup
2 sheets-of .plaster, .about 0.3 .cm. thick by 5 cm. wide by

.10 cm,lon8 .

,V.41Ak

.

Cluster D contists of fieources 33 through
Leid is coneerned with erosion by running

water.

CLUSTER D
.(Resources 33.-36)

EQUIPMENT1.1ST

"1 complete strewn table
2 sheets of plaster. about 5 crn x 10 cm X*
0.3 cm

MAJOR eolnyrs

1. -nip way tint water erodes rnaterial Is de-
uendeni on the hardnesr, of the rock.
2. If the top laver of pock Is harder, a waterfall
with a sharp edge will result if the underlying
rock Is harder, the edge of the waterfall will
he rounded.
3. If all the rock is oite klrid of hard material,
the falls cut back slowly.

a.



Figure 1

_ The preparation of the plasIer sheets. which
lopresent`a hard tuck Iaers docribed on
the last page of Chapter 2 fnaterial, in the
teacher notes entitled -Get lt :Ready Now for'

: Chapter 3."

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table and sand mixture as
shown. Make a layer of sand-silt mixture about ,3 cm deep.
Place two sheets of thin plaster on the layer as shown.

136 JIESOURCE
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ACTIVITY 2. Now cover the plaster with a layer of sand, and
make a slight valley so that the stream will flow over the top
of the buried plaster. Start the water flowing.

Plaster.-
sheets

ACTIVITY 3. Adjust the water flow into the reservoir to 5
ml/sec. Let the water run down the valley until It has es,roded
enough to uncover the plaster. Allow erosion to continue for
about 5 minute after the plaster is uncovered.

The plaster represents layers of harder sediment or per-40ps a lava flow between sddiments. jhe'sand-silt mixture
represents softer rock abox4 and below the harder 'rock.
When the plaster becomes exposed, what happens to the rate-
'of erosion upstrearn,and downstream from it?

Nqw take a look at Figures 2, 3, ana 4. These drawings
show two possible effects of water flowing-over falls like the

:

f

1 66
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walOt is allowed to flow for a long
enougti tinic:, the stream will unitercut the
plastor f.-,hoots 11 a Ig/H10 sti earn wt:Ie med. it
might be po:vAble to undercut enough to
t:Juse the pl.i:;tvr sheet:; to c.ollapso. modeling
tht .! action' oi a falls cutting its nist7 Up a
bli tsam.
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Waterfalls aTe common- landscape features where water
flows rapidly over a hard rotk ledge. When the ledge rests
on softerroek; thif water will erode the softer rock faster than
the top layer, res*Iting in a sharp edge to the falls as shown
in Figure 2. Notice the pothole (deep pool) forrning at the
base of the falls and the flat chunks of rock that have broken
off into it.

14 'ft
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ln Figure 3. the rock beneath the top layers is heirdc I. than
that in the stream bed; 'I he top layers, therefore. erode more
quickly-. making- the edge more roun I NLet .0.t1ce that no
pothole is fin-med.

In Figure 4. all the rock is made of one type 61 hind
material, and the falls cut hack slowly. No pothole is tOrmcd,
and 'the shape of the falls changes very little as the river
erodes aWay the rock.

If you've done the resource on distinguishing rock types.
You may he able to guess which rock types are shown and
discussed above. Which do you think is igneous, meta-

phic, and sedimentary?

I.
Gullying and Erosion-.
of a Plateau

1 i C.):. I 1 I' ,-: f,.1u;,1!ton I);
* -1 . i',- .'

-. I t ,11101 q,. '...I .1111 1...t.
...'In this resource, yop will study whitt happens when water

runs off a flat-topped hill. To do the activities, you will need
a complete stream-table setup and the help of a partner.

i !line 1A. f I ,k

ACTIVITY '1. Set up your apparatus as shown. Be sure that
the flat-topped hill of sand is at least 5 cm high.

4

6

kOk.

a

1..1' .' iN F -

111.11!;:t.1f 11.11 loppod hill.con
..1 I .0 m.tt ..! ,iro forTimo

ri..1 1:11(1.1 lum.jor from
; 14,,co!... alkid lunftivvai

Sand,
5 ôrn high
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ACTIVITY 2. Adjust the rate of water flow to less than 3
mi/sec. Move the hose back and forth as the Water falls on
the hill. Notice what happens to the sand as the water runs
off the hill. Try to decide why gullies begin to form and how
they become longer.

Move the hose
back.and forth.

.
n

' ' . r

. Figure 1-

140 RESOU1 icr 34

Figure I shows the effects of water running otr a ill of
fairly loose material. At one time, the area probabl con-
tained only a single gully. As water flowed into t main



\ gully from the sides, the branches you see in the photograph
formed.

Notice also that waterfalls have been fOrmed at the tops
of some of the gullies. During rainstorms, the wate that
pours over these falls gradually erodes away the lip of the
gully. In this way, gullies become longer and longer. This
process is known as headword erosion.

What's the difference between a gully and a canyon? Will
the area in Figure I ever he a canyon? If you would like
to know -more about this, do the next resource.

fJ1 Gullies and Canyons.--
A Comparison

Look at Figures 1 and 2. All.hough the small gully in Figure
2 doesn't look much like the Grand Canyon shown in Figure
1, there is a lot of similarity in the way they were fbrmed.
This resource will help you understand the diiferena'es be-
tween gullies and canyons.

Figure 1 Figure 2

4'.- .4.. .,
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A question it.lurnt pu.....l for Nre.1:1

(114(.11!I%kall ui II 91,14 I''..(0110 C.111,s,11
Probably, farm.? reator e.; that ,-.I.irted fi.. i:.11111-.
in relatively I. .I) mattei.11 I ut-i Aftlf it t I.t ,t
Mal as canyeel Burt nava
Canyons In United .;!,11...,
areas that ha.f e le Olaf at.t.e rule

f

(ltwat ( anrons

I he land being caRed
is usually haid lokk that
is (lune resistant and
breaks upinto loose
material very slowly.

2. Canyons usually limn in
a relatively dry climate.
This means that very little
water runs ink) the canyon
from the sides.

3. "Me stream doing the
carving of canyons usually
Originates in a much
higher area.

. ..
4. Because the stream
comes from a higher source.
it moves through a canyon
veryrapidly.

5. The fast-moving stream
in a canyon carries a large

.- k)ad of rocks. These rocks
help to cause further
erosion.

(11(11,1(1e/wit 01 oullzes

I I oose mammals nom
the sides ol YtII1 ICS v.ash
Casik 1111 the sticain at
the base of a gully.

2. Rainfall is common
where gullies form.

3. Runoff water from the
surrounding land tumbles
over the sides of the main
gully and forms many
branches.

4. Water flows through a
gully at varying rates.
The gully Leepens most
rapidly where the slope
is steepest.

5. The load carried by the
streams in p.ullies some-
times moves rapidly, but
the particles arc usually
rather small.
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Taken as a whole, the characteristics of canyons tend to
result in steep,. alMost vertical walls, while those of gullies
produce gentle slopes. This is the most important difference
between gullies and canyons.
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36 Action of Water
Moving in a
Curved Path

Most of the other resources deal with water flowing in a
stran;ht line. In nature, however, most rivers move through
(pile a number of curves. Does anything special luippeit to
water that moves in a curved path? If so, does this produce
any important effects at points like river bends? These are
questions you will tackle in this resource: To answer them,
you and a partntf need these materials:

I complete st(eam-table setup
I paper disk. 6, cm in dituneter..
I teaspoon white sand
I beaker

First, get some water moving in a curved path and lool? at

,1
1 1 I'. I

1 1111101.. Itt .1 1..10.
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ACTIVITY 1. Place 1 teaspoon sand in a beaker three-fourths
full of water. Stir the water until it swirls around In the beaker.
Observe what happens to the sand.
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You may have been surprised to tintl that the sand n the
swirling water piled up in the center of the beaker. Why did
this happen? A simple experiment can help you decide.

ACTIVITY 2. Mark the paper disk as shown. Push a pencil
through the center of the disk and, holding the pencil between
your palms, spin the disk Slowly. !Vice which letter moves
fastest.

411.

The water moving around near the outside of the beaker
clearly traveled a greater distance in the same time than dkl
the water near the center. Described another way, the water
near the edge traveled at a greater speed (or velocity) than'
did the water in the center.

'Mel slower water moves, the more likely it is to drop
whateA,er load it is carrying. This lact is very impoIrtant as
water moves in a curved path. The next activity will allow
you to learn still more about this.

kg.

ACTIVITY 3. Arrange the sand on the stream' table as shown.
Be sure that the sand is wet, piled deeply enough, and con-,
toured according to the sketch.

"
.

Wet
sand

*



ACTIVITY 4. Trace a path with your finger as shown. The path
should be cut almost to the bottom of the sand (about 2 ; cm
deep). Adjust the flow of water Into the tservoir to about 5
mi/sec, and allow the water to flow do n the path for 20
minutes. Then turn off the water, but leave the sand in place.

Now take a look at Figure 1, which shows the ApalachicOla
River in Florida, and Figure 2, which shows a small stream
in North Dakota. Notice that sand is deposited on the inner
parts of each river bend, ilihere the water moves slowest. On

.the outer part of the curve, the water moves fast enough to
keep the sand frem falling out. In fact, the water erodes the
outer bank away as it rounds the corner.

Figure 1
Figure 2



000 Of M. od1ili0*. 01 0.11010 tha .t
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Cie dropped in II

Figure 3 diagrams what a river does to the outer bank
of a river bend. Notice that the water, alo112 4,11 the rocks
and szend it carries, is thrown against the 0117 bank. This
produces an undercutting of the bank and causes the rim
of the hank to overhang more and more. Finally the "rim
collapses, becoming part of the load thatiowill act on banks
farther downstream.

.1111111111111

B.

0

146 RESOURCE 36 Figure 3
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Notice that the cutting and deposition at the bends causedthe streaM to swing wider and wider. .1 his is wfat happensin nature with fairly slow-moving rivers. But sometimes,during periods of heavy rain, these same rivers becomeflooded, and then rate of tlow increases. You can duplicaU!
this effect by increasing the rate of' flow of water into the
stream-table reservoir to 15 ml/see. Notice what effect thishas upon the meanders in the stream bed.

The big point shown by the activities you've just done isthat a river can cut a valley much wider than itself. It doesthis by meandering slowly in its course. This action is sum-marii.ed in the series of sketches in Figure 4.

I, iI ;,y,1 rt. 1 1)0111.1111001 VVItifnthi; lit, I I: I* 1/1111.,11.111( flit) Ill.illt .1 lVl y ,1 Iiii C01.11111V '.111(it)fliS!.) .: :.1111,kIL. litiS0. hilt!

A. River meanders within valley walls. B. Position of river bed cOnstantly changes.

Meander
.Valley
floor

Oxbow
lake

C. Valley walls widen as meander bend cuts Into
the valley walls,plcking up rocks and soil, and
depositing them along the valley floor.

D. Dotted lines show old river path. This oxbowlake as med when the river shortened itspath

E. The valley, continues to widen as the meander
moves to the opposite side of the valley.

116

F. Notice how much wider and shallower the
valley has become because of the river carving
away the valley wails.

1 76
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t.kister t nisiets of fietanat.a

1. A sane .tune forms when a 1,%..na bio.vs the
s.:;sind ,1 sjantla wow and k1tty:4 ml 1.1 stehrii

slope on the farther side.
2. Send ,:orws move in the viaactio tiLit the
pievrolinc. wind blow,
3. Veget.-tion or other ebf.tacles keed
dunes twin moving..

lo dev,4,0.1 thou)
totihotiori and Imiovtlot11

lkhind many beaches and on many island desert plains,
there are great piles of sand called duney St. George's isladd,
in the Gulf of Mexico, has many sancrdunes. One of these
dunes is shown in Figure; 1. You can gee the Gulf in the
distance, beyond the dune.

.4,-.

eigure 1
4 When Ind is deposited in layers by wind,

rs called dune bedding
b The la aring of Sand In dune bedding can
help to di cid° whether a sedimentary rock is
wind-deposited or water-deposItod, and can
also In& Ite the direction of tho prevailing
wind that tot med the dune.

148

111,.

MM. P.'"401C.

Predict how the pattern of markings was produced on the
face of.the d,une. You can check your prediction by finding
a partner to help you with this activity. You will need:

Cardboard box (size of shoe box), with on e. end removed
Handful of sand ,

1 77



I.
ACTIVITY 1. Build. a =fill sand dune neat the open of d of
your box. Put your mouth level With the bottom of the box,
and blow gently but steadily. Move your head from side to
side to distribute the wind eirenly across the .plie of sand.

Take turns with your partner until the sand Pile moves about
10 cm (4 in).

1

,.

Pile
1 of sand

NUT L tilt: s:. tht, .41141 Itstss
woo); Itualalion

1.

About 8" away,
blow gently and steadily.

at. What happens to the sand on the side of the pile facing
you? What happens on the other side?

Ai)

Wind direction .. .....g*,i _..11. .:.-. ..---:rs --'.--. -__. Sand falls down
. .....), 4P..-."- ''': ... ::*'''''I'`iiiellifia.s.-.' a steep slope. ...

. . ...-. . l' .. ' .10 . IC:.. .. ,..fin.' I. .
Sand blows up , e ' .4 )r.41.' 3.. . ....

a gentle slope. ".-..`

: :' 4. 't. .
; t; .: :0*10411%.:

.4-

-*:'':

....
,, .

., -

.
. .

tk:ae'

Dune moves
forward.

You have just simulated the action of the wind on beach
or desert sand. In both places, the wind builds up piles of
s4nd called dunes, as shown in Figure 2. Dunes ca'n be moved
considerable distances each year unless they encounter some
obstacle that slows or stops their progress; as in Figure 3.

Figure 2

Sheltered
area

RESOURCE 37 ,149
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Stude'nts coui 1 simulate obstacles by pushinu
projecting srmin objects (pencils, tochs) into

.7ttTe dune 6
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L.12. \\AR Atent is Treventing the movement of the sand
dune in Figure 3?

in the simulation experiment you carried out, you ob-
s&v-ed the sand grains rolling down the far side of the dune.
-Imagrie a period of weather with little vind, followed by
a perkidr with strong wind, followed by another calm period.
4
etc. Then look.carefully it Fre 4, a close-up,of the dune'
yoU e.xamined in Figure 36-
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itfL13. What do you see at X, and whim caused this feature?

[14. In what way does the X feature differ from the structure
Of a sand deposit formed in water? (flint: Don't guessthink
about the simulation experiment results and look back to
Resource 7.)

Bedding qf this kind is called dune bedding and is one way
of deeiding whether a sedimentary rock is wind-deposited
or water-deposited.

4. VVater depo.,Ited sand is g('nerally in 11,)11-
zoiittn layers (unless Hwy ?lava beam tilted)
Wind do poi.itod sand is !yolk/ it 1 ilavd. cut %/-
leg layers.

Another conservation item :ionic vegetation.
such as SIM oats on the Florida coast. are
protected by law becatiw the plants have the
tibility to grow in beach sand and keep it horn
moving, thus maintaining the dunes along the
beach.

Figure 5A

[]5. Which figure (5A 1)r P.) represents dune bedding?
What was the direction of the prevailing wind? I

In triis resource, you have looked at wind transport 'of
sand. Sand grains are blown along near the ground& and in
the p'rocess become angulaand sharp. Tliey move up the .

face of clones and fall down the *other side. In this way . a
dune may move long distances over a period.of years. A new
dune starts behind it, and soon a parallel set .of dunes is
marching across a landscape. Dunes bury objeCts in their
path and may kill vegetation. If the vegetation Z:an grow thick
and tall vough not to be buried, it may eventually hold the*
sand anti stop it from moving.

Figure 5B
S.
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EQUIPkIt NI LI:1T

Per stut team
1 comp otu stream table
1 wood it block
Handful Lit gravel

Itt".ources 38 through 4/ itru tl..ttti in lin
c.habter rhey are grotaiid in the totin,A nig
clut,tort, Clubter A. ill through 41, Giusti t ft
42, 43, Ad 44. Clustor C. 45, n, and 41

The Shorelands
CHAP i H EMPHAtifti

The inti-raction of 0,:ean waves and the conti-
nental m.tryint; p(i)thiCo;; teatUres that are
Ciassatro shorelands Venable:, but;has the
energy aves, direction of wave movement,
type ot coatitline, and tidal changes have an
Intluencr, )n the resulting bhorehind
If you've never tasted a peach. you can hardly imagine its
flavor. Fortunately, the same problem doesn't exist with land
features. The student who lives in an interior state like Iowa
may still have a good idea of what the shorelatids ot' the
United States are 4e.even though he has neveryisited them.
In fact, he may hAve an even better idea than -a resident
of a coastal region. The lattfr ivy sometimes think that all
coastlines are like his own, forgetting how varied are thii
lands that border our major lakes, die Gulf:of Mexico, and
the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The geologic features of the
shorelands are different in differentregions.
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4-1. The absence of the Cottage In Figure 4-4
is a good Indication that a hurricane passed
through, causing a rapid change.

4-2 Yes, the and the cottage were
probably removed by wave action. The trees
appear .undamaged, so it Is likely that the
wave action rather than the wind removed the
cotage during the storm.

Figure 4-2

at.

- 154 !CHAPTER 4

I

Study Figure 4-1 carefulf%. You should be able to see
many of the features of the shorelands sector that you liiNt
noted in Figure 1-4. Why is this coastline narrow and rocky
in some places and wide and sandy in others? Why are sonic
waves almost straight and otheis curved, and why do tho
break where they do? flow did the coastline get to be the
way it is, and what will it look like in the future?

These are not easy questions to answer. As yoi vork

through this chapter, you should find thzzt You can explain
how each feature of the shorelands was formed. And you
may even predict what may happen to it in the future.

The force of waves

Any surfer who has "wiped out" knoWs about the tremen-
dous force of just a single wave. Chances arc that he can't
see how this.same force changes the land. Over a period of
tn»e, however, he would be able to see. the Important
changes.. Look at the following sequence of photographs
carefully. Then answer questions 4-1 and 4-2:

1-114-1. Which occurre*more rapidly,- the change from Fig-
ure 4-2 to 4-3 or the change from Figure 4-3- to 4-4?

L14-2. Did the same forces vl erosion that .brought about
the change seen in Figure 4-3 cause the change seen in
Figure 4-4? Explain.

Ic
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- Were, you able to guess what hAppened?
. ThoSe pictures in.Figures 4-2, 4-3, Kid 4:4were taken over*

itkl of sevc.ral years. The last picture-was takeri shoitly
after Nurricane Betsy hii. (If the owner of the beach cottages;
had-read 'this chapter before he built the cottage, he might
liave chosezi a different location! Perhaps you will see Why

,.as you continue ,reading.)

Waves against the laach At.

Most changes_ along the seashore areemot as apparent ds
°those just shown, hoWever: When you gcl to the beach, you
fair 4b

"Vit

." 12 ,

Figure 4-3

. 11.-ia:
ttstiit:: 01 Ih h,,p1 1;. lm Is tti,,t
tit (111VII1(1 h t119t1 Vluitot ',ov.ttd tlitj
t.tior0 It ttiv. I will Vv.slof t: ta
rigour:1y with aa fueru fatk.. a of

fer.t or o-t in trio soa Iv% t1 ...A til:c.tif
his great 4.1.1 re.e.-.0 would have inundated

the cottage. entwinlining the foundation and
battering theywructure with mei lit waves of
groat forca I lo.nekt. s, nd other sti ue-
t Liles 140 k ()ed easily have withstood the
force of Hu: wind alone could be wiped out
quickly by Dounding of the water As stu-
dents work through the chaptel . they yoll
study the effek.1 of a chango in sea level on
eroSion (Cite tcr 13) and also see that Me
greatest efl.ct ot a wove occur!: in a narrow
band just above sea 1Lvel (Cluster A)

Figure 4-4
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Figure 4-5

see the results Of many different pioecsses: I (lid% .0 tlic two
beat:tics shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6.
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Fynie 4-5 shots it beach in Florida along the Galt: of
Mexico. Figure 4-6 showS a Maine beach on the Atlantic
Collo. Notice some of the big differences.in these beaches.
One is sandy with a gradual slope, whereas the other is rocky
with a ste4) drop-off. During the winter, the rocky beach
is battered by waves 10 to 15 feet in height, whereas the
sandy beach seldom has waves more than 4 or 5 feet high.
It' you were to dig down thrOugh the sand, you would find
that the sand layer is very thick. If you tried to dig under
the rock beach, you'd probably bend your shovel!

kinetic energy from iwinds and storms far out at sea is
transferred to the water to produce. waves. The tnitrgy is
carried toward .this coast by waves. The waves release thr
energy when they re'aeh shallow water and break. Energy
can be carried to tilt shore like this wherever there is a big
expanse of water subject to winds and storms.

You can investigate how this energy can affect beaches by
simulation experiments that use the stream tables. Work with
at least one partner for this activity.

VOW

of 1114! (iiffictm conk t;:f..!.)t
I: flict (.1411190 ..1,1!11 tin.t- I Ire hy L,t.ii h in

Rpm 4.6 t otri.1 htworin. !.trith,
in I 'gulp ztti Itit: ot rotticiont
tont.. pothaph I. otr.itnkih ol yttats 1 tit, ruckS
t be ground .41,,tflor ('tnd
smaller, until hocoritir 1)(tach .ind I hen
again. If tilt wayty; wv:o :41 mit)
in A.C,IIVIty 4.2. thti sand 111.11 w.ts for moil could
be cariitrd 'o dtopul water, only tho
oinlor lying r

Piece of wood
(wave generator)

4.
Clamp
closed

ACTIVITY 4-1. Pile the mixture of sand and silt at one end
of the stream table is make a sloping surface. Use a block

19 tilt the table. Then fill with water until the bottom edge of
the sand is covered to a depth of about 3 cm. Put a few small

tpleces of gravel near the water's edge and cdver thern with
sand. Note the relationship between the sand-silt mixture and

.... the water line. .
**'

..*
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Note the constr lint to keep tho stream Whit .
unaltered in Al tivity 4-2 in preparation foi
Activity 4-3 Thrse two activities are sequtm-
Val. and students should be sure to have
sufficient time to complete both of them iii a
single session in order to w3ee the two way
transport of the sandseaward with strong
waves. landward.with gentle waves.

ACTIVITY 4-2. Produce storm waves by pressing down firmly
on a piece of wood with Ulu palm of your hand, as shown,
once every 3 iteconds. Keep this up for about 5 minutes and
carefully obseNie the sand-slit mixture. Then let the water
settle for a few minutes. (Keep the stream table set up and
do not alter the sand.)

Wave
troughs Wave

crests (
Push
down

uring storms, high-energy waves reach the shoreline. The
action or these. waves on the beach its similar to the effect
M your stream-table model. The effect should look some-
thing like what is shown in Figure 4-7.

Figure 4-7

Bench of sand
. builds up.,4,

Thin layer of fine sqcliment
deposits in deep water
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Fhe stromz waves attack the beach, shiftirhz the sand outto sea to form a hench. Rocks are exposed along the shor:,and most of the very tine particles are carried out into deepwater, where; in calmer weather, 1119( slowly drop to thebottom.
Some shorelines that are.exposed to high-energy waves allthe time may not have any sand. Only smooth pebbles areJell on such shores.

ACTIVITY 4-3. Continue your experiment, using the samestream table that was exposed to high-energy waves. Leaveeverything as it was. This time, however, push very gently sothat you produce low-energy, gentle' waves. Continue this forabout 5 minutes, watching what happens when the wavesreach shore.

04-3. What effect do the low-energy Naves have on the'beach? How is this different from the high-energy.,stormwaves
-ciashing into the beach?

This time, you should -have observed the slow building upof the -botch on shore.,ln faeriryou were patient enoughto keep the gentle. waves going for a long time, you mighthave covered Up gravel exposed during the storm. Thewaves will gradual shift the sand back from the underwaterbeneh onto the beach.
The ."Going, Going, Gone" pictures in Figures 4-2, 4-3,and 4-4 show what cA happen to a beach when high-energywives attack it. StOrms increase the energy reachitig the

188
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4.

.4.:0 . . " :" st' sa.,! 4.!.c. S4E, A V4'I1,-!,.eye, itt'il !,)(ct a'..11.) 1,,
e:Mer .11'. 1t-.44 vb ate( A beach tt..delinno /e.; sleping shore df a body of water

If there I-. attic:lent 'Arne available. en:couragestudent:: in continue with the gentle waveaction for a longer period. It.ie beach-builda,g
ectivIty can be ifiteresting,and instructive.
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shore and help to erode beaches. (;ood weather i educes the
energy level, and beaches will build up again. l'his cycle of
change is always going on whet evei the land meets a large
body of water and where the shoreline is stiitable for beaches
to develop.

Waves against a steep shoreline

Ocean waves can do a great deal of work to shape and
change coastlines and beaches. You have just experimented
with the effect of waves on a relatively low-lying shoreline.
Figure 4-8 shows waves approaching a rocky coastline with
steep cliffs.

Cluster A (Resgurces 38-41)
Figure 4-8

111 tali OA IA ;ft

14.

LI 4-4. What effects do waves have on a coastline like the
one shown in Figure 4-8?

189
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When waves crack against a steep shoreline instead or on
a fairly wide and flat beach, the effects on the landscape are
tinitk diffevt. Figured,49 shbWs some features of a typical
rock coast. va

The figure shows an outcrop with two sea caves. Look'.
carefully near the top of thexaves and you should be able .
to see evidencs of the high-tide line. (Hint: Look for a colig
ektinge.)

The top of the cav is; just above high-tide level. Outside
the cave, the beach is steep and curves back away from the
rock outcropping in which the cave is located.

04-5. Based 9n your study of waves and their effect on steep
shorelines, what factors dd you think affect the'rate a4' which
the cave in Figure 4-9 is carved out o1.fock7

v

Ocean wavesa better look

If you look at Figure 4-10, you will see a series of waves
approaching a beach. As the 4111Ives get closer.to ghore, they,
"break" and 'spread onto the beach.

°

. 5) 0

Figure 4-9

a

4-5. Facter:,1 ni!ght include the energy level ot
the waves. the range of the tidal cycles. the .
seasonal different& in wavos, and the hard-
ness of the sock.

0.
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Figure 4-10

The modeling 41t breaking waves is not possi-
ble in the stre.,in table soveral far-tors pres-
ent on an actual coastline such As Wave
length (distant t. from crt-st to crest) wave
height, and nature of the bottom, are hard to
duplicate Mis tij too is the wind. which has
an effect Stud it hate to accept the model
of wave ache dud hteatunq presented in
Resource 39 vt thout an activity to support it

Clust,..1 A (Resources 38-41)

101K11.11=1 A al*

Curvin9 of was.es as they enter a bay may be
due to both doh i..tion and refraction of the
waves As straight wayes hit the two outer
points of the bay, the wave fronts, are curved.
as in Resource 40, in passing between ttyo
&stades in their path. Then as they enter the'
bay they are curved even more by the bending
or refraction, as the edges reach shallow
water before the middle of the w2tves do, as
hown In Resources 44) and 41.-

Figtire 4,11

4'
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04-6. Why do the waves brcak as they get closer to, shore

You should 'have found that the ocean wave breaks be-
cause the sea bottom, whiclfslopes upward as you approach
the shore, interferes with the circular motion of the wave.

Look back again at Figure 4-10. The waves approaching
the shore that you see in the photograph are entering a bay.
On closer inspection, you. see that the Nave front within the
bay takes on a curved path. Figure 4-14shows.t1# curved
fronts approaching the. sliore.

;



Farther Out to sea, the V..iNie fro,nt.N are not curved. but

a

r 14-7. Find out why the waves bend as they enter the My,
as showh in Fitiure 4-11. Also, what do you predict would
happen to straight waves approaching a shoreline, as shown
in Figure 4-12? Make a sketch and pencil in your prediction.
What would happen'to waves approaching a shoreline at an
angle, as shown in Figure 4-13? Make .a Nketch and pencil
in your prediction.

Sandy :-
: .

:...:: ;..e.-t.' --

T;Lf...::;?,1,2MMINTANEZEI

Waligioving in Oitection of arrow

Another ocean niotign"
41

416 '

-Figure 4-14 showsstwopbotograPhs of the same ship, docke4
at the 'same pier, at two differpnt -times Cif the same. day. AL.:

... ,

4, i . 1 92 %:t

hr..14.1 A 11 . .sa 41)

I illl fitt.t sketch called .1.11,n wit .t.titt 4-7
111o0I11 the wavi... chivir.I.) they f
tho heads o: thtl tny It should ok.o show that

wdl Thavod tuvvaid the lawk):t beach
iii thi bav

I he :;cuvilt1 calted ku in ;ttestit.10 4-7
y show it.h.tlItI Wave et w.h; apt.); 0:whiny

the b7mch at an ahyle 'It :;how the
houthm, of tho waves by tettachoh. arid 1'10
mkvehh:tit ot the beat% sand 'by tongshote
that

4.

A Figure 4-12

t
Figurs-itfia
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you can see, the level of the water has changed drastically
from one picture to the other.

El 4-8. Why does the level of the sea change and what effect
does a tidal change have on a coastline like that shown irr
Figure 4-14?

The combined effect of ocean waves and tidal changes
produces a great variety of seacoast landscapes. A shore of
hard, resistant.igneous rock will develop a different seacoast
appearance than a shore of soft sedimentary rock. Seacoasts
that are subjected to many storms will be i.oded more rap-
idly than those with few storms. .

When a geologist tries to interpret, a landscaPe, I* looks
for evidence of the changes that have been taking place. He
tries to figure out what caused them, just as you've been
doing. Figure' 4-.15 contains evidence of a change thatitook
thousands of years to happen. Can yop spot the evidence?



1%.

1:14-9. Interpret (describe and explain) how you think this
coastline got to be the way it is. Here are some clues to help
you. Notice the rocky outcroppings in the foreground. Do
they resemble the results, of erosion you've been studying?
What about ths flat gently sloping area in the center of the
piclure? What area of Figure 4-15 does it resemble? Examine
Figure 4-16, an artist's sketch of the same area.

4-9 Studt itt., hould be able to st.,: th.tt theflat tya 1-, In o'd wasit t.te, bon, h twforo the
lttet I tlioppoo tor tele NAM uplifted),the w no. I odt d Inc t form theold t chit ,ntt.1 lat 1. Imo tt.t 11 it bench

in tho tot p qiito At etosent etvel the sed
oroduu, ii. k iii. IA fori,IN another

t onch

eV

avt,



Figure 4-17

Delta tbrmation was stUdied in Chapter 3. but
this is obviously anitrea where mountains,
midlands, and seashores interact.

Figure 4-18

Figure 4-17 shows a vieW of a coastal feature That you may
never have seen from this angle before. This is au aerial shdtof a delta. If you were to see it from ground level, you Nould
riot be able to describe its shape unless you walked around
the edges as well as across it. Figure 4-18 shqws a diagramof tht same region.

River

Coastline

Tidal flat
(sand and silt)

Ocean

Sandbar



-- ,
This delta is built up from sand and silt sediments. Theplants on it obviously started growing after the sedimentsbegan to accumulate, Sonic of the larger tremeare more thana hundred years old. Notice that in the right side of the photothe delta appears to have been growing faster and that asifndbar has formed.

04-18. Where did the sand and silt that thrilled this deltacome from and how have the ocean tides, currents, and waveaction helped shape the delta?

Ocean currents and wave action are at work along allcoasts. Sometimes the currents flow parallel to the shore, andat other times they curve in or out. Usually they go in onegeneral direction for months and months. Only occasionallydo they change speed or direction. Waves, on the otherhand,usually approach the shore at an angle that changes as thewind changes. (Sometimes the wind blows out to sea!)
I

t; s-

4*.

Se.

196

1! (Resources 45-41)-

L *Di 11-4 ;114

4-10 Mozit of the i:and and silt was carrieddown by river (1-1ct.ource 32, Chapter 3).But the wave action and currents carry sedi-ment Thu load brought by the stream can betransported in ditte:unt directions according
to this action ot tlid waves and currents. The

dt.positod when the kinetic enetwyfalls below a certain level.

Figure 4-19

t%
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A spit Is a 4:trrved dept -lit of solid colmbLimi
to the land

111 obi II 11.-1 I 4 ;1119

The spit shown in Figure 4-19 has built up where the
ocean currents and the wave action are working together for
at least part of the year to deposit sand at the mouth of the
river. Both the river and the ocean carry sediments.

4-11. Waves, strikt ig the coast at an angle
otner than mraight, shift sand along the
beach. Lon.)-.!lore curients also .carry the
sana along. When the coastline changes di-.
rection to matce a headland, wavos are re-
fracted (bent) around the headland and lost,
enough energy to deposit sand, which builds
Into a spit.

Figure 4-20

C34-11. How are wave direction and ocean currents involved
in the shaping of the spit shown in Figure 4-19?

Some rivers do not form deltas or spits where they empty
into the sea. Rivers like the Columbia, ethe Delaware, the
St. John, the St. Lawrence, and the ones that empty into
Chesapeake Bay have deepwater channels (called tidal estu-
aries or fiords, depending on where they were rormed). These
channe4 may extend for many miles from the sea inland.



The ha: burs shown in Figures 4-20 and 4-21 arc exaniples
of each type. Figure 4-20 is the fiord type, and Figure -4-21is the tidal type.

Scientists have puriled over how .the.se harbors wereformed, but they have located .some pieces of the f)uzzle.
For one thing, the fiord type of deepwater. channel is found
in mountainous* regions where there is much evidence of
glaciation. The wide, 'fiat channel bottom of the tiord-type
harbor is typical of valleys carved by glaciers. Using depth
soundings and aerial photography, scientists have .discovered
.that..the-mere--V-shaped-harbors revealLa-river valley patternand shape. The great continental glaciers th'at used to covermost of North America and Europe were melting and their
water was running into the oceans while these harbors weredevelbping.

104-12. Using this evidence, describe a model to account for
the formation of the deep harbors shown in Figures 4-20 and4.21.

Summary

You've seen that many different forces are involved in.theshafting of the shorelafids. If you've used your resources
successfully, you should be able to interpret the features ofthe shorelands and to predict what may happen to them .in
the futiire. The stretch of shoreline.shown in Figure 4-22 has-many/of these . features. How well can you interpret this
shoreline?

198'

ultaster U (Rosource.; 4b-41)
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Figure 4-22 l'ou.hn see that interpreting most of the landsgapes of
shorelands is not hard when you know the forces involvd.
Look over Figure 4-23. You will recognize, this drawing as

If you are located near a seashore, a field trip part of Figure 1-4 from Chapter 1. Can you identify thecould be of tremendous value at this point
Students should be able to Identify at least features of the shdrelands and describe how they were

\some of the features theeilve studied formed? If you can, you should be able to visit a b'each or
lake near you and understand many of the processes that
made them look the way they do today.

Figure 4-23

Shore
cliffs Flood

plain
Meanders
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trch Beach
;
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dunes
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Delta

. Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 4 in your Record Book.
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38 Wave Action on
.

Rocky- Cliffs
. ,

(./..UIPMENT I. IS f

1 complete stream table
.1 sanci-and-pla . ter blockPURNSE: To study the action of waves on 1 pierce ot wooda rocky cliff.

. Ilancitul ot gravel .

When water csashes into nick, which is stronger, the water
or the rock? Obviously, fock is stronger because ii hardly,.
changes, while the water is sent flying in all directions. Yet,
over.a long-period of time, water tan destroy cliffs, too. To
simulate the process, get a notched block made of sand and
plaster of paris, some mixed sand and silt, and -a piece of
wood, 'and set up a stream table as shown below. Also, scatter
some. gravel on the-sand.

Notched
block

Cluster A t ot Resources :ot through
41 it is c.itilt...flitrt1 With Waves beaches.

;

CLUSTER A
`(Resource's 38-41)

MAJOR POINTS

1 The 'er,-y,.vt: effects of waves on a cliff
occur m a narrow band just above sa level
2: When a crack develops in the off. the
Zorreoressnit: force ot air driven by the waves
will tend to alaece it bithier.
3 Fragments nfOken flan the din will cause
further erolaori when drivdh by waves.

Undercutting of the chit can caur grches.
caves and pinnacle's to form.
5. Materiz.i rvoloved from the cliff marforrn
an underwater berich. or a neacn

9,

Figure 1 .

I.
Sand and silt

ACTIVITY 1. Fill the stream table with water so that the middle
notch In the block is justtpt water level. Now generate waves
by pushing the piece of wood up and down every 5 seconds,
so that the waves hit the face with ihe three notches. Kbep
the wavei going for 5 to 10 minutes, carefully observing the
face of the block to see which notch Is most affected by the
wave action.

...-.

Construction ot.the block out pf sand and
plas.ter is der,clibed in th e. front section of this

Alloicher's Edition in the section entitled
'Preparation of Equipment!"

Middle
notch.

e

A
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Students may wonder why the et 0..,,ve
ot the w.lies IS ntost pronourte.td 1st the t .510

just aboviii sea If:sA,ut it. bud ft;
kinetic. energy ..1 waves and to the fa< t riet
%reatest lof was t: (towarp .550 (.11) hoeect (. :5,e!
water In the wave is at tt lt.! tt.o. or crust of
the wave Reac,,,rco 39 is cor!tor tied with this
characteristic of waves. alh1 atfents could
be pointed toward this resouice next

,.....12t1.04-1

Figure 2

Figure 3 -

t
,

4

172 RESOURCE 48

dr%

le I ,

From these simulation experiments, yotl Nhould have
found out that the erosive etlects of the waves occur in a
narrow band just above sea level. At this level, they would
produce undercutting on a cliff face. Softer rocks are more
rdpidly eroded than harder ones, and tracks allow the ero-
sion to proceed faster. If you could see the waves acting
against a cliff face over a' period of time, you would note
that the face keeps moving back, and a wave-cut bench is
left.

Crack

Cliff
face

Space

Sea level

";1

Let's examine the effect of cracks at sea level a little fur-
ther. Figure 2 shows a crack at s.ea level. What does the space
in the crack contain when there is no water washing into

. it? (
romm.1111...S

Wave

goak,

/6,111
?):11f4

;
4

Viatpt pushing
. 1::e., 4

I top skit!. ',

4.... j P...;, 0,

. ',..-
V5 !4. 2t...1.;'

.

What happens at X injigure 3 when a big wave washes
into the crack and what effect would this have on the cratk?
IMagine this process conhnuing in the same crack for hun-

a

U.
I.

20i
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dreds of years. It is not difficult to see that the sudden com-pression of the air when the water drives into the crack willhelp to make the, crack bigger and longer.
In your experiment, you may have seen little broken piecesof plaster tumbling down. These represent pebbles andboulders broken off in the...rFal _.%ituation-, -Some -of -thek.....

.,v o ufd b'e small enough for thi waves to pick up and throwagainst the cliff. What effect would this have .on the cliff andon the pe,bbles?
ln,any, coastline region where cliff faces are raised againstthe( sea, the-kinetic energy of waves does wcirk. The cliff getsundercut at 1sea level by the akrasive action of stones andthe compression of air in cracks. Arches and caves develop. Both 1h. . y A:1..i I-, LO..I ii MactePacttli: ()to. ;ph!

Then these collapse as they are enlarged, leaving pinmi.clesof rock standing by themselves.
The pebbles and boylders are ground into sand, whish gets to,11,(1 :1. U. us .)1!1(:(!;. l'

hal, w)t 1..1 Itiii. Ot to.ut
transported away to be deposited elsewhere as offshore It

hurt)
benches or as beaches and sandbars.

Now that the water in 'your stream table has settled down,take another good look at the mo'del you have produced.You should find that the coarser 'sediment has formed abench in front of the cliff area. The very fine material shouldbe deposited in the deeper ."offshore". water.

.

Cliff.faae

Wave-cut notch
Sea
level

V.-$;

..;if

Figure 4

Bench of coars;\
material

'1
Deposit of
fine silt

-

Bottom of
stream table

D.
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4-t
' L.a.mmrizaug

MAJOR Pah/TS .

I °remodel <to wae shows Individual
water putties the upper layers eryh4int3
because dCwitut Pelf"

. 2. *I ttee °est- of the tease the tt* pactes .

ift Meing in the direction *et the ways IS
movies.

-1-:-ArretUettittieitnii it% deep Wisiel=wat sImply
Up andictown as wives poss by.

.sWften the wafer cots shallow onocup
tiP the tvtattes, the wave btgivt,:nd iiNtti w'hen is chimps, to motionof ihe wafer perticieg.

6. A bnking tow* pushes Aogiishs tkieets
c.thsacicf.tt Ard picks up sand.

c39 Kinetic Energy
and Waves -Lar

PURPOSE siudy the npiion (*file voier Hone.
01.4 v.have.

Hive you ever been surfing or watched surfing at the movies
or on television? A surfer on ,a board out beyond the break
ing waves just bobs up and down in almost the same spot,
while a surfer in the breaking wave is pushed toward the
shore, like the two people in Figure 1.
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The surfers in Figtire I have gained kinetic energy as they
moved, toward the shore. Why doesn't a surfer, beyond the
breaking wave have the sime kinetic energy?

What mass the waves to brea when they reach sttallow
'water? it .

One model of-wave action states that water particles in
-the

.

upper layers are rotating because of wind action. At the
hiapoint of the wave (the crest), theaparticles have totated,

tOatiMktiftc"4, ,.0'`4

,

7.

dr
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the particles hive rotated back down to their lowest position. ,
A surfer is lined awl *lowered by this rotational" motion but
ienot cart:led to shore, as sirOwn in ,Figures 2 andi3. Although
the enerv obtained by the vAave from the wind is carried
forward by the wave, the particles of water rotate in a con-

. fined area.'

P. Oil, rotational motion.Ls

slowed by the friction with the
bottom in shallow water, the.crest
of the wave starts to "leln" in th-
Sireclion of wave motidh 'oecause o
inertia. Mien the lean gets too
great, the break oedurs. A
surfer starts 'riding the wave when
it stAvtg to lean, ane before i I

actually breaks.

Mperftleit

-attopeoinft

AU particles All.partickis
moving upward at bottom of circle

'Mparticlos
. moving downward

If llfe water is deep, waves ean travel without interference.
-But imagine what trappens When waves get close to:,shore.
What Call.Ses waves to breLik when they reach shallow water?

When the water is shallow -erioligh tO stop the particles
from rotating the wave break& The circular eniggy .of the
wavesis changed to forOiard motion of water partiicles, which
rush up the sloping shoie. The, breaking wave push'es floating.
objects ahead .of. it. and picks up tons of sand as it. rushes
toviard the beach.

4thThis model of viva aCtion is otieexplanation o . ow water 4;zs

close to shore getSenotigh kinetic energy to forn a breaking
wave and thus Can- pick up and carry sand e shore.

..; V. 4 11" 0." "
k4.-4.-tWia,.vpu AA:4,U
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A lw seconds Wet.

All particles now
at bottom of circle

New position of crest

All particles now
at top of circle

Surfer lowered
(no forward motion)

4

Figure 3

a

Wave shape breaks and the
water gains kinetic energy
toward shore.

,
".

Sea bottom interferes
with partigie rotatioh
and wave breaks.. /

Water travel

176 Figure 4
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If the ocean is wide and a prel,ailing wind blows in One
direction for most of the year, as along the Pacific Coast,
waves continually roll shoreward. These waves (called swells)
are usually large, reaching heights of 10, 15, and 20 feet.
Some coastlines face sheltered water (like the Gn lf of
Mexico)and- here swells only develop after storms at sea.The total energy supplied to that coastline each year is not
so great as the energy vlp pl ied to coastlines facing the Pacificor the Atlantic Ocean.

40 Beaches and the
Curving of Wayes

Offshore jettY,

OA' '
.

- 4A
4/74 ,L

Arbitar'

When, you stand on a beach, do the waves always come at
.you head on, 90° to the beach waterline? Are all wates
formed the same way? Take a careful took at Figure .1, which
shows an aerial view of a coattline, with waves washing past
an offshore jetty. Notice the pattern formed by the waves.You can understand this pattern and the effect it might
have on a ,,shoreline by doing a stream-table activity. X011will need a Vartner, one stream-table set, two plaster blockk
and one wooden block.

206

1.()LIIPN. :. t.;:,1

1 cornIt'o', it!aut ruble
2 :
I w000..

l'URPu!'.I ev, '.;9.ite the curving of.
waves 0:4,1 or- the beach.

MAJOR t'U.:11-S

1. Wan till. r.,:nd w.f., I plicular to the
boach it:tt.1 to otrAtticitems. the wave crests
aPP.roa( h on.entleit: to.oach other
ang.te I ..-1.;t

7.1Whot, j!..1 wivJ. 11;1"-f; ure ped of an
obstaci.. t.otweor, obstacb.s, they Curve
became: :A ,:ittr,o.tion
3. P.ozelle:i .:1111 a bcach at othor
than a rait:t be:nei Pecausr.: refraction.

Pfellaral.:tt .t; Nit! Wat:lett ttlocks is de-
ticobod i!:, (tont soctioe ot Iti;. Teacher's
Etfasoli ii u 0 section or staled "r '!vparation ot

Figure
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In generating parallel waveti. It is impottant
that the wooden block he long enomgh to
come within a few centimeters of the edquti
of the stream table, and ah:o that the hunt
edge of the block be kopt pakollel to the
beach.

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table with a sloping sand
beach at one end, with the water about 2 cm deep where It
meets the beach. Generate waves by gently pushing the
wooden block up and down rhythmically every 3 seconds. .
Notice the pattern produced by the waves and the effect of
the waves on the beach.

Push down
gently.

Sloping
sand

ACTIVITY 2. Now Put two plaster blocks Into the water as
shown. The blocks should have a space of at least 4 cm .

between them and should appear above water level.
Generate waves In the same way that you dld In Activity

1. Note the patterh this time and the effect on the shore.

Plaster
blocks

Space at least 4 cm wide
r

Where a prevailing wind is blowing toward land at right
angles to a straight coastline, the wave pattern is like the
one you found in your first simulation experiment. The crests

1711 approach the coastline parallel to each other and to the coast.

,

207
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Atmost all energy is concentrated on the coast, causing steady
erosion all along the .coast. Figure 2 shoWs the typical wave
pattern for these conditions.

rl

t

c ,

Figure 2

Did you get a curved pattern when the waves -passed
through the gap in your seCond experiment? When parallel
waves pass the edge of An obstacle, or between obstacles,
the crests curve. This is called diffraction. Your second exper-
iment should have produced a pattern like that in Figure 3.
Compare this with Figure 1.

$.-.
Waves curved
by diffraction

,

r'

The eneot trio Li eakwater
the wave CI tO CU, vo.
had been in Iwo sections.
middle, cornplotely curved
louned. as in Figure 3.

Wave in contact with
headland is slowed down. Parallel

wave pattern...--- i..-..ser -,
Aseftwasuria1/4

..:.

i A le

a:

'1..1 ....

,

Headland
:440

Where a coastline is neither straight nor at right angles
to the prevailing wind, some parts of the wave line reach
land before others. The parts art; reach land first are slowed
down, whereas the other partsintinue at the same speed.
The wave line bends, and this is called refraction. Predict
what wave pattern'you would get with waves entering a wide,

.curved bay.

208

Direction of
prevailing wind

in Figuie I caused
If we breakwater
writ a gap in the
crests would have

Figure :
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r11-1 greet.e1 energy 01 I concen-..

. hated on the ttt ads of i cuived buy t.ontlo
wave action should rm.. : sand gradually into
the pocket t'aCt1 Beat. iul bay beaches are
formed In tris way. Oe...cl4sic exanT;)le Is
Magens Clay of Saint I honms in the Vin
Islands.

4

1.1:011IPMEN i L 1ST

complete Licain table
1 wooden b. '

2 plaster blot

PiJRPOSE I a inVestigate longshoit.
caused by __..-es, and to see what be
done to feta:d the .:Thitting of the ;mild

MAJOR PON iS

. 1. As waves move tow.ird a beach at other
that' ight thoy ale bent by refi.iction.
2 Sand shiLtd along the beach is Galled
longshore
3 An obstru. hen placed dt nght angle:: to the
be,:tch canr.:Lird Iongshero drift.
4. 'Oiling up of sand by an olystruction can
.change the r.hape of the bunk

Figure 1

ACTIVITY 3. Pile your sand mixture at one end to make a
deeply curved, scooped-out bay, and generate more waves.

Scooped-out b4y

Did you predict correctly? Where is the most beach-
forming activity when waves are curved by refraction enter-
ing a bay? This experiment sliould help_you understand how
wave rthaction helps to form beaches at the heads of curved
bays as well as pocket beaches between headlands.

41 Waves at an Angle
and Movement
of Sand

What happens to a coastline when the wave pattern reaches
the shore at an angle most of the time? Imagine a consistent
wave pattern approaching a beach coastline as shown in
Figure 1.

180
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Predict %that win happen to the N hape of the wavepattein
when _the W. yes reach the shore. Make a diagram to illustrate
your predic ion.

Now get partner, a complete stream4able setup, a piece
of wood, anl two plaster blocks. You can conduct a simula-
tion expern ent to see if your prediction is correct and to
observe the frect of this type of wave action on a beach.

ACTIVITY 1.
stream fable
3 cm. Place
ater at an
seconds or
the shore.
carefully.

Pile the sand-silt mixture along one side of the
and put water into the table to a depth of about

piece of wood you are using as a wave gener-
gle, as shown. Push down on It every three
to produce a pattern of waves at an angle to

etch the wave pattern and the erosion effect

la r

'Sand-silt
mixture

Wooden block Or waCie generator
at an angle to roduce oblique waves

Did you pred a the wave pattern correctly? What hap-
pened to the bea h?

In your simulat on, the wave pattern curves into the beach;
and the sand is 'sh.fte steadily along the shore in a process
that is called longs ore dryi.

Because man use beaches for recreation and builds homes
on the seashore, he ften.- builds structuies to reduce beach
erosion. Lea see wh 1. these structures do.

21 0

If stildeol:, have thaa Nascence 40 before
netting to MI:, ont., they will be ante to predict
that the wave crests will bend as they near
the shore hoc use of refract.on You may
want to refer skdents to thisother rasourCe.

-the angle at which the wave crests approach
the shore should be kept constant by holding
the block at a fixbd angle. The kongshore drift
can be accentuated by decreasing the slope
of the stream table In fact, students might
experiment with the idea of putting the tlible
flat longitudinally and giving it Just a Tittle
slope laterally This may require .a bit more
water in the table.

RESOURCE 41 181
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ACTIVITY 2. Get the plaster , blocks and set them at right
angles to your simulated beach, one on top of fhe other. The
topmost block must be above water. Make waves at an angle
as you did before and observe what haPfens as the blocks
obstruct the longshore drift.

Plaster
blocks Sand-silt

mixtirre

Along the southeastern coast of Florid:1 (ti.e
"Gold Coast") the prevailing breezes m from
the southeast, so waves hit the sand !poaches
at an angle as they do In those activities.
Many structures, called groins, have been
built perpendicular to the shoreline t3 halt
longshore drift and maintain the beaches..

182

Open
passage

Wave
generator

The diagram in Figure 2 shows how the waves are bent
(refracted)las they reach the shore area. As long as the waves
follow this pattern, the sand builds up beside the obstruction.
Boat ramps, sea walls, or jetties can interfere with .longshore
drifts of sand along a beach and in much the same way cause
a change in the shape of the coast. A jetty at Panama City,
Florida, is shoWn in .Figure 3.

Accumulation
of Sand

Figure 2
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MA:JOR POINTS

1. Thq actual Jevel of the sea changes all the tween high water and low water,time for many rewons.
4. Mean sea level differs at various places on2. A measuring instrument ,eallgd a tide the United States coast One place can ar-gauge can be used for measuring (operation- bitrarily t)p'chosen gs the zero point for corn-ally defining) and recording sea level.... parison.

Cluster B consists of Resources 42, 43, and
3. Mean sea level is the average value be-

44. It is Concerned with sea level changes.42 Measuring Sea Level-
EQUIPMENT. LISTPURPOSE: To study the measurement of sea

level, and the meaning ot the term. None

Figure 3

Many times in the chapters in Crusty Problems there arereferences to sea /eye/. The elevation of mountains and places
along river systems is related to -sea level. Along the coast,
major landscape changes are related to sea level. It is all
very well to talk about sea level, but how can,it be measured?

If you have observed boats tied to a wharf, pifes standing
out of the water, or beaches and shore rocks over a period
of days, weeks, or months, you will realize that sea level just
isn't level! Waves can cause a minute-to-minute change*
Tides can cause a day-to-day, week-to-week, and month-to-
month variation. You even get a slightly different v'ew of
spa level if you are in a boat looking ,4 the land.

..

N

CLUSTER B
'(Resclurces 42-44)
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-Figure 1

This' may qe one Of the few examples' that
st9dents'have seen of an automatic type of
meaSuring (nstrument. Actually. the measure-
ment of sea level Is not nearly so difficult a
task as the determination of mean sea level.
which requires that measurements be made
over a relatively long period of time.

Figure 2

1

4

2

o

2

184 4

What can you do to get an c)perational definition for sea
level Mien it is changing all the time? The memenient of
.sea level is no easy task. Usually the problem oftiMaking such
a measur5ment is solved by installing a measkritig instru-
ment call*d a tide gauge at the end of a pier i!lat stretches
far out into the sea.

Opening
to sea '

.

Cable
Pen

Rotating
drum 4 Moving sheet

i:ot paper

Ideight

Float (moves up and down with the tide)

A tide gauge has a cylinder with a small opening that
allows water to enter .and fill the cylinder to /he levels
reached by the tide. One cominon form. has a float in the .

cylinder. As the float moves up andclown with the tide, a
cable turns a drum, and a pen draft- a line on a moving
sheet of' paper.

2
Days

3 4 , 5 6 7

11111111111111/AWATIENA112111111.
mingivavittimitinmp

IF

Chart datum level

*
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The pen traces out records like that on the chart shown
in Figure 2. The graph, developed over a period of time,
shows the highest level reached by the tide, the lowest level,
and all levels between.

From continuous readings like these,' laken Over a Ipng
time, a value for mean sea level can be calculated. Mean
sea level is an average 'value between high water and loW
Water. Which value on this chart would be 4bout the level
of diean sea level?

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey classifies
tide stations as primary, or first class, only if they have been
in continuous.operation for more than nineteeh years. There
are about 40 places in the United States that are first-class
stations.

Charts from all these stations are used to calculate the
mean sea level, to which all surveying measurements are
related.

Careful measufement has shown that the sea level is riot
the same at all places (see Figure 3). For example,. if the
sea level at St. Augustine, Florida, is taken ts zero, then the
sea level at Portland, Mair, jejsraliout 38 cm higher; at San
Diego, California, it is about 58 cm higher; and on the
Oregon coast it is about 86 cm higher.

Figure 2 is given only as an example of a chart
showing the sea level . This. chart would differ
for Just about every tide station in the world.
Some stations locatpd on the open Atlantic or
Pacific Ocean (not in a bay, on the Gulf, etc.)
would show two high and twdlow tides every
24 hours and 51 minutes, but the respective
high and low measurements would be differs
ent In amount and in the time they occurred
for each of the stations. For stations located
on the Gulf of Mexico and on bays and Inlets.
So many different factors affect. the tides
(there are said to be 26 factors) that the chart
may in some cases show only one high and
one low in .a 24-hour period.

Portland,
Maine + 38 cm

St. Aupuetine,
Florida 0 cm

Figure 3

Galveston,
Texas -1-20 cm

21 4
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Scientists are not certain why there is a 'difference in sea
level, hut they think it is related to such variables as baro-
metric pressure and water temperature.

-

43 Tidal Effects prv-
Shorelines

PURPO*L. To exanime the effect4 of thi.; on
tile shoreline..
One of the most noticeable cyclic events (events occurring
at regular periods) that affects the shoreline is the daily rise
and fall of the tides. The diikrence between high tide and
low tide in the United States can he as much as three meteris
(10 ft), and in some parts of the world' it can he more than
nine or ten Meters (33 ft). Onlythe larger lakes have measur-
able tides; Lak.e. Erie has a tidal range of only eight centime-
ters (3 in).... , .

Men have notieed how tidal cycles follow the daily cycles
of the earth, moOti, and sun: The present theory of tides
explains them in termS of the grayitational attraction of the
moon and sun, which causes the water on the earth's surface
ito bulge out. The moon, though smaller than the sun, has
a greater effect (over twice as .great) because it is so much
closer to the earth.

In Figure 2 of the 'frevious resource, there is a chart show-
ing a daily tide record. Notice that the recordings in the early
part of the 'chart show a big difference between high-tide
level and low-tide levekalmost four meters On the sixth day)
while a week later the difference is only about one meter.
When the moon and the sun are in a straight line with the
earth so that their gravitational thtractions are pulling to-
gether, big tides: ar.taused. When they are at right angles,
their attractions work against one apother, and the, differ-

,ences'are small. This catiges a cycle of big tidal differences'
at certain times of the month and, sinall differences at other
fillies. .::

.

On a gently sloping shore like the one pictured in Figure
I, the period of big tides Causes wave action on the upper
part <the beach for the first time since the last big tides.
You cauimagine the treTendous effects a combiriation of

rouiproLN r, .
None
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3 Ntorm.and one of these very high d'ukle. ha. on the uppci
part of the beach and the dunes..

a

Highest tide

Lowest tide --- Smallest tida# range
- _

Level reached by the lowest tide of the year Biggdst tidal range
.FIgure 1

On a cliff or steep shore, the tide cycle affects the paft
of.the shore that gets undercut by wave action. In Resource
38, you saw, that most of the erosion takes place at sea level.
If the rise ail fall of the tide is small, only a narrow strip
is exposed to wave action. If the change is large, a much
wider strip is exposed. The range of the rise and fall of the
tide controls how much of the cliff face is affected by wave
action..

level reached by the
higheAt tide of the year

Figure 2

Region of undercutting depends on tide range.

Highest tide 9
_>

Aunq coa.3 of J110 action
ti,vi hollowed out caves bt

imhor

Wave-cut bench

Range of tide during period of small changes

Range of tide during period of large changes

187
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cauask4LNt 11ST

1 complete stioarn tadly
2 pl.t whs. datefeni sizes
1 wood or.k

PURPO To investalat- the r.?ffect
level change on seacoast .10.lon.

MAJOR POINTS

1 Wave erosion takes pi. it .na
2. It sea level (hops. a IL! 0..ive-cut hem. ti
left, and erosion begins a: a different 11.l of
the

The.42 plaster blocks stiould have the tol-
lowfngdimem; Qi
No 1-3" x 2' 2"
No 2-4" x 2" 2"
Construction of these blocks is ....rsr rtbed
th\ front section of this Teacher's Ldalo.l.
the section entitled "Preparation of Etillip
ment."

V

44 Changing Sea Level
and Erosion

ThiS resource *ill help you find out what effect a change
in sea kvel can have on a cliff-type coastal landscape. To
get started, obtain two plaster blocks (one larger than the
other), some of the sand-cilt mixtiire, a piece of wood., and
a stream tiible. You will use the sanckilt mixture and plaster
blocks to build your own landscape.

ACTIVITY 1. Pack your sand-silt mixture at one .end of the
stream table as shown, embedding the two plaster blocks
along the front edge. Raise this landscape end of your stream
table with ajaock of wood or other support. Then fill the other
end with water until it just covers the smaller of the two plas-
ter blocks.

Model landscape

ACTIVITY 2. Wace the piece of wood In the stream table at
the apposite end from your model landscape. Push down
gently on the wood with the palm of your hand and- then
quickly lift your hand. Do this every 5 seconds or so, and you
will create gentle waves.

Mister block

Water level

..

188

Sand-silt mixture

t. 217
cilock of wood
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Keep making waves th.is way for about 5 minutes. Notice
%Ire thq erosion at this sea level takes place. Now let the
water out thrpugh the drainage hole until only the.loWer half
of the smaller plaster block is covered with w4ter. Then
repeat the wave action to see how a change te sea level can
affect the landscape.

Wave eroskm takes place at sea level and cuts a bench
(Figure I), the cliff being steadily cut back. If the sea level
drops, erosion cannot' take place at this level any more, and
a fiat wave-cut bench is left The old cliffs are left behind.

Abut they often lose their distinctive features because of slides
and eroiion. Old wave-cut benches -can be recognized on
many coastlines and are. elence of changes in sea level.

Old cliffs (worn down by weathering and erosnin)

Old wave-cut benches

Sgk

Present sea level

Figure 1

Lioth the Pacific and the Atlantic coasts have
numerous examples of flat wave-cut benches
and old cliffs standing well above the present
mean sea level. The Great Lakes and smaller
lakes Also shew the effects of changing water
loyal alohg tileir shorelines.

.
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Cluster C cormsts of FiesourLOS 45. 46. and
47. It is Coml./nod with sand anti sea levels

CLUSTER C
(Resources 45-47)

EQUIPMENT LIST

None

PURPOSE: To discuss the formation of vari-
ous kinds of sand.

MAJOR POICS

1. Sand is rak material ground to a certain
slie by the action of wind and water.
2. In general. racks made of hard minerals
break down teand.
3. The color ahd kind of Sand formed depend
on the kind of rock grOund down. White sand
is Usually quartz; darker sand Is formed from
darker igneous or metamorphic rodks; black
sands are usually finely ground lava rock.

..4. Color of beach sand may be altered by
wastes, organic matter, or clay.

4'

190

45 Where Does Beach
Sand Come From?

The moviemakers' concept of an island paradise is a white
sand beach with waving palms, hut white beaches in the
tropics and in southern regions of the l:nited States are not
all thai common.

In Ijawitii, some of the beaches are black. In Florida, sonie
of the beaches are tawny, some are' buti-eolore'd, and there
are long stretches of eggshell-white beach. On the West Coast
of the United. States, beaches are more often brownish-gray.
All these beaches have sand."I low can the sand.be so differ-
ent from beach to beach?

Sand is simply a name given to rock 'material ground to
a certain size by the action of water or wind.. Beach sand
is formed by thc grinding action of rocks on each other and
on bedrock when vigorously rolled by moving water of high.
kinetic energy.

This process can Wappen -in the fast-flowing section of zi
river. Because the sand particles are small, they are carried
far beyond the rocky region where they were formed. And
ir the kinetic energy of the stream is sufficiently high, the
particles can eventually be washed out to sea. Many particles
get no farther than the river mouth, where they build up
as sandbars. Others, however, are swept along by sea currents
and: waVe action, finally becomin&part of a beach.

Sand particles bretk off from roas when waves batter the
rocks againsi each other or asainst the cliffs. -This sand can
be deposited.on pocket beaches in the bays between rocky
headlands or carried away tV wave action and washed up
oil a beach elsewhere.

The color and kind of sand formed depend on the kind
of rock that was ground Own. In general, rocks lade of
'hard minerals bra: i64h to .sand. White sand like that
alongIthetOtheast coast usually comes from quartz. Darker
sands are bilen. formed' by the breakdown of dark-colored
igneous or metamorphic rock. The black sands of 1-16.waii-
'ar composed 15f tiny grains broken from dark-colored lava
roCk. In some localities, the color of the beach may be altered
by wastes, organic.matter, or mixtures of clay With the sand.

k
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Some of the sand on the Oregon beach in Figure I below

could have come from the grinding down of the rocky head-
lzuld in the distance:. Merck are no rocky headlands within
hundreds of miles of the Florida beach'pictured i Figure
2. Part of this sand comes from broken shells and coral,
though some may havofbeen brought a lOng way by ocean
currents.

111M411414414=41441""""'"--"--"---- .

46 Spits and Sandbars
PLIFINSE: To study the formation Of spits and
sandbars by longshore drift

.
Where rivers enter the sea, the river mouths 4re often partly
blocked by dTOsits of sand called sandbar( Long, curved
sandbars call& spits also form at the tip of headlands that
project into the sea.

One way that spirs Am can be demonstrated in a stream
table. Imagine a long coastline with angled waves drifting
along a shallow shore. Can you predict what kind of beach
will form where the Coastline changes direction?

a .20

Figure 1

-,.t the r.0 -ache:, Of
Florida, a fettle amount ot me beach sand is
made up ut finely ground shell fragments.

Figure 2

EOWIPMLN 1 LIST

1 complete stream table
1 plaster block.
1. wooden block

MAJOR POINTS

4

1. Depo:Ats ot San- rn!od up-in the water are
called sandbars: when they are connected to
a tip of land am] cuove out ittto the water they
are calk!d spits
2. The dnpasition Of sand in o bar or a'.11tpit
is dependent on loss of energy by the wave
carrying Ina sand.

4
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Constrot boo of tt o piaMer a 0.1. 1

Ill the frnt sectit.n ot tn.. : net !. t ttlip
in the section ent.tied Pr :ration ot (two-
merit

"

ACTIVITY 1. Pile up the sand-silt Mixture to make a beach
from one corner of the stream table to about the middle, as
shown. Then put In a plaster block to represent a rink head-
!arid. Pour in water to a depth of about 3 cm. Generate angling
waves by pushing down every 3 seconds on a wooden block.
Do thls for about 5 to 10 minutes.

Plaster block to represent headland
Sand-silt mixture

Change of direction of coastline..

Note that riot only is the encoyy of the wstvt
redocec1 by hitt:tt:i the heatii.ind. causniq
to be sli owed !nit the vial.o crests aft; i!.rit
by retraction and cot v,%d by sLthaction..c.rts!,-
ing the sand deposit to be curved.

k

Protecte bay

Curved spit formation.

Wave pattern

Wooden block as wave generator

tt

Your simulation sttould have produced a landform like
that shown in Figure 1. Longshore drift shifts the sand along
the coast to the headland. The energy of the waves is reducet1
as they swing around the headland, and thc sand is deposited
as a curved sandbar, or spit.

Headland changes direction of coastline.
'Beach

192

Longshore drift

Oblique wave pattern with ref ractiort

Refracted waves lose epergy.
*Figure 1



SAndhars al:0 bc pow.cd ,

or in shallow water ott a beach when currents carrying a load
of sand are slowed down and lose energy.

47 Rise in Sea Level
. Floods Valleys EQUIPMI NI 1:;IPURPOSE To compare drowned glacier val-

leys and drowned river valleys None

The large body of water in the mountain scene of Figure 1
is not a lake system; it's a system of valleys flooded by
the sea. The scene is iri Alaska where Tracy Arm (in the
foreground) empties into Holkam Bay. The bay, in. turn,
connects with the' Pacific Ocean.

Since you have already done the mountain chapter, you
will recognize features which indicate that the landscape was

2 92

I . i

I . '', I .t `.-ot.4d

.tI .
'1 A Ho.. ' II,. .1 v.pit V I callod a
hold,. a tit . I. tailt!li aft
(.1they
3 Siekel.).1 land h. 1, . Ut rIt .1 could have
the Same. v:'. ! .c vadcy that rais-
ing tho utiw.! mob!.

Figure 1
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glacially carved. There is evidence that during the ice-age
period, when these mountains were being -carved to their
present shape, great ice sheets covered mulch of the Northern
llemisphere. With so much of the earth's water tiapped iii
the form of glacial ice, the sea level would have been much
lower then than now.

One theory suggests that as the climate changed to a
wariper one, the ice sheets melted back to their present
positions over the North and South Poles. The water released
by the melting ice raised the sea level ---one estimate is by
about 100 meters. A rise as big as this caused the flooding
of many valleys near the coast.

Flooded, ice-carved valleys like Tracy Arm are sometimes
called fiords, while flooded river-carved valleys are called
estuaries. Many of the world's best harbors occupy flooded
valleys. Some deep harbors in North America that have
formed because of the flooding of river valleys include the
Hudson River, Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, San Fran-
cisco Bay, and the straits and harbors between British Co-

Figure 2 lumbia and the state of Washington. Oslo, Norway, is at the
far end of a 90-mile fiord.

River valley Asialla
River

411111141111

/11
0 meters

Old sea level
Sea'

:

tsioiw sea level

100 meters

Coastal plain

Coastline

Estuary (flooded valley)

114*lia*I"ffifir4111"4111...441111141P441114141
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New coastline
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2213 Old coastal landscape now flooded
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Flooding due to a rise in sea level caused by inciting ice
is not the only possible wav of forming an estuary or a tic lid.
.1 he same i esult would occUr if earth movements caused the
land to sink beneath the sea. 'Hie diagram in Figure 2 shows
flow a river valley could become an estuary if the sea level
rose, or the land sank, or a combination of both effects
resulted in a relative rise in sea level.

to the tlis '.tuus earthqual...1 that hit Alaska
in 1964. the Lind ill sevtlf at Of the harbors
Sank einemqh to change thee t'nfIrti sflaiN3 of
the coastlino_ wiping out houset,. docks, and
wharves

1

avo
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